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State of Maine, as follows:
„
Sec 1. Territorial limits; coraec‘ 7’ ^J^tment of damages;
, orat- name; purposes. Subject to prCcedu{® as in laying out a hight; c provisions of sections 17 and 18 ay
any Person sustaining
p.eof. the territory and people I ?^ag5s„by
taking as aforeonstituting the city of Rockland, 1. Sha ,?Ot agree with the distnc towns of Camden. Rockport and i
U.??n the sum 10 be Pftid thereThrmaston shall constitute a public i fv/ 61 Cr party uP°n petition to
municipal corporation, under the I e ^ounty commissioners of Knox
name of Knox Water District for
J"aJ have such damages as
the purpo'e of supplying the Inhabi sessed by them. The procedure and
tants of said city of Rcckland and all subsequent proceedings and
the towns of Camden, Rockport, rights of appeal therefrom shall be
Thomaston and Owl’s Head and had under the same restrictions,
said municipalities with pure water conditions and limitations as are
for domestic, sanitary, and munici or may be by law prescribed in the
pal purposes, and the supply of case of damages by the laying out
of highways.
shipping.
Sec 8. Procedure in crossing of
Sec. 2. Source of supply. The
.-aid Knox Water District, for the railroads. In case of any crossing
purposes of its incorporation, is of railroads, unless consent is given
hereby authorized to take, hold, di by the company owning or operat
vert, use and distribute water from ing such railroad, as to place, man
Mirror lake in the town of Rock ner and conditions of the crossing,
port, and Chickawaukee pond sit within 30 days after such consent
uated in Rockland and said Rock is requested by such district, the
port, and from any other source public utilities commission shall,
from which the Camden and Rock upon petition setting forth a de
land Water Company is now au scription of said premises and the
reasons for said crossing after no
thorized to take water.
Sec 3. Right of eminent domain tice given as said commission may
confened. The said district for the prescribe, determine the place,
purposes of its incorporation is manner and conditions of such
hereby authorized to take and hold crossing, and all work within the
as for public uses, by purchase or limits of such railroad location shall
otherwise, any lands or interests be done under the supervision of
therein, or water rights necessary the railroad company and to the
for erecting and maintaining dams, satisfaction of said company, but
for flowage, for power, for pump at the expense of said water dis
ing its water supply through its trict, unless otherwise ordered by
mains, for reservoirs, for preserving said public utilities commission.
Sec. 9. Appointment of trustees;
the purity of the water and water
shed, for laying and maintaining term of office; by-laws; compensa
aqueducts and other structures, for tion; annual reports. All the affairs
taking, distributing, discharging of said district shall be managed by
and disposing of water and for a board of trustees composed of 5
rights of way or roadways to its members who shall be residents in
sources of supply, dams, power sta the district and appointed as here
tions, reservoirs, mains, aqueducts, inafter provided. Two of said trus
tees shall be appointed by the
structures and lands.
mayor
of the city of Rockland sub
Sec 4. Authorized to lay pipes
ject
to
approval and confirmation
over public ways. Tne said district
is hereby authorized to lay in and by the city council of said city of
through the streets, roads, ways, Rcckland, and also such other trus
highways and bridges in said city tees as may be necessary to com
and towns, and across private lands plete the required number of trus
therein, and to maintain, repair and tees in case one or more of said
replace all such pipes, aqueducts towns fail to accept said act.
and fixtures as may be necessary
If this act is accepted by the in
and convenient for its corporate habitants of the town of Camden,
purposes, and whenever said dis 1 member of said board shall be
trict shall lay any pipes or aque appointed by the municipal officers
ducts in any street, road, way or of the town of Camden; otherwise
highway, it shall cause the same to such member shall be appointed by
be done with as little obstruction the mayor of the city of Rockland
as practicable to the public travel, subject to approval and confirma
and shall at its own expense, with tion by the city council for said
out unnecessary delay, cause the city of Rockland.
If this act is accepted by the in
earth and pavement removed by it
to be replaced in proper condition. habitants of the town of Rockport,
Sec. 5. Authorized to erect dams I member shall be appointed by
and reservoirs ;to cross navigable the municipal officers of the town
waters. Said water district is here of Rockport; otherwise such mem
by authorized for the purposes of ber shall be appointed by the mayor
its incorporation to erect and main of the city of Rockland subject to
tain all dams, reservoirs and struc approval and confirmation by the
tures necessary and convenient for city council of said City of Rock
its corporate purposes. Said water land.
If this act is accepted by the in
district is also hereby authorized to
lay, construct and maintain its habitants of the town of Thomas
pipes and fixtures in, over and ton, 1 member of said board shall
under navigable waters and to build be appointed by the muniepial of
and maintain structures therefor, ficers of the town of Thomaston;
subject to the laws of the United otherwise such member shall be
appointed by the mayor of the
States.
Sec. 6. Procedure in exercising city of Rockland; subject to ap
right of eminent domain. In exer proval and confirmation by the
cising the right of eminent domain city council of the city of Rock
conferred upon it by law from time land.
The trustees so to be appointed
to time, or any Rights of eminent
shall
be appointed on or before the
domain through or under the fran
4th
Monday
ol August, 1941.
chise of any water company by It
The
municipal
officers of the city
acquired, the said district shall file
m the office of the county commis of Rockland and of the towns com
sioners of Knox County and record prising the District shall file with
in the registry of deeds in said thc city clerk, or town clerk, as the
county plans of the location of all case may be, of the municipality
lands or interests therein, or wa they respectively represent, a cer
ter rights to be taken, with an ap tificate of the appointment of the
propriate description and names of trustees, or trustee, they have aptiic owners thereof, if known. If pointed, and such certificates shall
lor any reason the district fails to j be sufficient evidence in all cases
■' quire the propel ty authorized to ‘ of the legality of such appoint
ee taken and which is described in 'ment. The city clerk, or town clerk,
such location, or the location re- of each municipality concerned,
corded is defective or uncertain, it| shall file with the trustees of the
may at any time correct and per- District a due certificate of the ap
fect such taking and file a new de- pointment of such trustees, or trus
•scriptien thereof, and in such case tee, by the municipal officers of
the district is liable in damages the municipality they represent,
°nly for the property for which the and it shall be the duty of the trus
' wner had not previously been paid, tees of $aid district to see that all
1 be assessed as of the time ot the certificates showing the appoint
original taking; and the district ment of trustees are duly recorded
(Continued on Page Four*
•‘• all not be liable for any acts

ELKS DINNER AND DANCE
JANUARY 22, NEXT WEDNESDAY, SEMI-FORMAL
DINNER WILL BE SERVED FROM 6 30 TO 8.30
DANCE 9.30 TO 1.00
TICKETS $1.00 EA
Make Reservations by Tuesday to Mrs. Earl Barron, Tel. 835
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Man Matter
By The Courier-Gazette, MS Mala St
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The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with, the Gazette in 1884. The Free Press
was established In 1856 and In 1801 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

[EDITORIAL]
WHERE WAR LIES

As far back as the Spanish rebellion—and that was not so
very long ago, to be sure—this paper expressed the firm con
viction that the next war would be fought from the air. An
original idea, by no means, but so far as we could observe not
much stressed at that time in the press. And yet that is
exactly what has happened. It is not the armed forces which
are over-running Europe, not the dashing cavalry of Civil
War days, not the distant cannonading, but. as we have long
been witnessing, the terrific destruction which is going on in
the industrial, military and residential centers of Great
Britain, France, Germany and Italy. Destruction of shipping
wherever found, by those subtle sea raiders the submarines
and the bombing planes. Perhaps the most striking example
of air might was seen in the Mediterranean battle a few days
ago when such havoc was wreaked on British naval ships. If
this country is forced into war—or forces itself into It—we
will be confronted not by vast armies, but two other elemental
dangers. One will be a vast armada which may meantime
have overcome the British sea supremacy and will test Its
tremendous might against our growing two-ocean Navy; the
other will be the deadly bombing planes which would see
nothing unusual about crossing the narrowed Atlantic, drop
ping their destructive cargoes on cities which have military
objectives, and then returning blithely to the fatherland to
reload; and while that hour may be drawing oloser with un
dreamed swiftness the members of our National Congress will
indulge in prolonged bickering, and men of national promi
nence will continue to be arrayed on opposite sides. It is in
the nature of things that men should disagree on vital themes
—yet there is need for prompt action, much need.
MAINE CLAM CHOWDER

(Bangor Commercial)
Under the caption “The Uncomfortable Clam," an edi
torial writer of the Christian Science Monitor comments as
follows on New England clam chowder.
“It is a curious phenomenon of the kitchen that there is
no standard type of that luxurious dish which is called New
England clam chowder. Automobiles, bakery bread, razor
blades, and so many another article has been standardized
that people sometimes like to brag of this as the ‘age of stand
ardization.’ Yet one celebrated seashore inn will dispense a
clam chowder which is pale as the moon, another will produce
a brew brown as autumn, and in its rare mixture a third will
submerge crackers. Some have used bits of raw onion, some
crisply fried. One chowder will be all milk and another obvi
ously watered.
“While savants have not yet reported on the matter, it is
suspected that this incorrigible variety is derived in some
contrary fashion from the changeless character of the clam,
which—while silent and unprotesting—refuses to be regi
mented into a single pattern even as chowder.
“For nearly 600 years of history, the clam of the western
world has withstood civilization. It has never been taught
like the dog to sit up and beg for food, or like the trained
canary, to sing over the radio. Nor has it adopted any house
hold habits, like the cat which likes to sit by the fire.
Perhaps in the distant future the clam may be made to
conform to a pattern. But probably that will not help the
chowder situation. The cooks themselves seem determined
to remain rugged individualists."
We would have you know, Mr. Editor, of the C. S. M.,
that in Maine from time immemorial the clam has conformed
to a standard and so has Maine clam chowder conformed to
a pattern. Luxurious indeed is the Maine clam chowder and
Maine clams are both silent and unprotesting. They don’t
need to protest. They are never dissatisfied with their lot
when brewed into chowder a la Maine which is always the
same—rich and creamy and impregnated with the luscious
ness and savoriness of the Maine coast. So why should they
protest? But when one gets outside the State and orders
clam chowder, that's a gamble. And well may the clam
protest his innocence and deny any complicity when he Is
served in brew that is a slander on its good name. We are
familiar with some of the concoctions that are placed before
customers in other parts of New England. Not in Maine is a
clam dunked in watery milk to make a clam chowder. Nor is
the Maine variety debased with a coloring of tomatoes. Not
much! Maine clam chowder is pure and undefiled, undiluted,
unadulterated, unblemished, undisguised, unimitated, undi
vided, unmistakable, unsullied and unchangeable—in other
words it conforms to a pattern. And all other sections of New
England take notice: Maine clam chowder is as distinctive
as the Maine coast itself and Maine isn’t neutral when it is
dealing with clam chowder.

Giles A. Stuart was a well known
Maine educator and was superin
tendent of schools In Rockland and
Former Rockland Woman Lewiston.
Miss Stuart was affiliated with
Succeeds Former Rock
the Corinna library for a period, in
land Man As State
stalling the system when the li
Librarian
brary in that town was created.
She is the first woman ever nomi
Gov. Sewall Thursday posted the
nomination of Miss Theresa C. nated for the position of state li
Stuart of Augusta, assistant State brarian.
librarian, as state librarian to suc
ceed Oliver L. Hall of Hampden Feeling Them Out
whose term of office expires Jan.
23. The position pays $3,600 yearly.
Fisheries Association
Miss Stuart, Who is 52 years of
Wants
To Know Sentiment
age. has been in the State library
—Knox County Meetings
for 23 years and for the past 13
years has been assistant librarian.
Elroy Johnson, of Bailey Island,
She had not solicited nomination well known Maine lobsterman, and
to the position and it came as a field secretary of the Maine Fish
complete surprise to her.
eries Association, is touring a sec
Miss Stuart, a native of North tion of the Maine coast, holding
Anson was educated at Wellesley meetings with the ldbstermen, clam
and Simmons colleges, receiving a diggers, and other fishermen. The
B. S., degree from the latter’s li men are studying the problems of
brary school in 1908. She later their industry and planning for
took special courses at Massachu concerted action in matters de
setts Institute of Technology from signed for the benefit of the fish
George Herbert Palmer, the phil ing Industry. Questionnaires have
osopher.
already been distributed along the
Miss Stuart has lived in Augusta coast of Mare and are being refor a number of years. Her father j turned U3 the Maine Fisheries in
------------- —— --------------------------- 1 large numbers by the fishermen.

Miss Stuart Named

TOWN OF ST. GEORGE

DR. NEIL A. EOGG

The yearly accounts of the Town
of St. George for 1940-1941 will
close Feb. 3, 1941. All persons hav
ing Bills or unpaid Taxes for set
tlement are requested to present
them on or before Feb. 1st, 1941.

If'ill Resume His Surgical Practice

on

FEBRUARY 12, 1941.
155-30

Fred H. Smalley, Almond C. Hall,
Ralph L. Simmons, Selectmen of
Town of St. George.
Joseph T. Simmons, Collector and
Treasurer.
7-9

j These, in conjunction with the
meetings, are creating considerable
interest along the whole coast.
Knox County meetings next week
are: Thursday, Jan. 23, meeting
in Friendship, chairman, Ralph
Simmons; Friday, Jan. 24. meeting
in Vinalhaven, called by .Robert
Barton.
t
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That Glen Cove Fire
It Comes Again Into News
Print, With a Full
Explanation
Glen Cove, Jan. 17
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Now that the excitement has
ceased and all matters seem to have
been adjusted for the betterment
of all concerned, I wish to say
that all those directly and indirect
ly concerned in the recent fire at
Glen Oove feel very grateful to the
Rockland Fire Department for its
assistance. Thomas Farley feels sure
that his loss would have been much
greater but for the arrival of this
department.
Criticism has been directed at
many, myself included. The per
son who wrote the first article in
your paper as well as the one who
wrote the second, has been much
criticized. As to myself, I called the
Rockland Department and Chief
Van Russell said, ‘‘I will be right
there,’’ and he was.
I wish to give credit to the Glen
Cove Volunteer Hose Co., as some
do not know that there is one. It
has been in existence for 20 years.
When Robert Studley and I went
to Rockland and by order of the
selectmen bought the hose cart
named the Gen. Berry it was not an
old cart, and neither is it now. It
still bears the name Gen. Berry in
plain letters and is in good condi
tion and has 500 feet of hose in
good condition, and is kept in a
well kept fire house on Robert
Studley’s property rented by the
town.
It has been used whenever need
ed and would have been used at
this fire but for the arrival of the
Rockland Department. As it was,
the Glen Cove boys had their hose
attached to the hydrant and the
nozzle at the burning building, but
they wisely stood aside and let
Rockland Department take charge,
and Rockport Department was soon
on the scene.
The Glen Cove hose is not strong
enough to stand the pressure from
either of the pumpers of Rockport
or Rockland, so Rockland hooked
on and used its pumper on Com
mercial street and Rockport hooked
on to the hydrant on Warrenton
street.
The Glen Cove Hose Co. (as they
all were called in the early days,
Rockland included) is in first class
condition for what it has to do
with, and I have every reason to
believe that this incident will be
the means for much improvement.
The boys, as firemen are some
times called, hold regular tests for
the hose and the fire bell installed
on the Central Maine Power Co.
sub station is well kept.
I have never known the Rockport
Fire Department to fail Glen Cove
residents in any way. It has al
ways arrived in a reasonable time
and has had occasion to come many
times, and I expected it to come at
this time and it did, and It would
have handled the fire without any
outside aid. In fact, I believe that
the Glen Cove boys would have
handled it without any aid as they
were well started to do so. But
how much greater the loss would
have been, no one knows, as this

was a two family house and Mr.
Farley had no insurance.
My own position is this: I am not
one of the boys but I help the boys
and all in Glen Cove when there is
a fire, and some here depend on
me sometimes to get aid when they
have fires. I was at my work when
the fire occurred and not there at
all but was within 150 feet of it
all the time. I was asked to call
the Rockland Department and I
did. I had no authority to do so
and my action caused a bill of ex
pense to the town.
I am not sorry for my wrongdo
ing as it was a help to others who
could not afford a loss. It will be a
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Tricks In The Trade
As Told To the Baptist
Men’s League By Guest
Speaker, Dick Reed

Saturday
Issue

Volume 96............ Number 8.

The Black Cat

A good old fashioned baked bean
supper, flanked by choice ham. de
luxe custard pie, etc., was the lay
out at the Baptist Men's League
supper Thursday night. The cen
terpiece was a large bouquet of
Chinese lantern flowers, with con
trasting touch of green, furnished
by Miss Alice Erskine.
Fifty members and guests were
present to hear Dick Reed of the
Maine Development Commission's
staff, and to admire the motion
pictures which he presented at the
close of his talk on Maine pub

licity.
So varied is Dick’s important
work that it was not an easy mat
ter for him to select a subject on
which to talk.
Publicity, he said is another
form of “selling Maine”—to try to
get all the advertising we can—to
utilize the newspapers, the maga
zines, the radio and other means of
disseminating our wares. Thirtynine States now have publicity de
partments, so the competition is
very keen, “and we have to get
pretty good stuff,*' said the speak
er.
In an ingenuous fashion Reed
explained some of the “tricks,’’
which are used in exploiting the
State's interests, and his audience
was highly amused as he gave the
inside version of Cleve Sleeper's
clam chowder 'bill, and the pub
licity it received in the two Ameri
cas. The Maine Development Com
mission has 2800 pictures sent to
it as the result of this free ad
vertising, and purveyors of the
Maine brand of clam chowder
(unmixed with tomatoes) bene
fited very materially.
The hole in the doughnut, made
immortal by the late Capt. Han
son Crockett Gregory of Rockland,
came in for an interesting story,
which voiced the hope that a huge
statue of the epicurean sea cap
tain might some day be erected on
the top of Mt. Battie to claim the
nation’s attention and publicize
the State. In New Jersey a dough
nut dunking society has already
been formed.
B. B. Smith’s shipment of lob
sters to Rudy Vallee in Hollywood,
by air express, was another stunt
which gave the Rockland trademarked lobster much advertising,
as did ex-President Hoover’s fish
ing expedition at Rangeley.
With this interesting and everchanging work of the Maine De
velopment Commission are per
plexities and aggravations, as ex
plained by Reed when he told of
the three days and nights spent
with Life artists in having hun
dreds of pictures made, and only
four used. And there was the
time, or ratheT three times when
he assembled a dozen guides to
have exploitation pictures made,
and the cameramen never showed
up.
The motion pictures, in colors,
described historical Maine scenes
and some Maine beauty spots, the
only regret being that this section
of the Statfe did not come in for
a more generous portion.
Edmund A. Wotton of Ingraham
Hill joined the Mens League
membership.

great help in the future, as ar
rangements have already been
made for Rockland to respond only
to those In authority. That person
here is Fire Warden Charles L.
Gregory. It’s an ill wind that does
not blow good to somebody. I am
a strong believer that wrong begets
right.
Charles E. Gregory
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

THEY’RE IN THE ARMY NOW

(By The Roving Reporter)

Groups of smiling pedestrians
gathered around a motor car parked
at the comer of Main and Lime
rock streets Thursday afternoon,
their attention centering upon a
large dog which was protected
against the zero atmosphere by a
cap with earlappers. He viewed
the spectators with rather a sheep
ish look, which made the picture
all the more humorous. Horsebonnets we used to see in hot Summer
days—but caps for canines are
unusual, to say the least.

rector of the local power and light
company, 10 years.” A very fine
type of the Maine newspaper pro
fession, whom it was my pleasure
to meet last Summer while on a
Roving Reporter trip.

Friends of Dr. Bradshaw, who
have met and heard him on his
numerous Rockland appearances,
will be interesterd in the following
paragraph which appeared in the
Lewiston Journal;
“Dr. Marion J. Bradshaw of the
Bangor Theological seminary, who
is a world traveler and lecturer
"Our black coon cat ‘Sambo’ most
(well-known in Maine, in an adhaughtily refused to sit still to have | dress to the Twentieth Century
his picture taken for the contest
Club recently, hauled into the lime
in any place other than the bam light shush-shush stories about his
step. Possibly to his cat ears may
being a Communist, and again a
have drifted some of the conver
German agent, also a Mormon! This
sation concerning the splendid ar professor of religion laughed at
ticle appearing in The Courier-Ga them, until it was apparent that
zette, a short time ago entitled the underground reports kept
“Maine Coon Cats." and our ‘Sambo' spreading. Then he faced them
wishes to uphold his prestige and
down in public.”
ancestry as a •"real Maine coon
cat,’ therefore justifies his own con
A Rockland man, who may well
victions, by showing he is entirely qualify as a “bookworm," goes oc
an out-of-doors cat. thus the barn casionally to the larger cities, and
step." So writes Rose B. Hupper spends hours at a time in the well
of Tenant’s Harbor.
stocked libraries. He told me yes
terday that he had frequently gone
Lewiston Journal: "Here surely into a New York library at 9 a. m.
Is a useful life. Liston P. Evans, and stayed until 9 p. m„ with a
editor of the Piscataquis Observer, sandwich or two to break his fast.
estimates that he has put in more History and genealogy are his
than 320 years of service, in various hobbies.
ways, not including short jobs,
some of them running concurrently,
The Bean Barrel Club’s latent
of course; for he has been recorder venture is the concoction of “larriof a lodge of the A.O.U.W. for 50 gan stew." Chef Tibbetts, who
years; connected with a bank in dif dieted on "spoiled beef" during the
ferent capacities over 40 years; Spanish War, is said to have the
clerk of the Dexter & Piscataquis recipe.
R. R. over 40 years; clerk of the
I wish somebody in authority
Congregational church 20 year.s;
deacon 50 years; treasurer and col would tell me how to pronounce
lector as many more; treasurer of the German name Welhelmshaven.
Piscataquis conference of the Con I shall never learn from the radio
gregational Church 29 years; direc broadcaster, because no two agree.
tor at the Congregational State I cannot believe it is pronounced
Conference 10 years; trustee of Fox- William-shaven, as most of them
croft academy about 30 years; held say; rather, it seems to me, the
offices in Masonic bodies for 30 name should be called Willlamsyears; secretary of the Babson haven (the latter syllable pro
fund to aid students 12 years; di nounced as though spelled “harven.”
BELFAST MAN INJURED

ROCKLAND NAVAL BASE

A daily newspaper yesterday
morning published under a dis
play heading a report that Rock
land was one of three Maine
ports which had been selected
as a 'base for smaller Naval craft.
Hoping to confirm thia wel
come information The CourierGazette promptly wired Repre
sentative Margaret Chase Smith
for details. Within a few hours
came the following reply:
•'Nothing definite to date.
Rockland site inspected with
others. Several along coast
from New Brunswick to Boston;
eventually whole coast. The
commandant of the United
States Naval Base. Boston,
makes recommendations. Most
of the plans are confidential.”
Mrs. Smith's telegram leaves
the matter still in the air. but
there seems to be every reason
why Rockland residents should
be hopeful.

Albert Robinson, 21, of Belfast
is in Knox Hospital, where he was

treated for a concussion and pos
sible internal injuries as the re
sult of an accident Thursday night,
when the automobile in which he
was a passenger went off the high
way and struck a pole. The car
was driven by Robert Evans of
Waterville, who said his car was
forced from the road, by another
automobile, on Route 1 about two
miles from Rockland going towards
Belfast. Albet Linton and Philip
Knight, both of Belfast, were also
in the car, Linton receiving first
aid from the State Police and
taken to his home. Knight and
Evans were taken to the hospital
for treatment, and were later re
leased. Dr. H. J. Weisman treat
ed Mr. Robinson.

The British oil schooner “Kay
Marie" struck an a ledge off Vinal
haven during Thursday night’s
storm but was pulled clear by the
Coast Guard and docked at Car
A SEARSMONT TRAGEDY
ver's Harbor. The craft showed
Robert Jameson, 70. Searsmont small damage on inspection and
farmer, was burned to death Thurs proceeded this morning to her des
day in fire of undetermined origin tination, Boothbay Harbor.
which destroyed his cottage house.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Sheriff Woodbury of Belfast and
Tf I had my life to live aga
?aln I
Dr. Vickery, county medical exami would
have made a rule to read some
and listen to some music at
ner returned a formal finding of poetry
least once a week The loss of these
is a loss of happiness.—Charles
accidental death. Jameson’s body tastes
Darwin
was found beside the kitchen stove
THE ENCHANTMENT
in the fire ruins. The fire was dis I did but look and love awhile,
Twas but for one half-hour;
covered by a neighbor, Mrs. Lois
Then to resist I had no will,
Robinson.
And now I have no power.

The Rockland Ski Gulls will en
gage the Pendbscot Valley Ski
Club and Arlberg Stoi Chib of Bel
Selectees who were sent by the Local Draft Board Thursday morning fast in an Informal slalom race
and who are now at Camp Devens. Front row, left to right: Ralph Hop
kins, Kenneth Unite. Back row: Hadley Miller, Ralph Dyer, Herbert tomorrow noon, at the Camden
Snow Bowl,
Pendleton,
—Photo by Cullen.

To sigh and wish Is all my ease;
Sighs which do heat impart
Enough to melt the coldest ice.
Yet cannot warm your heart.

O would your pity give my heart
One corner of your breast.

Twould learn of yours the winning
art.
And quickly steal the rest.

-Thomas Otway
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to Waldoboro and some of the older
The Community
The Courier-Gazette
people will probably nemember the
THE
THKKB-TIMKS-A-WKEK_______
merriment it caused when he
The next draft will take place
Bowling
GOOD
OLD
DATS
Feb. 6. and will call for 136 Maine
reached in his pocket and pulled out
Neither is there salvation in any
men.
that little cornet, and proceeded to j
other; for there is none other name
League
OF
under Heaven, given among men,
lead
the
band
through
a
fine
pro
Mrs. Fred Trecartin is in Chicago,
LOCAL BANDS
By
whereby we must be saved.—Acts
gram, showering from that little
representing
Ramsdell Packing
4: 12.
By
RUTH WARD
horn a cascade of tones which could
Company at the Canners’ Conven
IREE MEMBER
tion.
be heard all over town.
Book Review
The standing to date of the
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This Is The Executive Board of Community Fair

League
By

RUTH WARD
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to dote of the

W. L.
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.380
367
.350
PC.
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.381
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.250
.127

•ent matches:
)—Flanagan,
277;
•nard, 308; Brackett,
*1
111—lEpstein, 289;
Frantz, 286; s.
total, 1090.
lmons, 276; Murphy,
258; Black, 277;
total, 1333.
A. Hallowell, 229;
S. Hallowell, 240;
eal. 268: tcflkl, 1286.
cal, 257; Howard,
Walker, 283; Car1390.
(•' Jameson,
256;
Brown. 285; Ryder,
total, 1340.
41 — Daniels, 247;
Idieu. 283; G Sleepfill; total, 1391.
Phillips, 300; Croc., 265; Gatcombe,
268; total, 1365.
I4»—D. Peirry, 326;
QwttO, 262; Dudley,
23; total, 1425.
Marshall, 307; Post,
271; Payson, 235;
otal, 1390.
Clarke, 249; Bow•r. 273; Carr, 280;
al, 1390.
a:k, 256; Dondis,
•><); Williams, 283;
1340.
ok, 233; Anastasia,
J MdLoon, 284;
al. 1383.
Berliawsky, 255;
Flanagan, 319;
on. 259; total, 1344.
Gregory, 241;
ver. 266; Mitchell,
total, 1318.
irdner, 255; Small,
L’32; I.eman, 274; E.
al. 1269.
Jameson, 258;
Jrown, 244; Ryder,
72; total, 1278.
Hallowell, 266;
In . 238; Henni24C; total. 1242.
Heal, 272; Gard269; Walker, 266;
al, 1422.
1' —F. Richardson,
Ison. 257; Benner,
Lawry, 269; total,

jan 21—Union-High School Mln%treli at Town Hall.
jan 21—Waldoboro—Freshman and
sophomore class plays at High School.

8 full color motion picture presented
dv The Knox County Camera Club
the Community Building.
Feb. 16 Klwanls Charter Night at

Hotel Rockland.
Feb 11—Celebration of Odd Fellows'
25th anniversary.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday
Feb 12-13—Junior Class play, “One
Wild Nufht.”
Feb 14 Klppy Karnlval at Rock
land High School.

Feb 14 16 —Camden- Outing Club
Feb. 17-22—Community Food Fair.

Carnival

Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb 26—Ash Wednesday; Lent be
gin".

The Weather
The sub-zero stretch wore itself
out Thursday morning, since which
time there has been a mild mixture
of rain, sleet and fog, nowise con
ducive to good traveling conditions.
The temperature at this writing wa3
in the 30's—sort of a reminder that
the ides of March is less than two
months away. Once more the Old
Farmers’ Almanac hit it right with
its predicted ‘‘warm spell.”
Front row, left to right: General Chairman Donald L. Ke Isey, Elmer B. Crockett, Mrs. Elmer Trask, Mrs. Percy Dinsmore, Lawrence Miller,
Mayor Edward It. Veazie. Back row: Earle C. Perry. James Flanagan, Au gustus B. Huntley, John M. Richardson, Lendon C. Jackson, Jr., Ronald
Lord. Robert Gregory.

Capt. Sidney Sprague and Ross
McKinney of A. C. McLoon Co,
Witli only a month left before
are attending the motor boat show
in New York city.
opening night all committees for
Community Fair, Feb. 17-22, are in
The Eagles have important busi
high gear applying the finishing
ness awaiting immediate attention.
To that end a full attendance is touches to the very ambitious show
requested at next Tuesday night’s for 1941. General Chairman Donald
L. Kelsey is justifying his reputa
meeting.
tion as a "driver,” keeping eternally
Charles T. Smalley of Rockland after all important details that
and Lewis Clyde Turner are among
might otherwise be neglected or de
the 13 men nominated by Gov.
Sewall Thursday to hold the office layed in execution.
Every feature that has contributed
of notary public.
to the success of previous fairs has
The Rockland High School been retained and several intriguing
basketball teams journeyed to Lin new features added. Notable among
coln Academy last night, the boys the innovations will be a new “game
room” in which will be found tne
winning their game 38 to 32, and
top flight games which proved so
the girls losing 33 to 9.

Harold Peasley, who was the
scoring ace for the Morse High
team when it played Rockland
High Tuesday night is a former
Rockland boy—which perhaps ac
counts for it. His brother, Leroy,
is a member of the Junior Varsity
team. They are sons of Mrs. Della
Peasley of this city.

More Talk of The Town on Page ?
Entertainment
at
yesterday's
Rotary meeting took the form of
a sound movie descriptive of the
U. S. Army’s mechanized equip
ment. The picture was loaned by
the High School and operated by
Everett Spear, Jr. With Danny
Patt tickling the ivories, chorus
singing was led by Dr. Walter T.
Conley. Elmer L. True of Camden
was a visiting Rotarian. There
were no guests.

both of Waldoboro.—By Rev. Fredrlc
Olsen

DIED
Mero—At Camden. Jan. 17. William
S Mero. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
from Good funeral home
Sleeves At Rockland. Jan. 17. Le
land. son of Mr and Mrs. Charles
Steeves. aged 1 years, 26 days
Fu
neral Tuesday at 2 o’clock at the
Burpee funeral home
IN MEMOKIAM
In loving memory of Bert Stanley
who passed away Jan. 19. 1930.
Deep In our heart lies a picture
Of a loved one laid to rest.
In memory's frame we shall keep It
For you were one of the best
Our lips cannot speak how we miss
you
Our hearts cannot tell what to say
Ood alone knows our aching hearts
As we battle along lifes way.
Lovingly remembered by his wife
and daughter Etta Stanley and Maude
Barstow.
*

Elk’s Beano Friday night $5 door
prize drawn each time.—adv.
10-Th-tf

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

CAKO OF THANKS
re wish to sincerely thank all for
ir thoughtful acts of kindness durour bereavement.
[rs. Charles H. Young and family,
rren.
______ _

Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son for
Purs; Burdell’s Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
In every day at moderate prices.
3ee them today. Odd Fellows Block,
iichool street. Rockland.
107-tf

CAKIl OF THANKS
Irish in this way to express our
thanks and appreciation to
»ny friends and neighbors for
k ’ ndnesses toward us during
■.ess and loss of our dear one.
r the beautiful floral tributes
riends and relaUves
Especially
nt to thank (Jermanla Lodge
and Maple Grange for their

Cora B Walter. Mr. and Mrs.
Scott and family. Mr. and
hester Overlock.

I at

DANCING

EVERY SATURDAY NITE
At

GLEN COVE
Music By
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES

When The Yankee Clipper Ruled
The Seven Sea^-beginning a series
of thrilling sea tales never before
told. Also a full page picture, in
color, of the “Flying Cloud” in
the American Weekly Magazine
with the Jan. 19th Boston Sunday
Advertiser.
8*Jt

Admission 35c aJid 15c, plus tax
117Stf

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
S90 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

popular at last year’s “Resuscltator
Carnival," with other games which
have appeared since. Beano will be
made especially attractive with com
fortable seats, public address system
connection with the main auditorium
for the announcing of prize win
ners and a very generous layout of
prizes as well as a major nightly
prize. Augustus B. Huntley is beano
chairman.
As gift chairman it has fallen to
Elmer B. Crockett to produce one of
the most amazing lists of door prizes
and grand prizes to show yet at a
Community Food Fair. The door
prizes of afternoons and evenings
have been stepped up to an amazing
degree and include household uten
sils and necessities of fine quality.

Cleora A. Condon, daughter of
Alsy C. Hemenway and Frances
Mrs. Susie Holbrook of Rockland, A. Rhodes are new enrollments for
is employed at the Thurston Oil special courses at Ballard Business
Co. Miss Condon is a graduate College.
of
Ballard
Business College.
The Canadian freight steamer
BORN
Domimore
Skipper, commanded by
Withee—At Gardiner General Hos
pital. Jan. 9. to Mr and Mrs. Walter Capt. Raymond Comeau, is at this
Withee of West Washington, a son.
port for repairs. A broken cylin
MARRIED
der head caused her involuntary
Benner-Pepe At Kittery, Jan. 7. internment here.
Russell V. Benner and Mrs. Lena Pepe,

IN MEMOKIAM
In loving memory of our Husband
and Father. Willis O. Clark who passed
away Jan. 20. 1940.
One year ago he crossed the bar
To that land so near but yet so far.
He was so patient and never dispared.
God gave hint no pain for which we
were glad.
When we look at his empty chair.
It seems all the harder.
But God wanted and needed our dear
Husband and Father.
Mrs Lilia B. Clark and children
George. Fannie. Florence and Ruth.

DU.V. beano at G.AR. Monday
afternoon. Door prize and free
specials.—adv.

(H U RCH ES11
SERMONETTE

Jan 21-23—Lewiston—Annual Farm
and Trade Show at the Armory.
jan. 23—Annual banquet of Cam
den Chamber of Commerce at Masonic
Hfltl
.Ian. 28—Knox County Poultry Imnravement Ass'n meets at Rockland
Hry Building.
Jan 31- Warren—High School pub
lie speaking contest at Town hall.
Feb
3—Travel Talk on “Maine
c ,ast” by Mrs. Pauline O. Talbot at
Rockland Universalist Chjr-'h.
Feb 7 “Knox County On Parade’.

A N. Kitchen, manager of the
Underwood Typewriter Company at
Portland gave a most interesting
demonstration of a book-keeping
machine Wednesday at the Ballar 1
Business College.

Page Three

L HOME
ST.
TEL. 662
ND. ME.

98-tf

Strand Theatre is passing out
the following pri^ packages the
coming week: “Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday, “The Letter,” with
Bette Davis and Herbert Marshall;
Wednesday and Thursday, “The
Lady With the Red Hair,” with
Miriam Hopkins and Richard Ainj ley; Friday and Saturday, “Chau
Hanna” (in technicolor) with Henry
Fonda and Linda Darnell.

A corrected version of Wednes
day afternoon’s automobile acci
dent at the corner of Rankin street
and Broadway says: “Say ward's
Service Sedan was proceeding
north on Broadway. The Spear
car was coming east on Rankin.
Donald Huntley, driver of Sayward's car. saw Mrs. Spear’s car
coming and tried to get by the
Rankin street crossing in time to
avoid an accident. Sayward’s car
was hit on the left rear wheel. It
crashed into a pole on the oppo
site corner.
Mr. Huntley was
picked up on the lawn and taken
to Knox Hospital suffering from
severe lacerations of the scalp,
concussion, and possible skull frac
ture. Sayward’s car is a total loss.
Dr. Gilmore W. Soule is the at
tending physician.

The Sea Scout meeting Wednes
day night was unusual—it was
necessary to pretend that they
were doing convoy duty in the
North Sea— for the power was off
and the temperature was frigid.
Instead of having the planned
meeting the Scouts went right into
a business meeting following the
color ceremony, all this very much
in the dark At the business meet
ing. it was decided to hold a social
and dance Saturday. Instead cf
the proposed program, a mock
court trial was held—the case. Sea
I Scout Ship Red Jacket vs. Scout
! Richard Spear—the charge, raising
I a malignant growth on his upper
lip_the defense attorney. Mate
John W Trott—the prosecuting at
torney, Scout Anson Olds— the
judge, Bradford Ames—the jury,
Scouts Roland Hayes, Milton Robarts. and Robert Smalley. All
others present were spectators. The
case was suddenly ended when the
court took matters in its own
hands and removed the malignant
growth from one Richard Spear’s
lip via soap, water and razor.
Spear is none the worse for his
experience. Despite cold and dark,ness, the evening was enjoyed.

At least 50 of these will be given
free at the door each afternoon and
evening. The nightly grand prizes
will include a radio, a chest of silver,
a $50 cash prize, etc. These will be
in addition to the usual array of
free samples.
The entertainment Is in charge of
Mrs. Dorothy Bird and she has done
a grand piece of work in the lay
out. Rockland City Band. Lime City
Orchestra, "Hum and Strum,” Girl
Scouts, a Kippy Karnival number
and Marjorie Mills are highlights on
the program and there will be sev
eral specials and mystery numbers
including the baby show, the “dunk
ing contest,” and a “man of mys
tery" who will certainly keep things
humming one of the days.

The list of booth holders is a keen
attraction in itself, but lack ot
space compels its postponement ‘o
a later date. Suffice to say that
there will be a whole corps of white
uniformed demonstrators preparing
and giving away delicious food, and
not the least of these will be the
genuine rollicking "Aunt Jemima."
Another remarkable angle is the
group of organizations co-operating
with the food fair committee to the
end that the 1941 fair may be an
outstanding success and that the
operating fund of Community Build
ing may benefit accordingly, for at
all times it must be borne in mind
that every penny of the proceeds
goes directly into the treasury of
Community Building.

DON’T WAIT FOR WASHINGTON
Go To Legislature With Your New
Lobster Bill, Argues Port Clyde Man
Port Clyde, Jan. 14 i an inopportune time to expect any
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— ' help from Washington when De
Once again the Maine lobster is fense is the big issue. Meantime,
in the limelight. Somewhat like we can present a bill to our Maine
the Americans flag—it never goes Legislature now in session.
down, and let us hope that it never
I could present the same one that
will.
I've advocated for the past six
The sponsors of the proposed ; years, to increase 1-16 inch each
change in the law may be a bit year for a period cf several years.
late in their undertaking, but it's
Under this plan it would require
better late than never. I believe | three years to bring our lobster up
that every fisherman along the, to the proposed 3 S inch mark. To
Maine coast should join and sup step at that point, would be simply
port the Maine Fisheries Associa jumpng from the frying pan into
tion. This is no time to act indif- , the fire. I would suggest 3 's or
ferently toward a constructive 3 7-16 inches body measure as an
measure, as the Association needs ultimate goal. To acquire this,
your support.
means a hard climb, but will give
While I am 10Qr: with the organ us something worthwhile.
ization, I would go a bit farther
To stop at 3'4 inches body meas
than has been planned. I wouldn't ure will keep us in the same boat
wait for the Federal Government that we are in now.
to change the measurement of our
It will keep our lobsters in the
lobster, which, I am doubtful, if it chicken class and we will stiir be
has.the right to do .
paid a chicken price.
It is true that a Federal law can w The sooner we snap out of that
be passed in Washington that will class, into the select or luxury class,
prohibit the shipment of lobsters the better for our Maine fishermen.
under a certain size from the Prov In other words “That will be the
inces, but as far as changing the day.”
measurement is concerned, its up
It is true that hundreds of our
to each lobster producing State.
Maine fishermen will oppose me
When the constitution of the on this plan.
United States was written, it pro
Yes, they will, as the average
vided a clause whereby each State fishermen think only of today and
should make its own laws. For our nothing of tomorrow.
Government to oppose this would
I wonder how many of us realize
be infringing on State rights.
that the chicken lobsters are keep
I trust that our Association will i ing the prices where they are 12
be successful in its adventure. It months ih the year.
seems to me, however, that this is
Under existing conditions, the
lobster dealers pay us a chicken
The supper scheduled for tonight or minimum price, and sell the se
at Legion Hall has been postponed. lects for around 106% more than we
receive. I am asking the fishermen
The officers of Ralph Ulmer of Maine, how they like this situa
Camp, Spanish War Veterans were tion?
installed this week, while the fem
I can tell you frankly that Yours
inine gender, represented by the truly is opposed to this kind of
Auxiliary, looked on. George T. treatment.
I like to see the middlemen make
Stewart was the installing officer.
The Camp’s board of officers for a fair profit, but a bit cf co-opera
the coming year is made up thus: tion and less exploitation toward
Commander, George E. Cross: the men who do the hard work
Senior vice commander. William would be greatly appreciated.
As I see it, there's just one way
W. Graves; treasurer, Albert M.
Hastings; adjutant, George T. to overcome this problem, go to
Stewart; quartermaster. Walter E. our Maine Legislators and tell our
Weeks; trustee, George E. Cross; Legislators and tell our wants. I
patriotic instructor, Joseph E. Ben believe they will help us, if tact
nett; historian. Harry Smith; sur fully approached.
geon, Dr. A. W. Foss: chaplain. It means long uphill work, but
John S Ranlett; officer of day. the spirit of the ccnservative fish
Horace Vcse; officer of guard. ermen of Maine has never been
George A Miller; sergeant major, beaten.
Have cur lebsters put in the lux
Alton W. Richards', quartermaster
sergeant. Ralph E. Doherty; senior ury class, and once more we will
color sergeant, William A. Seavey have fine Maine-built power boats
Junior color sergeant, Joseph E riding gracefully in our snug har
Bennett; chief musician, Alfred C' bors along the Maine coast.
Sydney H. Davis
Smith.
j

Safely Through Another Week
Most people who drive cars
feel thankful when they are safe
at heme again. There are so
many perils, from so many
sources entirely cutside the
scope cf the driver to control
—speed, carelessness, indiffer
ence to rights of ethers and a
light estimate cf human life.
Americans pay dearly for the
pleasure of rolling along behind
their cwn locomotive. As one
grows cider, Saturday becomes
a more important landmark
than in youth; then it meant
a half holiday frcm school, new
it marks a pause in the months’
calendar, a safe place to review
the mercies God has shown daily.
The words of the old hymn best
express it; “Safely through an
other week, God has brought
us on our way."
Life is made up of minutes,
hours, days, weeks and months
and years. Some people live
as if their lives had been care
fully planned for them, things
go smoothly and they propser
in all their ways. Others have
to flglit all through their lives,
every circumstance seems ad
verse. Some seemingly know
little of care, others nothing
but worry. So society is made
up. One of the most devastat
ing experiences that can come
to anyone is that of finding his
life on a dead center, with an
utter inability to so change his
environment that he can move
out into usefulness.
Such are forced to see their
best days or last remaining
years running away from them
while they are helpless to pre
vent them. However one is situ
ated, the Saturdays come along
and bring him to the Sabbath
of rest which God blessed and
sanctified.
It is no small thing to have
come safely through another
week but it is comforting if one
can realize that it is God “hath
brought us on our way.’’
—William A. Holman
At the Universalist Church to
morrow at 10 45, Rev. Henry Wehb
of Wiscasset will occupy the pulpit
in the absence of Dr. John Smith
Lowe. Miss Lotte McLaughlin will
be soloist. Small children will be
taken care of in the kindergarten.
Church school will meet at noon
in the vestry. Mrs. Glover's Class
at her residence; the Men's Class
at Mr. Glover’s office; Junior Y P.
C. U. at 5.30. The Senior Y.P.C.U.
will be postponed this week due to
illness.
• * * *
“Peace and Prosperity,’’ will be
the subject used by the pastor.
Rev. C. A. Marstaller Sunday at
10.30, at the Littlefield Memorial
Baptist Church. A trio composed
of Miss Miriam Dorman, Miss Bar
bara Bartlett and Mrs. Jessie Ul
mer will sing. Sunday School with
classes for all ages follows at 11.45;
Young peoples meeting at 6 o'clock
with Miss Lucy Munroe as leader.
For the service at 7.15 the pastor
will use as his topic “The Quest of
the Soul.” Special music will be
provided. The mid-week praise and
prayer service Tuesday night at
7.30.
• * • •
Dr. Wilson will preach on “The
Great Destroyer" at the Methodist
Church tomorrow morning at 10.30
and two solos will be "Teach Me
To Piay,’’ by Jewitt, and “By the
Waters of Babylon,” by Speaks.
School of Religious Education
classes meet at 9 30 And at noon.
Young People's Society meets at 6
o’clock. Evening service at 7 with
"Personal Religion" as the subject:
Mid-week prayer service comes
Tuesday at 7 p. m.
• • • •
The services at the Church of the
Nazarene commenec with Bible
School at 10. Following this will
be the morning worship with spe
cial singing, the pastor's subject
"Abimelecli's reply to Abraham.’’
The Young People's Service is in
charge of “The Church of Rome."
In the evening evangelistic service
the paster will have for his subject
"Have You a Shepherd?” The
prayer service is on Wednesday at
7 30 p. m
• • • •
“Life" is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon that will be read in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
throughout the world, on Jan. 19.
The Golden Text is: "I will give
unto him that is athirst of the foun
tain of the water of life freely. He
that cvercometh shall inherit all
things; and I will be his God, and
he shall be my son." The citations
from the Bible include the follow
ing passages: “Then Paul stood in
the midst of Mars’ hill, and said,
Ye men of Athens, I perceive that
in all things ye are too superstitious.
For as I passed by, and beheld
your devotions, I found an altar
with this inscription, To the Un

Into The Lifeboats
How It Was Done From
Stranded Steamship
Manhattan

Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Dunbar
received a telephone message Thurs
day night from Mr and Mrs. Ed
ward K Leighton who were passen
gers on the steamship Manhattan
which grounded on a sand bar near
Palm Beach. Fla. At the time the
message was received the Leightons
were at Hotel Whitman, Miami
Beach, and had been provided with
•♦••
all their baggage except their type
“Divine Carpenters will be the
writer. It was not certain when they
subject cf the sermon at the First
i Baptist Church Sunday at 10.30 would receives their motor car.
Copies of the Palm Beach Post
The choir under tiie direction of
contain elaborate accounts of tiie
Luella Grace Patterson will sing
disaster to the $10.000.000steamship,
The church school with classes for
from which the following is quoted:
all ages will meet at noon. Miss
Patterson will lead the Christian "A brave list of passengers, some of
advanced age who obviously were
Endeavor hour at 6 o'clock. There
will be a tliree-point quiz. The walking the longest 40 feet of their
. people's evening service will open career. Monday and last night
! at 7.15 with the prelude and big moved down an improvised gang
sing, assisted by the choir and tiie plank of the liner Manhattan into
instruments. There will be a "Spe the strong arms of Coast Guards
cial" at this service. Mr. MacDon men to quit their vessel without a
ald will speak on the subject: single mishap.
"Working steadily under the han
“Jamming the Wireless."
dicap
of rolling swells which broke
• • * •
At the Congregational Church against the impaled liner, utilizing
the morning service of public wor three boats of which one was hardly
ship and church school is at 10 30 more pretentious than an open skiff,
a. m. and the theme of the sermon tiie Coast Guardsmen had success
by Rev. Corwin H. Olds will be fully removed 103 of a passenger list
"Faith and Patience.” Comrades Of 200 by 5 p. in.
"Passengers were taken singly
of the Way will meet in the vestry
from
tiie Manhattan. They ap
at 6 30 p. in. and Carol Hall will be
peared
at a companionway on tiie
in charge of the program. Pilgrim
high
lee
side of tiie vessel, which
Fellowship will meet at tiie parson
age, 35 Beech street, at 8 p. m., listed heavily toward the sea, their
and Joseph Emery’ Jr. will lead the personal effects in hand. Each was
discussion on “The Religions of wrapped securely in a life preserver.
Then, holding the hand of a steward
Egypt and Mesopotamia. ’
who walked backward, they began
the 40-foot trip downward toward
Knox Mill Movie
the sea.
“At the bottom of the ladder
waited the small boats of the Coast
Added To the Much
Discussed “Knox County Guard, pitching dizzily under the
inrolling swells. Some of the boat
On Parade”
crew held fast to lines from the
Thursday the Knox County Manhattan. Others reached brawny
Camera Club added considerable arms to the assistance of the game
footage to its full length natural but highly concerned passengers.
"Their constant vigilance was
color motion picture, "Knox County
On Parade" by sending two of it’s necessary, too. As tiie Helen-Jane
cameramen, Wilbur Senter and II, Capt. A. Nelson, hove to just
Sidney Cullen to record the work off the gangplank with newsreel
ings of the great Knox Woolen men aboard, an elderly woman
Mills at Camden. The entire pro stepped directly into space from tiie
cess from the carding of the raw liner but was held bodily aloft oy
wool, down to the finished product Coast Guardsmen and brought
in the shipping room was photo safely into their boat, designated
graphed in full natural color. Sev simply as CG5220.
"Standing by a mile and one-half
eral hours were required for the
photographing of this one phase away and receiving Manhattan pas
of the movie and will, doubtless sengers after the Vigilant steamed
prove one of the most absorbing into Merchant & Miners dock witn
parts of a highly interesting movie. its load was the cutter Mojave, a
A representative of the Maine lifeboat swung free of its davits,
Development Commission, Dick ready for any emergency.
"Past them in their closelyReed, formerly of Rockland, has
requested, on behalf of the com packed rescue boats went the pas
mission, permission to copy sec sengers of tiie Manhattan. Their
tions of the movie for the publicity coats and luggage were piled high
which the commission carries on in the center of the craft. In their
for the state. Reed stated that faces was an immense relief. And
the movie is the best project that standing over them, maintaining
he had ever seen a local club carry their viligance over young and old
out and that it should bring the impartially, rode the men from Pea
county a lot of favorable publicity nut Island station."
when shown through the Commis
At the Y.P.C.U. meeting Sunday
sion's movie lending bureau.
night,
the following were chosen
The people of Knox County will
to
take
part in Young Peoples
have an opportunity to view this
Sunday,
Feb.
2: Address, Milton
movie, which takes in every phase
Rcbarts;
address,
Virginia Bowley;
of the industrial and recreational
Scripture,
Kathleen
Weed and
life of the county, at the Com
Alice Bohn; responsive reading,
munity Building Feb. 7.
Colorful posters are now being Douglas Cooper; prayer, Ruth Seadistributed about the county ad bury; ushers, Dick Spear, Dudley
vertising the show, the posters be Harvey, Robert Smalley, and James
ing a product of The Courier-GA- Jordon. The newest issue of the
zette’s job print plant the past 'Mainspring" will be distributed)
next Sunday during the meeting.
week.
known God. Whom therefore ye
ignorantly worship, him declare I
unto you. God that made the world
and all things therein, seeing that
he is Lord of heaven and earth,
dwelleth not in temples made with
hands; Neither is worshipped with
men’s hands, as though he needed
anything, seeing he giveth to all
life, and breath, and all things;"
(Acts 17:22-25).

Dry Cleaning
SALE

DRESSES
2 for $1.00
Beautifully Dry Cleansed and Pressed

LOW PRICES ON OTHER GARMENTS
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
TEL.
170

17 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND

TEL.
170

PORT CLYDE

WALDOBORO
ft £ ftft
MRS IjOUESE MTLLBH1
Correspondent, '
ft ft ft *

Tel. an ‘,

Every-Other-Day
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Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Davis who
are on McGee Island for the Win
ter. passed a few days this week
at their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Ldttlehale and
children who spent several months
at Wilsons Mills, are guests of
Mrs. Ada Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. George Robbins
have been ill.
Mrs. Leah Davis entertained the
Willing Workers Tuesday after
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Fernald
and Mrs. Goldie Bickmore of Rock
land visited Bunday with Mrs.
Alice T. Trussell.
The newly-married couple. Mr.
and Mrs. Levi Hupper (Marie
Kenney? have returned from New
York.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Page and
sister Doris of Medford. Mass., have
been guests of Mrs. Rose Davis
at the home of Mrs. Alice T. Trus
sell.
Advent Christian Church serv
ices Sunday will consist of wor
ship at 10 30; Sunday School at
11.45; Loyal Workers at 6; evening
service at 7. At the morning serv
ice the pastor will speak on the
subject, “A Careless Christian,”
and in the evening “Is God With
Germany in This War?” Prayer
service will be held in the vestry
Wednesday at 730. At the eve
ning service Jan. 26 the pastor will
speak on the question, "Is Civiliza
tion Doomed?”.

Tlie class plays which were to
have been presented by the Fresh
men and Sophomore classes of the
High School Friday night were
postponed until Jan. 21.
Mrs. Arthur Brcwn entertained
the Bridge Club Thursday night
at her Main street home.
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, Mrs. Cedric
Kuhn and Mrs. Ellard Mank visited
Thursday in Portland.
Mrs. Charles Stenger, district
president of the Parent-Teachers
Association requests all officers
and as many members as possible
of local units of Lincoln County
to attend a meeting Jan. 25 at 2
p. m. at the home of Mrs. Eliza
beth Gregory, 85 Andrews Lane,
Boothbay Harbor, to organize a
Lincoln County Council.
Mrs. Leon Steward is spending a
few days in Madison.
Edgar Hagerman has bought the
Herbert Leavitt homestead on tlie
North Waldoboro road.
Russell V. Benner, son of Jesse
V. Benner and Mrs. Lena Pepe
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lingi
Abbotoni both of this town were
married Jan. 7 in Kittery by Rev
Fredric Olsen. Mr. and Mrs. Ben
ner are making their home in
Mrs. Cora E. Page
Boston.
The remains of Mrs. Cora E.
Mrs. Lila Lovejoy, Mrs. Oerald
Page,
61, widow of Capt George
Dalton and Mrs. Francis Reed visi
Page
formerly
of St. George who
ted Thursday in Rockland.
George H. Kuhn, son of Mrs. died in Medford. Mass., Jan. 11,
Bessie Kuhn who has enlisted in were brought here for burial Wed
the regular U. S. Army is stationed nesday. Mrs. Page was born in
at Fort Devens. Mr. Kuhn re Martinsville, daughter of the late
signed his position with the Augustus and Lettie (Clark) Gould.
She leaves two children, Doris
Traveler’s Insurance Co. in order
and
Donald Page, two sisters, one
to enlist.
brother
and a grandson.
Murray Benner, son of Mr. and
Funeral
services were held in
Mrs. Chester Benner of this town
the
Advent
Christian Church with
. has joined the army and left early
the
pastor
Rev.
Harry Daniels offi
tliis week for tlie Induction Sta
ciating.
The
floral
tributes were
tion in Bangor. Mr. Benner has
for the past two years owned and beautiful. The bearers were Bur
operated a barber shop in this ton Clark. Forest Davis, George
Pease and Calvin Simmons. Inter
town.
ment
was in the Ridge cemetery,
Tlie Library Association has
Glenmere.
»
elected these officers: President,
Foster Jameson; vice president,
Nathan Farwell; secretary, Earle HOPE
Spear; treasurer, Harold Flanders;
Miss Rachel Noyes is employed
members of the board of trustees, at Silsby's Flower Shop in Rock
Mrs. Maude C. Gay. Mrs. Frederick land.
Brummitt, Miss Dora Gay and
Mr. and Mrs. Alden P. Allen. Mr.
William H. Brooks, Jr., Mrs. Kel and Mrs. William Wright and Mr.
sey Lash was re-elected librarian, and Mrs. Everett Hobbs attended
Mrs. Alfred Storer was elected the installation of Limeroek Valley
chairman of the entertainment Pomona Grange held last Saturday
committee; Earle Spear, chairman in Glen Cove.
of the book committee and Miss
T. B. Noyes is able to sit up
Agnes Creamer, chairman of the for short periods daily and is re
magazine committee.
ceiving friends.
Mrs. Virgil Wallace entertained
Thimble Club met Wednesday
a group of friends at bridge Wed with Mrs. John Wilson. Work was
nesday afternoon. Those bidden given out toy Mrs. Florence Allen
were Mrs. Louise Jackson, Mrs. for the August fair and plans were
Ralph Jackson, Mrs. Clarence made for a meeting Monday at
Eugley. Mrs. Earle Spear, Mrs. Mrs. Helen Wentworth's to sew for
Richard Gerry, Mrs. Austin Miller, the Red Cross. All members are
Mrs. Clarence Benner, Mrs. Made urged to attend and to be present
lyn Hilton, Mrs. A. D. Gray and at 1.30 as the quota must be filled
Mrs. Ernest Boggs.
in a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Robbins were
and daughter, Peggy, are visiting dinner guests Monday of the R.
relatives in Connecticut.
E. Brown’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Chapman
Among the activities scheduled
of Thomaston and Mrs. Lewis for next week are: Circle meeting
Caron of Boston were here to at Monday afternoon; Grange session
tend the funeral of their grand Monday night; Farm Bureau
mother, Mrs Kate Matthews.
meets Wednesday with Mrs. Flor
ence Allen and Mrs. May Robbins
as dinner committee; Grange
UNION
The President's Birthday Ball meeting next Saturday with din
will be held Jan. 23 at the High ner gt 1230.
The President's Birthday Ball
School gymnasium, proceeds to be
for
the Infantile Paralysis Fund
used for the Infantile Paralysis
will
be
held Jan. 31, sponsored by
Campaign. Mrs. I. P. Tuttle is
Mrs.
Helen
Wentworth.
chairman. Dean’s orchestra will
play for modern and old fashioned
England’s Royal Mint reports
dances.
that 500.000.000 pennies have dis
appeared in the last 80 years.
Read The Couner-Gazetto

Story Starts Next Tuesday

• Today, more than ever, you and we are glad to
live in the United States, to be members of the greatest
democracy in the world.
But we do not stop to think that It may not always be
thus. Do we realize that our country has a weakness
which might spell disaster should we be invaded?
Do we know how easily such an invasion might be

accomplished?

For the complete, unvarnished facts read this new
bombshell serial.

IN THIS NEWSPAPER

WARREN
ftft ftft
ALENA Xx flTARMRR
ftft ftft

The Watchmaster

Locates Troubles In Your
Timepiece In a Matter
Of Seconds

In Ole Virginny
North Haven Bible Class
Gets Interesting Letter
From Absent Pastor

Admiral And Colonel
A Jay See Tells of Two
Never-To-Be-Forgotten
Rockland Musicians

Editor of The Ccurier-Gazette:—
Waynesboro, Virginia, Jan. 3
Another ancient skill is being
In what year was the “Memorial
pushed by the wayside, replaced by To Herman W. Crockett,
Day snow storm?'' Perhaps Iree
Georges Valley Boys’ 4-H Club machine. This time it is the skilled
North Haven
will meet Monday night at the watchmaker who finds himself pit
Through you let me convey these Member can give the date. I fol
home of the local leader, Earl ted against the perfection of a ma greetings to the Friendly Bible lowed' the cld Rockland Band ■ to
chine. This marvel draws out a
the Achorn Cemetery that day. Al
Moore.
complete picture of what’s wrong j Class, with our best wishes to each Arnold was the drummer, the man
At the meeting of the Woman’s with a watch in 30 seconds. A
who interested me mast.
We
Club executive committee held at watch is attached to the machine, one in the class for the year which
talked about that snow storm a
we
have
entered,
and
for
the
years
the home of the president, Mrs. known as the Watchmaster, and in
year ago. He remembered it well
Grace Simmons, it was voted that 30 seconds the complete story of to come. There's not been a Sun The late R. G. Irgraham was with
a special meeting be held Thurs what a watch does in 24 hours is day since we have been away that that band and I once heard him
day at 2 o'clock at the home of shown upon a chart of ruled paper. we have not thought of North Ha tell of an incident that happened
If the watch Is in perfect con
Mrs. Simmons. Members are urged
after the parade started on its re
dition,
the chart will show a ven. the Sunday services, the Sun turn from the Cemetery. Tlie
to attend because of business cf
day School, the Friendly Bible
importance. At the meeting Feb. 20 straight line across the page. This Class, the young people, and always music of the band frightened a
means the watch not only is in
with Mrs. Willis Vinal, MTs. good working condition but that it with the prayer for what counts horse and he ran directly through
Herbert A. Emmons will give a re won’t gain or lose during the 24 most in life—the blessing of God. the band. I believe no cne was
From one of
view of the book “Embezzled hours. Each of the lines on the our Heavenly Father upon us. It injured, but the late Bert Maddocks on that occasion was play
America’s
Heaven” by Franz Werfel.
ruled paper represents five sec must have been a pleasure to see the ing a slide trombone and when
The largest group ever to meet onds. If the chart drawn by the boys home from Fort Slocum on
foremost
the horse struck him the trom
with Congregational Brotherhood machine goes up five lines, it furlough. I venture to say that the bone he was playing being at that
manufacturers
was seen at the meeting Thursday means the watch will gain 25 sec Island looked good to them and instant extended was instantly,
onds
in
24
hours.
If
the
chart
with 71 in attendance. The talk
down five lines, it is a sign that they looked good to the island. according to the words of Mr. In
ing picture, “The U. S. Army on goes
Regular
the watch is losing 25 seconds a We have been deeply moved at tlie graham, transformed into a "heli
Wheels” was shown through the day. However, each watch must news of so many deaths. Our faith con", which, as all bandsmen
$10.50
know, is an instrument in form of
courtesy of John Luke of Rockland. be adjusted to individuals. If it is is a great faith.
a
helix
or
snail
shell,
as
is
the
Miss Margaret Cleaves, clothing found a watch normally runs 15
Virginia is a State about oneSuits
specialist from the Extension Serv seconds faster on a certain indi third larger than Maine. It is bass horn that encircles the
ice of the University of Maine vidual, the watch is adjusted on called the Mother of States because shoulders of its carrier, first known
spoke to local leaders of the 4-H the machine to run 15 seconds Jamestown and James River were as the helicon bass.
I don't quite agree with Iree
Clubs of the county Thursday at slower than normal. Then when the first English settlements upon Member as to the name or title of
the
watch
ls
worn
by
the
in

Town hall, her subject, “Posture”.
dividual it will keep correct time. the continent. It is called the “Admiral” as conferred on the
She also told of the ranks in pos
In the 30 seconds the watch is Mother of Presidents because so late R. G. I.
ture given in June at the annual on the machine, the jeweller finds many of our Presidents were born
I do not dispute his belief that
camp held in Orono. Miss Anna out what it formerly took days to in Virginia—Washington, Jefferson, “Bert Farnham, a Rocklandite”
M. Simpson of Rockland, county determine. The old-time watch Madison, Munroe, Harrison, Tyler. may have given him this name
maker could only look at the inner Taylor and last, by no means least originally, but not on account of
club agent, was present.
his military appearance, but when
Mr. and Mrs. William Anttila works and listen to the tick. To Woodrow Wilson.
• All Colors
returned Thursday from Fitchburg, adjust watches, he had to hang
Coming through Stanton we this name was first given him I
Mass., where Mr. Anttila had at them up on the familiar rack and drove by the house in which Wilson distinctly remember that the Ma
tended the annual meeting of the check them with correct watches was born. We are at Waynesboro nila Bay incident of the beginning
over a 24-hour period. Then he
United Farmers Inc. They also would make an adjustment and in the central part of the State, of the Spanish American War had
just occurred and that when Ad
visited their son Armas Anttila in wait another 24 hour period to see and in the southern end of the
miral Dewey's name, fame and
Danielson, Conn.
Sky-line Drive 60 miles along the pictures emblazened all papers it
what the adjustment has done.
In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Mrs. William Stackhouse is visit Ordinary watches are checked in tops of the Blue Ridge Mountains was locally noted that Admiral
Advertisements ln this column no»
ing relatives in Boston and vicinity. two positions on the machine, with —and in the midst of the Shenan Dewey and R. G. Ingraham were
—Is hereby given of the loss
to exceed three lines Inserted once tot ofNOTICE
book numbered 229 and
the
face
up
and
the
stem
down,
doah Valley. This drive is in what doubles both facially and in bear 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad the deposit
Officers were installed Tuesday
owner of said book asks for dupll
ditional
lines
five
cents
each
for
on*
the
two
normal
positions
for
wrist
is
now
one
of
the
great
National
at Warren Grange by Past Master,
ing. And the director’s uniform time 10 cents for three times. Five cate,In accordance with the provision
of the Htaxe Law
SECURITY TRUST
Charles Trone, assisted by Mrs. watches. Railroad watches, which Reservations or Parks. Along this worn by R. G. I. in any band he small words to * line
CO.. Union Branch, Jan. 11, 1941
are more exacting, are checked in Valley are some nine Caverns— appeared with also favored in
5-S-ll
Mabel Mills, Mrs. Shirley Bowley,
three positions, with the dial up,
awarding
him
the
title
of
“
Ad

NOTICE- Is hereby given of the loss
Miss Katheryn Peabody, Mrs. the dial down and the stem up. great caves twq, of the largest to
WANTED
of deposit book numbered 10649 and
Emma Norwood and Douglas Bow Railroad watches must not vary the extent they have never been ex miral'’ which he bore to the day
the owner of said book asks for OP
plicate ln accordance with the pro
ley. Guests were present from more than six seconds in 72 hours. plored—7000 feet into the depths of of his death. Proudly, too, many
POSITION warted, caring for In vision of the State Law
ROCKLAND
of
us
thought.
valid
or
doing
housework
MRS.
R
SAVINOS BANK, by Edward J Hel
South Warren, East Warren and In addition to telling whether the the earth. Grand Caverns are but
S
WHITE,
call
at
'C-O.
”
office.
6*8
He did much in many years for
ller. Treas., Rockland, Me, Jan 4
West Rockport. The officers are: watch is gaining or losing, the 16 miles from Waynesboro. We ex the band cause in eastern Maine
2*S*8
BODY and fender man wanted who 1941.
can do other mechanical work. Wages
Master, Vernal Wallace; overseer, machine chart will indicate, among pect to visit this one.
and
was
well
known
throughout
no object for right man. Write “J"
In this section they raise pigs,
Charles Stimpson; lecturer, Miss other things, if the balance wheel
is
out of poise, if there is distor poultry and apples. We had a New England. I saw much of him % Courier-Gazette._____________ 6-8 TO LET
Leona Sidelinger; steward, Ray
in the last years of the 19th Cen
BUTTONS wanted. 5.000 for collection of the hairspring, if pivots
Will pay $5 per 100
Kind es
mond Jenkins; assistant steward, are not perfectly round, if it is out Christmas turkey at 20 cents a tury; also a lot of “Col.” G. Fred | tion.
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let
pecially
wanted are size of half dolArthur Wotton; chaplain, Mrs. of beat, and if there is dirt and pound. Coming down we drove Meservey whose band days dated | lar with horses' heads, animals, birds, Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen
tral
Station Rent reasonable. Inquire
through Gettysburg and the Na back into the very early Civil War b->es ot any scenery. Will buy strings M ARMATA.
Emma Norwood; treasurer, Percy lack of lubrication.
The Men's Shop. Main
of buttons that have been strung for
Bowley; secretary, Charles Trone;
After the chart is taken, it is tional Cemetery. I was amazed at period. For a number of years years, known as charm strings. Ad Ac Park Sts., Rockland___________ 7-tf
dress "COLLECTOR." Box 635, Rock
SUNNY front room to let. all con
gate-keeper. Alfred Wyllie; Ceres, attached to the watch and sent to the area it covers. In fields, woods after 1883 I did the snare drum land. Will call at your house
6*8 veniences. suitable for light house
ming
in
connection
with
his
fa

on
Little
Round
Top,
along
the
7-9
Mrs. Olive Peabody; Pomona, Mrs. the repair department. The re
WOODCHOPPERS
wanted.
KEN keeping. 51 Granite St
Mary Pease; Flora, Mrs. Elsie Wal pairman can see at a glance what highways are monuments and mous quintet when they had a NETH DEAN. South Hope__________ 6*8
LARGE store with three rooms and
is wrong.
markers, telling of the battles of the street parade job with any fire
TWO, double ender lobster fisher I bath in rear 73 Park St. Center store
lace; ILady assistant steward. Miss
block $6 week. V. F 6TUDLEV
“This machine has taken the Civil War, that kept the Union, man's annual benefit levees and man wanted, lor outside Islands C. ln
Doris Bowley; executive committee, racket out of the watch business,”
F. ANDERSON. 14 Washington St. 6-8 283 Main St._______________________ 6 tf
dances.
and emancipated the negroes from
MODERN 5-room apartment with
Chester Wallace.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
He frequently appeared in the
says Daniels—Jeweler, of Rock slavery. It cost the country, 500,000
hath, at 16 Knox St., Thomaston, for
cal
’
ed
for
and
delivered
T.
J
FLEM

Sewing Circle of Ivy Chapter, land. “Now the customer does not
Rockland Military Band’s concerts ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W. 137*148-tf rent. Available after Feb. 1 LEE W
WALKER. Tel. 48 Warren.
5-tf
O.E.S., will meet Tuesday after have to take the word of a watch of its best blood. North and South ar.d. played with ease every note of
and
one
can
best
feel
how
better
FOUR
room
furnished,
heated
apt
maker that his watch has been put
any music put before him. He
noon with Miss Frances Spear.
to let. automatic hot water. At 15
At the annual meeting of in good running order. He can It would have been to settle those frequently told tha boys that “no MISCELLANEOUS
Summer St. Vacant this week. H M
FROST. Tel, 318-W._______________ 4-tf
the United Farmers’ Co-operative run it through the machine and questions around a table of reason good musician ever stamps his
MEN. Women! Pep Up Body lacking
and good will, instead upon battle foot” in keeping the tempo but I
look
at
the
picture
before
he
pays
SEVERAL unfurnished apartments
Trading Club held Wednesday at
Iron. Vitamin Bl. Take Ostrex Tonic to let. centrally located. Inquire H S
fhe bill.” Daniels said that the fields with guns and bloodshed.
believe
that
no
musician
ever
Tablets. Get Vim. ‘'Introductory” size LEACH. 3^' 723-R________________ 3-tf
Glover hall, and over which A. T. machine has slowed down repair
35c. Call, write C. H. MOOR Ac CO
Coming down we came through stamped any more than he, him only
and all other good drug stores.
3*11
HEATED apartment to let, modern
Olson of Union presided, new di production, however, as watches
Winchester famous for Sheridan’s self did. But he was the exception
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
YARNS
for
rugs
and
hand
knitting,
rectors named were Frank Salmi must be in perfect condition to get
bath and kitchenette. Apply
Ride and Barbara Frietchie. It's that proved? the rule Truly a fine i Samples and knitting directions free. rooms
at 130 Union St., or TEL 158
1 57-tf
of Waldoboro, Frank Silonen of past the machine.
H
A.
BARTL
ETT,
Harmony,
Me.
156-10
a. Jay See
now famous for its apple festival musician.
TWO
or
3-room
furnished
apt
to
Warren, and William Anttila of
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Union, Jan. 14.
and the crowning of an apple queen
let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WARland
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mall
order*
Union, to replace three outgoing selections by the orchestra with
solicited. H O. RHODES. Tel. 519-J REN or 11 JAMES ST.__________ 151-tf
In April 11,000,000 apple trees are
147-S-tf
officers. Other members of the the addition of Willis Berry play
LARGE heated room and bath to
in bloom: One storehouse takes The Water District
let. $4 week
FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park
board are Edward Latva of Cush ing the second violin; vocal selec care of 500.000 bushels. Some
St.____________________________ _ljtf
ing, Henry lives Jr., of Waldoboro, tions by Ernest Munro of Rock apples.
(Continued from Page One)
Eggs And Chicks
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limeroek
Anton Riutta of Warren. At a land, soprano solos by Raychel
St. Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY,
One of the great names in Vir upon the records of said district.
meeting of these directors Tuesday Emerson; violin solos by Willis ginia is Robert Lee. He is conced The term of office of the trustees
R I Red baby roosters for sale.
Available on Jan. 27 and 30, Feb.
officers will be elected.
Berry; soprano solo by Mrs. Jen ed to have been one of the greatest appointed cn or before the 4th 2 and 9. 3c each at farm; also a tew
Dorcas Circle of King's Daughters nie Pietroski of Rockland; a group of Generals. He was a great Chris Monday of August, 1941, shall be sexed Barred Rock Pullets at low price. FOR SALE
H L WATERMAN. Tel 547 5. South
will meet Monday afternoon with of readings by Miss Ida Stevens. tian. Before ’61 he said: “If all the gin on the said 4th Monday of Au Thomaston.
8*10
TWO horse sleds and wagon ln A-l
CLEMENTS Reds — Rocks, Crosses,
Mrs. Abbie Newbert.
Mrs. Mildred Berry was accompan slaves in the South were mine I gust, ,1941.
As soon as convenient after all Sex Links, have pep and profit ability. condition for sale. Call Sundays and
ist. Remarks were made by the would surrender them without a the members of said board have Maine-U. S. Pullorum Clean. Custo evenings after 5 o'clock WALPAS SALAuxiliary Installation
mers are extra enthusiastic. Pullet I.INEN South Cushing____________ 8*10
visiting department officers from struggle to avoid this war.” As a been so chosen, said trustees shall chicks
ln all breeds. There are good
Mrs. Edith Wyllie and installing
NEWFOUNDLAND-Colllc cross pup
reasons, told ln free catalogue. Write
Bath and by Rev. W. S. Stackhouse College President he said: “I dread hold a meeting at the mayor's for
It
now CLEMENTS BROTHERS pies for sale, all males. $5 each H I.
staff. Mrs. Shirley Bowley and Mrs.
and Rev. L. Clark French, guests. tlie thought of any student going office in the said city of Rockland, FARMS. Rt. 33, Winterport. Me______ WATERMAN. South Thomaston. Tri
647-5_______________________________ 8*19
Abbie Stickney, as guide and as
MAINE U. S approved Pullorum
Light refreshments were served away from college without becom to be called by 1 of said trustees
sistant guide, Mrs. Gertrude Weav
clean R.I R chicks, Parmenter Strain
HOUSE trailer for sale, reasonable
upon such reasonable notice there Sexed Pullets and roosters, heavy layers. Corner
in the dining room by Mrs. Bertha ing a sincere Christian.”
of Buttermilk I .anc and New
er and Mrs. Laura Seavey as first
CLARENCE
ROLLINS,
Hallowell.
Me
for
as
he
deems
proper.
They
shall
County
Rd . BOX 712, Rocklnnd 6*11
Spear, Mrs. Mae Wiley and Mrs. This is what every pastor, Sun
2*10
and second color guards, and Mrs.
organize
by
the
election
cf
a
presi

FOUR-foot dry and green slabs for
Ruth Perry.
day School Superintendent and dent and clerk, adopt a corporate
R. I. Red chicks for sale, hatched sale. Lot o' Are for little money. Haul
Mabel Mills, as chaplain, capably
from 2-year-old hens; akso day old your own. CHARLES KELLETT Union
teacher feels in connection with seal, and, when necessary, may roosters 2c each W H. TOLMAN.
installed officers of E. A. Starrett High School Notes
Rd.. Warren______________________ 2-S-8
those
within the circle of their in choose a treasurer and all other Waldoboro. Tel. 153_____________ 156-tf
(By Gloria Haskell)
Auxiliary, SjU.V., Wednesday in
RAISED deck lobster or trawl bout
SCR I Red Chicks for sale. U. S.
sale. 34' 8 "x9' 4"; built 1936 VER
the presence of 150 members and
Snow Bowl Queen candidates fluence. Upon hearing of a revival needful officers and agents for the Pullorum clean. Write or phone M M for
NON W CUSHMAN. Box 25. Friend
KINNEY. Thomaston, St. Oeorge Rd., ship
proper
conduct
and
management
of
in
the
Virginia
Military
Institute
_____________________________
6*11
guests. Among the latter were were Glenice French, Ruth Star
the affairs of said District. They i Box 49, Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-143»8
FITTED and Junk wood for sale, $11
Mrs. Frances Warner of Bath, de rett, and Jeannette Overlock. The Lee said: “That’s the best news I’ve may also ordain and establish such
cord; four-foot clef ted wood $9 cord
W L. OXTON, We-,t Rockport. Tel
partment Counsel; Maurice Warner latter was the winner with Miss heard; would we might see such a by-laws as are necessary for their
Camden 8011_______________________ 6-8
revival
in
all
our
Colleges.
”
His
fa

incur
such
expenses
as
may
be
also of Bath, department personal Starrett a close second.
COW for sale, new milch Guernsey
vorite hymn was one we so fre own convenience and the proper necessary.
aide; and George Melzard of Bath,
W L MERRIAM. UNION. TEL 8-5
Occupations
and
Economics
management of the affairs of the
6*8
quently sing: “How Firm a Foun District. At said 1st meeting the
Each member shall receive in full
department commander. In shoit classes have been enjoying the
TWO Venetian blinds for sale 9 ft
dation
ye
saints
of
the Lord, is laid trustees so appointed shall deter compensation lot his services in
talks following the ceremonies the “American School of the Air.” This
2 ft. drop: Superfex oil heater;
whatever capacity, an allowance wide, 7>
14 ft. bv 18 in. All good
three spoke in high commendation radio program comes on at 9 every for your faith in this Excellent mine by lot the term of office of of $100 per year plus $5 for each sign.
new TEI. 1078.
____________ 6-8
Word.” May the Friendly Bible each trustee, so that 1 trustee shall
morning. One interesting lecture
of the work.
meeting
of
the
board
of
trustees
'37
DODGE.
4-door
sedan for sale,
Class and all Its members build upon retire on the 4th Monday of Au
clean Job. DYER'S GARAGE. Tel
Stations were taken by president, heard recently was, “Agriculture
6 »
this rock and the word made flesh gust, in the year 1942, on the ap which he attends and no more. At 124-W___________________________
Mrs. Augusta Moon; vice presi and the Young Farmer.”
the close of each fiscal year the
'37 DODGE 2 door sedan for sale,
in him the Eternal Rock of Ages. pointment of his successors; and trustees shall make a detailed re
radio, heater and defroster. DYER S
dent, Mrs. Ruby Allen; trustees,
Many of the students are ill
1 trustee shall retire on the 4th
[Rev.] Henry F. Huse
GARAGE Tel 124 W
Mrs. Edith Wyllie, Mrs. Edith with colds.
Monday of August in each year port of their doings, of the re
BUIIDINO with a, acre land
thereafter in like manner, and ceipts and expenditures of said wa sale cellar, chimney, city water. larRe
Spear, Mrs. Clara Lermond; treas
The speech class and other mem
ter
district,
of
its
financial
and
shed,
kitchen Is finished
Price $599
whenever the term of oifice of a
urer, Miss Ida Stevens; patriotic bers of the school, under the di CLARK ISLAND
can be paid for as rent. Cor. of Oliver
physical
condition
and
of
such
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan has re trustee expires, his successor shall
and Park St. V F STUDLEY 283
instructor, Mrs. Minerva Marshall, rection of Miss Hayden will con
other matters and things pertain Main St.. Tel. 1154
______ _____ 4“
be
appointed
by
the
municipal
of

turned
from
a
visit
with
her
sis

chaplain. Miss Mary Kalloch; duct the annual public speaking
ing to said district as shall show
'39 CHEVROLET. 2-door sedan for
ficers
of
the
city
or
town
which
ap

ter, Mrs. James Felt of Thomaston.
sale. Just like new DYER'S OARAGE_
guide, Mrs. Shirley Bowley; assist contest Jan. 31.
pointed him, and in the same man the inhabitants thereof how said Tel. I24jfc
__________
Carl
Nelson
has
employment
in
ant guide, Mrs. Alice Peabody;
The coming events up to the
ner as herein provided for the ; trustees are fulfilling the duties
Hard wooa per loot, fitted. $1 W:
Casper,
Minn.
and obligations of their trust—such Sawed $1 40. long. $1 30 M B <fc C O
color guards, Mrs. Alice Gray, Mrs. Spring vacation are: Jan. 28, ex
first appointment of trustees.
Tel 487_________
1
Mrs. Eunice Burton of Spruce
Ruth Perry; inside guard. Mrs change assembly at Waldoboro
The trustees ro chosen shall serve report to be made and filed with PERRY.
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
the
municipal
officers
of
said
city
Head
was
a
recent
caller
on
Mr.
the full term of 5 years; and in
Edith Wotton; outside guard, Mrs High School; Jan. 31, public speak
for sale. $14 50; Pocahontas himpv
soft. $9; fitted dry hard wood. $1 50 ft
case any vacancy arises in the and towns composing the district.
May Rokes; press correspondent, ing contest at Rockland; Feb. 21, and Mrs. Charles Butler.
J. B. PAULSEN, Tel. Thomaston 62
(To
be
continued)
membership
of
the
board
of
trus

James
Clagg
of
Mt.
Waldo
who
Mrs. Louella Crockett; secretary, Minstrel Show; Feb. 24, Junior
is visiting Miss Elizabeth Mona tees, it shall be filled in like man
D <fc H hard coal. egg. stove nui
Mrs. Edna Jones; pianist, Mrs. Ina class food sale.
I $14 50 per ton. del. Household soft cosj
ghan.
was guest Wednesday of ner for the unexpired term by ap TENANT’S HARBOR
Overlock. Mrs. Edith Spear was
The Radio Club is meeting with
SB per ton, del Nut bIz-p New River rot
pointment by the municipal offi
screeoed $9 ton del.; screened.
past president. Mrs. Moon is be W. B. D. Gray in Thomaston. Each Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison.
Rev. Byrd Springer's subject for not
ton del. M. B A C O PERRY.
cers of the city or town wherein
Mrs. Carl Swanson and son Roy
’-tT
ginning her second year as presi member is able now to receive
the vacancy occurs. When any the service Sunday morning at the Main Rt... Tel 4R7
dent and in behalf of the Auxiliary eight words a minute. In two have returned from a visit in Ston trustee ceases to be a resident of the Baptist Church will be “Four Vital
presented a gift to Mrs. Wylie in months each will be capable of ington.
city or town which appointed him, Spiritual Lessons.” Music will be
Mrs.
Alexander
Morrison
was
he shall vacate such office of trus furnished by the adult choir. In
appreciation of her ser”ices ai the taking up the mechanical parts of
tee and the vacancy shall be filled the evening the pastor will speak
guest
Thursday
of
Mrs.
Jessie
Wil

installation.
the radio to get a license, and as
as aforesaid. All trustees shall be on “Bliss or Despair — Which?”.
liams.
Music was furnished by Mr. and soon as they receive it, will start
eligible
to re-appointment, but no
Mrs. Roland Berry, violin and to build an amateur station at the
AH Makes—New and Used
person
hold
’ing the office of select The young people's choir will sing
If you are shy and self-conscious,
piano;
and Harold Overlook, High School. The club has six
New Portables,
man or read commissioner in said selections. Raymond Wiley will be
don’t shut yourself away and avoid towns or a municipal office in said the leader of the Christian En
drums.
members.
$29.50, $3450, $3950, $5450
people. Try to interest yourself in city of Rockland shall be eligible deavor meeting Friday night. All
The program arranged by Mrs.
Rockland Typewriter Co.
others,
forget yourself, and so grow to appointment as trustee Said the other church programs for the
Allen. Mrs. Peabody, and Mrs. OOUBIEB-GAZBTTB WANT ADS
71
Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W
poised
and
self-contained.
trustees may procure an office and week are as usual.
WOBH WONPKWS
Boitojr consisted of instruraenur
Tel. «
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T;,e Fox Islanders' 4-H Club met
Mrs Theodore Nutting WedJrday night. The sewing girls
,o’ked on projects and the cook’ oirls made and served muffins.
.rg
‘ committee was appointed for
Community work.
Dr Ralph Earle has returned
<’om Philadelphia. He was accoman:ed by his mother, Mrs. Earle,
will be his guest for two
,Peks Clarence Bennett and Por,e.t Maker also returned with Dr.
Earle Mr. Maker visited the boat
show m New York.
A ccmmittee for an assembly at
H#h School was appointed Wed
nesday■ Mrs Carrie Burns was hostess
I Saturday to the Butterflies.
Capt Byron MacDonald wenti
Monday to Milton, Mass., to attend
the funeral services of W. R. Pea
body for whom he has sailed yacht,
Magic for the past 14 years.
Mrs Ola Ames returned Wednes
day from a visit with friends in
Boston Her daughter Nina Ames
in Rockland to meet her.
John Hildings has returned from
a visit with his daughter Mrs. How
ard Cocmbs in Boston.
Union Church Circle was well at
tended Thursday.
r C Wentworth of Rockland was
guest speaker Thursday at Lions
Club meeting.
The annual meeting of Atlantic
Roya 1 Arch Chapter was held
Thursday night and these officers
were elected: High Priest, P. L.
Roberts; King, E H. Bradstreet;
scribe. Leroy Ames; captain of
Hast George Strachan; R.A.C., O.
V Drew; P S., L. W. Lane; chap
lain, O C Lane; master of 3d veil,
George Lawry; master of 2d veil,
F F Arnes; master of 1st veil, E.
■ M Hall; secretary, C. L. Boman;
treasurer, Albert Carver; sentinel,
P A. White.
Mrs. Kenneth Cook is substitut
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ing at High School during the ill
ness of Phyllis Black

I

Union Church will hold Sunday
School tomorrow at 10 a .m. wor
ship at 11; Rev. Kenneth Cook will
preach; special music by the choir,
Epworth League meets at 4; Chris
tian Endeavor at 6; evening service
at 7, the pastor will preach. Prayer
meeting Tuesday will be at 7.

LET
with bath to let
ed. (tppoeite Maine Cenlitan Rent reasonable. Inquire
Td\l'\
I’li. Men's Shop, Main
. Rockland
7-tf
PM tenement

I

fY

i'
|

NORTH HAVEN

room to let, all con
mtable for light house51 Granite St_________
7.9
front

' re with three rooms and
I 1
1 • 1‘ i'.t St. Center store
k
oi week V. F STUDLEY
In s‘_____ _________________ 6 tf
I'RN 5-rooni apartment with
hi Knox St . Thomaston, for
Jv ll ible ,trier Feb 1 LICE W
|R I'el 48 Warren.
5-tf

Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory
have returned from Vinalhaven
after spending several weeks with
Mr Gregory s parents.
•Mr and Mrs. James Tabbutt are
J in Dixmont, called by the death
of Mrs. Tabbutt’s brother-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Tabbutt will spend a
few weeks in Rockland before re
turning home.
Baptist services Sunday morning
will be conducted by Dr. and Mrs.
Cyril Bousfleld. Sunday School
meets at 1,0. Worship will be at 11,
■ and the evening service at 7.30,

II'

I

r tn furnished, heated apt.
a itoniatlc hot water. At 15
H. M.
Tel 318-W________________ 4-tf

’ s» Vacant this week.
|?\I

unfurnished

ft frally loented

723-R

apartments
Inquire H S.
3-tf

i>a.
tmeiit to let. modern
hard wood floors. Three

I.!'
J
I'1'
I

'til kitchenette
81 or TEL 158

Apply
157-tf

furnished apt to
Inquire at 12 WARWt
!AME3 St___________ 151-tf
heated room and bath to
|e. k
Foss HOUSE. 77 Park
1-tf
I'MENT to let at 9 Limeroek
T
. PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY.

3 room

i

en St

MEDOMAK

■C

Mrs. Clara Carter, daughter
Priscilla and1 son Burton are visit
ing Mrs. Carter's daughter in
Friendship.
Mr and Mrs. Theodore McLain
were Rockland visitors last Satur

1-tf

,

SALE
I 1 ' ’<•
1

|

day.

led' and wagon In A-l
Call Sundays and
’"'l"k WALPAS SAL< ushlng
8*10

sale

\ND-Cillle cross
all males, »5 each

rup-

H

L.
;s,-uth Thomaston. Tel
____________ _________ 8*10
|
' •" 1 't sale, reasonable
•’ittermllk tone and New
BOX 712 Rocklnnd 6*11
I t drv and green slabs for
lire for little money Haul
' HAItl.ES KBLLETT. Union
[r**0
2-S-8
■'
: trawl boat
'
( \9 4 . built 1930 VER. CUSHMAN. Box 25. Frlendl___________
6*11
J
>
"I for sale. 811
I
ed wood $• cord.
|
We t Rockport. Tel
*
6■F
.
lie new milch Ouernsev.
fCRRIAM. UNION. TEI, 8-5
6*8
r ' in binds for sale 9 ft.
' ’P stiperfex oil heater:
I
bv 18 in. All good as
1078
_
8-8
Is.E 4-door sedan for sale.
DYERS tlARAOE, Tel
_________________________ fl 8
2 (tom 'cdan for sale,
kt 1 ai d defroster. DYER S
'■
1MW
6-8
I
1 acre land for
chimney, city water, large
I
finished
Price 8500
rent Cor of Oliver
V F STUDLEY. 283
I Tr| 1154
4 tf
IVROLFT, 2-door sedan for
DYER'S GARAOE.
L_____ ___________________ 6-8
per loot, fitted. 8150?
.0 long, $1 30 M B A C O.
el 487______
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j $14 so. Pocahontas lumpy
rted dry hard wood, 81 50 ft
I : EN. Tel. Thomaston 62
_________________________ 1-tf
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Mrs. Astor Willey recently visi
ted her sister. Mrs. Clarence Eugley
in Waklcboro.
Arthur Stahl is at the home of
his father, Herbert Stahl, at
Dutch Neck.
Mrs. Freda Collamore recently
spent a day with Mrs. George Car
ter in Friendship.
Mr and Mrs. Emery Leeman of
Round Pond were callers Sunday
at Ashley Genthner's.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Loud of
1-oudville visited recently at Clara
Ccllamore's.
Mr and Mrs. George Keene have
moved to the Nellie Morrill rent.
Clarence Prior, one of the selec
tees for a year's training in the
Army, went Monday to Bangor.
Mr and Mrs. M. L. Shuman are
visiting relatives in Camden,
Mrs. Astor Willey entertained at
beano Wednesday nigiht at the
home of Mrs. Ralph Genthner,
prizes going to Pauline McLain
and Clyde Genthner. Lunch was
served
Subscribe to The Courier-Gaxette
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WASHINGTON—AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

Wasnington, January 15—Mem
bers were shocked into a realiza-' the Wilton post office, so acquisi
tion of the land will be completed;
tl°n °£ the terrible ccst of war but the building must wait. About
when the President sent his Budget Jackman. I am arguing, because I
^®sa8e to Congress asking seven believe—and the Customs Bureau
ths 3nd 3 ha*f bUlion dollars for agrees with me—that adequate
the coming fiscal year, which be- buildings for customs, immigration
ne?r JUliV l£t KeXt' Of that tota: and other activities along the bor
nearly eleven billion was for the de- der is a part of naticnal defense.
PI°3Lam We ccu!d not help
I feel that some road and bridge
wn l. 118' h°W much constructive development is also a part cf de
wo. k cctt.d be done with that eleven fense and have conferred with ofbil.ion dc.lais. hew much the hap lieiaV- at War Department and
piness and comforts cf the citizens Public Roads Administration on
cf this country could be advanced, highway construction in the Second
it we did not have to pour that D strict. Rivers and Harbors work
money, that work, that vast can wait, except for necessary
amount cf material into armament. maintenance.
All cf us are for our own defense;
It is not all work here I enjoyed
many of us are for all aid to Brit an info nral dinner given by Ma
ain. short of war, to keep war rion Martin, cf Bangor, assistant
ac.oss the ocean frem us. But' chairman of the Republican Na
sti.l, what an enormous expendi ticnal Committee. Everybody talks
ture of money for destruction!' shop at parties. Valuable contacts
Twenty-eight billions — not mil are made and information acquired.
lions—of dollars will be allocated to It was here that Mrs. Roosevelt's
the defense program in the fiscal criticism concerning lack of ap
years 1940. 1941 and 1942!
plause among Republicans during
I shall scrutinize each defense' the President's annual message was
item as it comes before me, and discussed. Senator Austin, of Ver
try to judge whether or not it is mont said "He is President of the
really necessary for defense. I United States, not of a party. Cam
shall seek to prevent unnecessary paign feelings should not continue
delegation of power to the Presi In these critical days." I applaud
dent, but not take a partisan atti ed very little, feeling it was far
tude toward the Administration's too serious for much demonstra
suggestions for defense, nor will I tion.
Governor and Mrs. Sewall will be
sacrifice efficient defense progress
by refusing necessary powers to guests at my home on Sunday the
l&th, and I am inviting a few
the Executive.
The President called for the Maine people. Members of Congress
greatest possible mobilization of our and their wives, and a few Wash
industry, to produce the total de ington friends in to meet them.
Margaret Chase Smith
fense we need. He recommended
full continuance of the social se
curity programs, including old age
pensions, aids to youth, children, The Pea Soup Bowl
and the handicapped. In fact, he
recommended an extension of the
Peas, Peas, There Is No
old age pension system. I agree
Peas—That’s the Con
with him that this program must be
kept up, because we need a strong
clusion At Cascade Alleys
and satisfied citizenry if we are to
The long awaited! battle of the
defend democracy.
Public werks, except of a defense Pea Soup Bcwl. which has been
nature, must be shelved for the dur the center of interest for Vinalation of the intensive defense pro havenites during the past two
gram, the President said. Con weeks, regardless of what was hap
struction projects will be deferred pening in the Sugar Bcwl and the
so that labor and materials can be
devoted to defense. ’This means Orange Bowl and the Flcwing
pest offices , rivers and harbors, Bowl, took place at the Cascade
general highways and other public Alleys, Vinalhaven. Monday night,
works. The President plans a ‘res and Ladeez and Gentlemens we
ervoir" of these projects for em have the horror (we mean honor)
ployment when the war and de to present the season's CTiampeens
fense necessities cease to be urgent. —the Ganders Bcwlir.g team.
Projects under construction or for
It was a terrific battle, one of
which contracts have been let will
the
mest hotly contested in many
continue, others will be planned and
a
year,
and at the end the Gand
blueprinted, and laid on the shelf,
ers
were
in a complete state of
for the present.
I have put up two imaginary i physical and mental exhaustion,
"shelves" in my office. On one I but they had the stuff of which
am filing all the desirable construc champions are made, and scraped
tion projects for my District, which through the bruising battle a win
must be laid aside while the arma
ment program takes first place. ner by five pins.
This stuff of which Champions
The other “shelf" Ls for work which
industries in the Second District I are made was none other than
can do now for defense. All Gov- ! that (soup) bone of contention,
ernment officials are stressing the the vices and virtues of pea soup,
need for mobilizing the small con as an aid or deterrent to good
cerns to help the big ones, in pro bowling. The lines of this famous
duction. William Knudson, direc battle of the Pea Soup Bowl were
tor of production for the National first dTawn in Mrs. Kent's Res
Defense Commission, told a na
tional convention of machine tool taurant when the Ganders faced
manufacturers that they must for the Skippers over the table, and
get “business as usual'' and get on the preliminary skirmish demol
their job "darn quick, ’ by sharing ished as interesting and intriguing
their orders with idle plants.
a meal as ever satisfied a pea
The National Association of soup-blowing bowler. With Charles
Manufacturers says that every C. Webster as lone guest and ref
"back alley machine shop.” every eree the two opposing teams
employer of a few mechanics, every
obscure county foundry, must be puffed and huffed their way
through the (following menu:
mobilized.
Aqua Pura
Maine is full of ismall concerns
Whole Pea Soup (100 proof)
which can do their bit for defense,
Johnny Bread
Native Baked Ham
I believe. It must be done without
(The Kind What ’Ami
thought of unreasonable profit.
Pickled Beets, Mustard Dressing
Baked Sauerkraut
Week before last I wrote to the
(Parisian Nights Perfumed)
sociated Industries of Maine asking Creamed Potatoes,
String Beans
Hot R?lls
Johnny Cake
them for a list of the small ship Mince
Pie
Apple Pie
Custard Pie
building plants in the Second Dis
Tea
Coffee
Assorted Tobaccos
trict, a similar list of small plants
During the meal there was a
cf all kinds. A partial list with
number of employes has been re heated discussion as to the merits
ceived.
and demerits of pea soup made
The president, speaking of the from the whole pea, the split pea,
need to spread the work, said that j and the powdered pea each kind
on tlie Hudson River near his home
at Hyde Park there is a cream sep having its patron and champion
arator factory, and a lawn mower with Gene Hall finally winning the
factory that could be adapted to debate as proponent of the product
turn out parts for planes and mu- j of the whole pea. Gene was un
nitions, and their men's skill turned 1 doubtedly as fit to judge as any
to defense production. There are 1 of the gathering fcr he arose from
small plants in Maine with skilled the table with the pfoud title of
workers ulho could help.
"Four Bowler Gene," meaning that
Secretary of Labor Perkins, who
has a Summer home in Newcastle he had disposed of four bowls of
(Lincoln County), told
that his favorite inspiration.
Gene also contributed to the
when the President was speaking
to her the other day about the ur general merriment at the table
gent need for new shipyards, she when he introduced his cuckoo va
said: “Mr. President, don’t forget riations into the song “Jingle
that we have many small ship Bells" and nearly threw the Goose
building plants along our Maine off beat when he did not come in
Coast."
Tlie National Association of Man at the right time on "The Dear
ufacturers is sending out question Old Blue and Gold". Gene made
naires to 5C.CX) firms asking what the right connections on his wire
they can do. I have asked for a less telephone however and with
list covering my district, I cannot peasoup as a topic he rolled 'em in
negotiate individual contracts. M> the aisles with the monologue.
purpose is to be in a position to
As to the actual workings of this
bring about contacts between the mysterious fluid, there is just as
government and business men of my
much difference of opinion today
District.
On the shelf of projects deferred as there was before the bowling
are. first oi all. the public build match, some saying the pea soup
ings already put on an eligib.e didn't work as anticipated and
list" by the government depart others saying the takers did not
ments, with probable costs. For follow directions. These who were
seme of these, money has been al "pres" on the pea scup question
located; others only estimated. The
point with pride to the perfor
latter are definitely postponed.
These for which money was al mances of Dom Don Poole who
loted are post offices at Augusta, can eat his weight in pea soup
$170,000. Wilton. $81,000; and a bor anytime and whose big strings car
der station at Jackman. $65,000.
ried the fight for the Skippers, and
The addition to the Augusta post- also to the poor showing of Cap
office is nearly completed but WU- tain Grimes who was an "anti pea
ton and Jackman are caught in souper" and whose bowling suffered
the postponement of all but defense
projects. Site has been ^elected lot. ia consequence while the “antis"

Another Old Home Week Float

Page Five
MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester: WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN. Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

At last you’ll find a thorough coarsely mashed, the celery, let
going and complete guide to cook tuce, thyme, onion and green peas.
ing with herbs, a list of all the cul Boil for Its hours, put through
inary varieties of herbs and hun coarse strainer; season; add cream
dreds of remarkably good recipes and serve with croutons.
all between the covers of one 250Lamb Chops Bn Casserole— La nb
page bock . . Irene Botsford Hoff- chops, potatoes, cut to size of d 1i man's "Bock of Herb Cookery.” lar, sliced onions. 1 clcve garlic. 2
I Mrs. Hoffman, president of the cups G. Washington Ace broth or
Berkshire Garden Center, is an veal stock Herb bouquet (rosemary
authority on growing herbs as well and parsley or thyme, bay leaf and
as knowing from experience how parsley), 1 cup white wine, salt
they should be used for subtle and and pepper.
j telling effect. These are not fad
Rub lamb with Rarlic, season,
dish. flighty recipes but dishes place in frying pan with very hot
you’ll serve day in and day out, fat and brown quickly on both
dishes with just that touch of dis sides. Cook onions in saucepan
tinctive seasoning that makes food with butter (do not let them color).
Place in a casserole a layer of po
exciting.
We read "The Book ol Herb tatoes. a layer of onions, and the
Cookery" till midnight, getting chops. Place on top of this an
hungrier and hungrier ... for other layer of onions, the herns
I Black Bean Soup with clove, and then a layer of potatoes. Add
' thyme, celery and lemon as sea wine, heavily seasoned stock, and
soning; for Lettuce Soup with a little thickening Cover casser
Many years ago, possibly 35, there was an Old Home Week parade in this city, and above is seen one of young green peas, celery, chicken ole and cook in oven l'i hours.
the horse drawn floats. Left to right, the occupants were Stella Fuller (Linnekin), Bessie Southard (Taylor), consomme, cream and a sprig of Remove cover and let the top brown
and Damie Rose (Gardner). A fourth occupant who does not show in the photograph was Leola Flint (Noyes). thyme; for Deviled Crabs; for a little before serving.
Deviled Crab—One pound crab
The picture was loaned to The Courier-Gazette by Mrs. Taylor, who writes: "How we worked on that carriage! Lamb chops cooked with an herb
We curled paper chrysanthemums with black-headed hatpins until our fingers were raw, but our efforts were bouquet and white wine; for real meat, 1 cup cold milk. ‘4 cup
Spanish Omelet with thyme and cream, ty medium garlic, chopped.
rewarded by winning second prize. Those were the happy days!”
basil as well as onion, green pep V4 clove garlic, chopped, 2 table
spoons (Land O’ Lakes Butter. 2
per
and tomato.
the school teacher. Ralph Duncan,
For Marine Research
The Fourth Reader
tablespoons flour, 1 tablespoon
There
are
30
pages
of
Vegetable
Eddie and Lulu Wilmot. Phil and
and Entree recipes; carrots, cauli Worcestershire sauce, 1 teaspoon
Kate Barto, Willie Hardy, Nellie
beets and cabbage, all the minced parsley, 1 teaspoon musSea and Shore Depart flower,
Vinalhaven Man Reads
Hardy. Freddy Jones, Minnie Allen,
sturdy winter standbys cooked so ard, % teaspoon Sterling Salt, 'i
ment May Use Mt. Desert imaginatively we’d almost expect saltspcon nutmeg, saltspoon cay
Lippincott’s Again, and Bertie Brown, Mary Atkins, Carl
and others.
the abused denizens of the market enne pepper, 2 egg yolks, 4 table
*
Laboratory
Lives Over the Old Days Hoffman
Once again, in retrospect (and
stands to rise up and cast a vote spoons bread crumbs
the introductory chapters) did I
A proposal that the Department of thanks to Mrs. Hoffman. Nearly
Mix milk, cream, parsley, Wor
(By Sidney L. Winslow)
coast down over “Old Beacon," the of Sea and Shore Fisheries take 30 pages of fruit and fruit dessert cestershire, nutmeg, mustard, salt
A short time ago. while rummag hill near the Lakeview schoolhouse,
suggestions couldn’t arrive at a and cayenne in saucepan and boil
ing around in the attic, I ran across with the boys of Lakeview on their advantage of the facilities of the better time than mid-January when five minutes, stirring constantly.
an old copy of Lippincott's Fourth famous old sleds which bore such Mount Desert Island Biological we especially need the fruits.
Cook onion in butter until golden
Reader, which seemed like meet names as “Arrow," "Rover.” “Swal Laboratory as a marine research
If, as Mrs. Hoffman suggests in brown; then add flour, mixing
low," and the long frame sled unit at a ccst of $5009 a year was her preface, "we in America have well with a wooden spoon. Pour
owned by Freddie Jones that had received by Commissioner Green forgotten our heritage of the art contents of other pan into this and
the title of "Eagle” and was
leaf today. In a lengthy brief Di of flavoring and seasoning of the simmer five minutes. Add yolks,
painted in the national colors red,
art of wholesome and delicious
rector William H. Cole outlined cooking brought to this country by stirring briskly until thickened.
white and blue.
Add crabmeat; stir two minutes.
Paragraph 6 of Chapter 1 reads the organization, functions and our ancestors" then this book will Pour onto a flat dish and cool. Fill
as follows:
purposes of the Salisbury Cove en do much to restore that art. six medium-sized crab shells with
“When it was pleasant out of terprise and said that he was off Houghton Mifflin are the pub mixture. Smooth with knife blade.
doors, and there was good coast ering the State the services of a lishers.
Divide equally the deviled butter
ing, the boys would invite the girls nationally
Lettuce Soup—One head lettuce, on top and spread the broad
recognized
scientific
to go out and enjoy the sport with laboratory at a comparatively low chopped fine, 1 pint young green crumbs over it. Arrange in bak
them; but the teacher would not cost and predicted that much good peas, with pods, 4 boiled potatoes, ing dish and bake in hot oven 10
allow’ the girl® to go out in rough, could be done in ironing out long 1% quarts G. Washington Ace minutes. Decorate with minced
stormy weather."
(Wasn't Mr. standing and newly arising fishery Broth, 1 small tyhite onion, parsley on lemon slices.
blanched leaves of 2 heads celery,
Agnew thoughtful? But it’s a good problems.
Deviled Butter: Two tablespoons
thing that he taught school in the
Land O Lakes Butter, 2 saltspoons
The bulk of the work, according 1 sprig thyme, ‘ie cup cream, salt.
bring consomme to boiling; add mustard, 1 teaspoon tarragon vine
old days, for we opine that he'd to Cole, would be assigned to a
get in Dutch with the girls of to salaried scientist and two assis the potatoes which have been gar, 1 teaspoon Worcestershire, 1
day if he made the same edict tants with a committee of five
saltspoon Sterling Salt, % saltwhen, on a blustery Winter’s scientists serving in an advisory hampered by outside influence or spoon cayenne pepper, 1 egg yolk,
morning, they appeared' at school capacity without pay. The De pressure of any kind."
1 teaspoon minced tarragon.
all bedecked in their new ski suits partment would be free to bring
The corporation owns 109 acres
Mix thoroughly.
and just a rarin’ to go out on its problems to the laboratory and of land on which are 13 buildings
Spanish Omelet—'Make either a
the. hill ar.d beat the boys at their fish packers and producers could and the total property and equip French or puffy omelet and serve
own game. Mm-mm! I'm sure also take full advantage of the ment is valued at $54,000 accord with Spanish sauce:
Sidney L Winslow
afraid tha.t it'd be exit, Mr. Agnew. services upon recommendation by ing to the brief.
Pour large tomatoes, peeled and
R.U.E.)
During
the
-past
two
years
the
cut
in pieces, or 1 cup canned, 1
Commissioner
Greenleaf.
The
ing an old and very dear friend,
Again,
as
I
read,
I
became
one
laboratory
has
been
conducting
a
large
onion, minced, % green pep
laboratory would defray the full
and fancy fled on w’ings to my
study
of
herring
diseases
in
co

of
the
six
who
accepted
Freddy
per,
minced, 1 clove garlic. 1
cost
of
these
investigations
from
early schooldays as I turned' the
operation with the Department of canned pimiento, cut into small
time grayed pages and basked for Jones’ invitation, to coast down the States contribution.
In outlining major ways in Sea and Shore Fisheries and Cole pieces, 1 sprig basil, minced, 1
mere than two hours in the al "Old Beacon” on his famous old
flyer,
and
went
as
deep
as
any
of
which
the laboratory could be of has advised Greenleaf that a full sprig thyme, minced, 2 tablespoons
most hallowed atmosphere of those
the
beys
into
the
big
snowdrift
at
service,
Cole stressed research on and detailed report of these inves butter ( or 3 tablespoons olive oil),
glorious days of childhood when
the,
foot
cf
the
hill
into
which
we
problems
concerning food supply tigations will be submitted in the 1 teaspoon salt, few grains cayenne,
the characters, portrayed in the
paprika.
old Lippincott School Books were had been &> unceremoniously pre and other marine life; research near future.
Greenleaf
did
not
comment
on
Cook the onion, green pepper
cipitated
by
the
mischievous
and
on storage, cooking and canning
our daily associates.
the
proposals
other
than
to
state
and
garlic in the butter or oil;
fun
loving
Freddy
who
was
the
of
seafood
products;
fostering
the
So absorbed was I in the cld
take
out garlic and add tomatoes,
that
“
they
certainly
seem
worth
sole
occupant
of
the
Eagle
when
development
of
r.ew
feeds
from
volume that I became one of the
herbs
and pimiento. Cook about
careful
consideration."
—
By
Dick
she
broke
through
the
other
side
the
sea;
by-products
study
and
group among the boys ar.d girls of
15
minutes;
pour off excess liquid,
Reed
of
the
Maine
Development
of
the
drift
ar.d
which
so
stirred
the
dissemination
of
information
Lakeview, mingling with them in
season
and
pour over omelet on
Commission
their daily activities and meet Mr. Agnew's poetic muse that he on food values, vitamir.e contents
platter.
was
prompted
to
write
a
poem
per

and palatability of various fish
ing such cld friends as Mr. Agntw
taining to the affair, one stanza products.
MENU
SPRUCE HEAD
of
which
reads
as
follows:
According
to
Cole
the
laboratory
Breakfast
claim the Goose did fairly well for
Mrs. Elbert Burton and Mrs.
"Now she plunges headlong
is a private corporation founded
Cranberry Juice Cocktail
a guy who doesn't know one pea
In the great drift below;
Walter
Rackliff were business visi Griddle Cakes and Maple Syrup
at
South
Harpswell
in
1913
and
For a moment she's lost
frem another, and also mention
removed to Salisbury Cove in 1921. tors Wednesday in Rockland.
In that ‘mountain of snow';
Coffee
But emerging to view—
the score of Ger.e Hall who bears
Sidney Thompson is ill at his
Since the beginning, “its cne pur
O where are the crew?
Lunch
the international title of a “four
For the Eagle alone.
pose has been to provide facilities home.
‘
Spanish
Omelet
And Freddy, came through.”
bowler."
for the study of plants and ani
The “March of Dimes’ has
Melba Toast
Of
course the girls hadn’t been mals in the sea." Each Summer started. Coins may be deposited
One of the high lights of the
Brer Rabbit Molasses Cookies
battle of the Pea Bowl was the re- allowed to indulge in such rough from 10 to 20 scientists of national in the container at the post office
Tetley Tea
election of Captain Grimes as sport as described above, especial reputation carry on their investi or with Miss Ethel Hclbrook at
Dinner
•Lettuce Soup
treasurer and general manager of ly on such a snowy blustery day, gations in a variety of biological the school hcuse.
but probably stood by the window
Lamb Chops en Casserole
the Free ard Independent Bowlers in the warm schoolhouse, laughing subjects of fundamental impor
Mrs. Gordon Simmons enter
Brussels Sprouts
Association of Vinalhaven. Inc., and joyously clapping their hands tance and “are free to work un- tained Friday night at her home.
Tossed Green Salad
after some heaterf and pointed de and saying. "Goody! Goody!" as
Tom Downing's end of the class Her guests were members of the Good Luck Lemon Meringue Pie
bate cn the subject. In putflng the sled broke through the snow you'd have to use a pretty strong club which the young matrons
Coffee
the motion on the floor Postmaster drift, or maybe a couple of 'em set of binoculars to even make out have recently organized.
•Recipes given.
Drew pointed out that there had fainted, who knows?
Mrs. Vincent Carr and Mrs. Irv
the finest outline of Ralph Dun
been seme underground hints and Chapter 2
can at his end.
ing McLeod were in Rockland Wed
rumors that all was not as it
Of course Tom met with a nesday on business.
Turning the next page I found
IF YOU WANT
should be with the financial af myself in the school house, just scornful rebuff from Ralph when
Donald1 York has shipped on a
fairs cf the Corporation, that prior to bell time, among a group he was asked to sign such a paper tanker cut of New York.
A Weaker or
some were expressing dissatisfac of the boys of Lakeview in which as that.
Cheaper Bleach
“Why should I sign it?” said
tion with the way things had been were such fellows as Ralph Dun
run, and that this was a chance can, Phil Barto. Charlie Butler. Ralph. "The lessons are not long NORTH WALDOBORO
—ADD 3 PARTS OF
Mrs. Maude Mank of Augusta
to oust the present administration Willie Hardy, Tom Downing and enough to suit me."
WATER TO 1 PART OF
He e,ven went so far as to in passed Wednesday at her home
GENUINE
and give some new blood a chance, others.
quire
of Tom if he ever did any in this place.
On this particular morning (in
but Capn Grimes came through
studying at home in the evening.
Mrs. Everett Shuman, son Roger
the vote with flying colors and is Chapter 2) it seems that Tom (I almost felt as if the question
Downing
was
endeavoring
to
get
and
Alice Duncan were Rockland
again securely entrenched until
was directed toward me and would
the
boys
to
sign
a
petition
to
the
visitors
Tuesday.
another election, which will be
MAGIC
teacher for shorter lessons. Now. have made answer but Tom beat
Guy
Ames
was a caller Monday
held the next time the bowlers you see, Tom hadn’t been exactly me to it when he said, with a
WATER
meet at the table, and which will what you might call brilliant in j considerable amount of feeling. at Chester Duncan's.
Mrs.
Alma
Mar.k.
Beulah
Mank.
On the market for 40
probably end in the same man his school work, in fact he was "Study in the evening! Well I hope
Bertha
Orff.
Lura
Walter,
and
years.
Full 32-ounce
I'm
not
quite
such
a
big
fool
as
ner.
quite close to being a dunce and
bottle.
Accept no
Lyndon Lawson were in Washing
Although their last prop has he declared that the reason for that.")
substitute.
Well
the
upshot
of
it
was
that
ton
Thursday
to
attend
funeral
been knocked from under them it was because the lessens were al
by the failure of the pea scup to together too long—hence the peti Phil Barto, Charlie Butler, and a services for Albert Humes.
lot more of them fellers that think
come to their rescue, the Skippers tion.
Well I knew just how Tom felt they have to (4o just as Ralph
feel a bit encouraged by the close
TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN
about
the matter, for to tell you Duncan does, absolutely refused to
battle they were able to put up
sign
the
petition
so
Tom
gave
up
the plain truth I’d been up against
STATE OF MAINE
and think that if they had received
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of North Haven, In the
the very same thing during my the idea and 6imply had to con
an equal share cf the luck they
of Knox, for the year 1940.
A
, ..
school days and landed in precise tinue holding down that same old County
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
would have had another win. They ly the same spot in which the luck seat at the foot of the class.
Town of North Haven aforesaid, for the year 1940. committed to me for col
lection for said Town on the eighteen th day of April. 1940. remain unpaid;
are already figuring for a return less Tom now found himself so,
In the chapters that followed I and
notice ts hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are
engagement with the Gander boys thinks I, Tom. you’ve got sump’n visited the Factory School which not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to
the amount due therefor, Including Interest and charges, will be sold
at the Lobster Bowl or the Scallop there, and if he'd only asked me was conducted by Mr. Raymond, pay
without further notice at public auction at *<3r«ige Hall in said Town, on
one
of
the
proprietors
of
the
fac

the first Monday ln February, 1941, at nine o'clock A M
Bcwl in about two weeks. Until to sign first we might have got
then they are putting the pea aoup the petition started but he, like tory, arriving just in time to hear Name of Owner
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due
of the pupils “speak pieces.”
bcwl back cn the shelf and put the nitwit that he was. went and some
Little
Sammy
Barwell
read
a
CAULARY—Land Bounded on North by shore. East by
ting in seme spare time practic asked Ralph Duncan to head the poem that day, I'd almost forgot VIRGINIA
land of F W Benson, South by sh ore. West by land of W R.
list
with
his
signature.
Buxton......................................................................................... . —
872 00
ing at the real game of bowling.
Novi' everybody in Lakeview, old ten Sam in the passing years but CHARLOTTE THOMAS HEIRS -Land. Bounded on North by shore
The score:
and Land of Bl->ke Ac Harrower Ea»t by land of R. Washburn
and young, knew that Ralph Dun have always remembered the
South by land of Lucy & Grace Bl ake and West by land of
Ganders—Shields. 276: Sanborn. can was the smartest scholar in poem, cne stanza of which runs as
Blake <k Harrower ................. ............................................... -...........................
00
285: Grimes. 245; Libby. 242; Goose his class, if not in the whole follows:
December 21. 1940
• Note.—In Cities sale must be at the Collector's Office
In Towns at
Arey. 292: total. 1340.
"I'll ne-er use tobacco, no.
school, and his studies—well he
the place where the last preceding town meeting was
It
te
a
filthy
weed
RAY M BMiVCittACib
Skippers—Poole, 329: Drew, 260; just ate ’em alive so to speak, be
I'll never Rut It In my mouth."
Collector of
Peterson. 253: Hall. 237; Skip Arey, ing miles and miles ln advance of • Said little Rcfeert Reed
Taxe." of the Town of North Haven
153-8-8
(To be continued)
his nearest competitors. Why, from
256; total, 1335.

COTE’S
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' sence, has won highest acclaim for
Probate Notices
the serving of refreshments. Guests THOMASTON CHURCH ANNIVERSARY
his skill. Mr. Mitropoulos was born
STATE OF MAINE
were Mr. and Mrs. George Rogers,
in Athens in 1896 Many-sided in
THOMASTON
To
all
persons
interested in
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bucklin
of the estates hereinafter named ”
his
musical
talents,
he
had
to
choose
✓zsS z\ S'.
y-s
of South Warren, Mr. and Mrs.
At a' Probate Court held at Ron,
s\ xs
between a career as composer, land, in and for the Countv of Km,;
Willis Kinney of Rockland, and
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
on the 17th day of December in th.
pianist or conductor. He picked the year
of our Lord one thousand n
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Newbert, Mr.
Correspondent
hundred and forty and by adjourn
baton.
His
American
debut
was
and Mrs. Carroll Reilly, Capt. and
ment from day to day from the nth
« « 25 «
made in 1936, when by personal in day of said December The following
Mrs.
William
R.
Hoffses,
Mr.
and
matters having been presented for th.
1>1. 190
vitation of Koussevitzky, he was action
thereupon hereinafter hJ
Mrs Robert MacFarland, Mr. and
cated it is hereby ORDERED
n‘
guest
conductor
of
the
Boston
Svmby Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Capt. William R. Hoffses ar- i Mrs. Percy C. Williams, Mr. and
_______
phony. At once he was engaged to pe^s ^rerted^by ^usln? atoroa“
rived home Thursday from Ft. Me- J Mrs- Cb-vel Williams, Miss Margaret
works
of
merit.
The
need
of
such
*
conduct the Minneapolis Symphony, o^th.^order t?y be ^bed^h
Among letters received this week
Kinley to spend the remainder Thornton, Miss Harriet Wilson,
an
organization
is
very
great
in
any
a position he has heldI ever sInce.
;
Virgil Morton and Herbert New
was one from Anthony Torzillo. of
of the week.
Of the 44 years of his
,
. appear at a Probate Court to be held
bert.
West Point, N. Y. In part the letter community and I am wondering if a
Friendly Club members had an
way will open ud so that this or- have been devoted to the study of atjaid
Rockiand^ on thejDt day f
read:
January A D. 1941 at nine o'clock in
enjoyable get-together Wednesday, i
the
forenoon,
and be heard thereon
chestra
can
continue
to
function,
music,
despite
the
original
opposi“Please find in separate container
with a covered dish supper at the! 8uest at a £UrPrise birthday party
tf they see cause.
two complimentary piano parts en There is much musical talent Li tion of his family who we.e devo'i
MAUDE SMITH COMINS. late ()f
Federated Church vestry. The new ' «lven Thursday night by her
____
___ ____
____
_______
„ . Knox County, enough to build up a members of the Greek Orthodox Rockland, deceased. Will mid Pe,i.
Chester
titled My _Little
Golden
Haired
Boy'
officers, Mrs. Emma Greenleaf, daughter-in-law,
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
and “When It’s Sw’eethearts' Time I community orchestra of worth. Let Church which permits no orchtsLal the
same may be proved and allowed
Mrs. Ora Woodcock and Mrs. Fan- 1 slader- Other *uests were Mr and
in West Point.” The music of these I us hope and strive that the Little or instrumental music in its ’’Us and that Letters Testamentary i.,ue
nie Howard, were in charge of the Mrs » J Lymburner. Mr. and Mrs.
{^Executor nnml.?l'i,,<'..'j
compositions was composed by Symphony will continue and grow Two of his uncles were monks. his !
supper, followed by a brief business i Charles R°Sers- Mrs‘ ^ra Andrews,
Luther A. Clark, whose death notice as tribute to Mr. Clark’s efforts and grandfather on his father’s side a wui.
meeting. Later Mrs. Faye Stetson
Lymburner and Albert LymI read in Ernest Ingraham’s copy of interest and devotion, to say noth- priest, and his granduncle an ate. - a?ton decea.xed ‘ ' wui mid°fiM
as accompanist, assisted by Mrs. ! buiner* a11 cf ^kland. and Mr.
bishop in' the Greek Church. But1 f r probate thereof asking that th.
ing of his own musical ability.
The Courier-Gazette.
Josephine Stone, led the group in and Mrs. Charles Knights. Mr. and
the boy was persistent and his career j
"enters" ^estamentarv1*!,1,1. ““J
•
»
»
*
“It was a very sad thing that Mr.
singing familiar songs, after which Mrs. Warren Knights and daughter
has
justified
his
childhood
dreams.
,
VSM nanJTh? Z
Clark was denied the credit and
One of my most delightful Christ
competitive games were directed by Constance, Mrs. Lilia Ames, Mrs.
Mr.
Mitropoulos
conducts
all
his
will,
without
bond.
Blanche Vo*-e, Miss Barbara Allen,
praise due him. and I am aware of mas gifts was a copy of “A Treasury
Mrs. Lura Libby.
scores
by
heart
and
does
not
use
a
mattie
J
ohnson
late of p ,pk.
Harry Slader, Chester Slader and
the fact that the ASCAP monopoly of American Song,” by Olin Downes
Mrs. Raymond McLeod was hos
'baton.
Music
has
occupied
his
life
probatl^thereof.
mking'thm''th,
3 r
was responsible for this. Mr. Clark and Elie Siegmeister, a surprise gift ,
letely that he has never I may be proved and allowed and
tess Wednesday to the C. A S. Club. I many pleasing gifts including three
was a very talented composer, that and a book fresh from the press. It |____ ,
_ ______
41__ l!L\he
ue. goes
,l A1.»np Bird of Rockland, he twin^ the
After playing games refreshments birthday cakes. Beano provided
married. „
For
relaxation
I am glad to say, with gocd reason. is a book of unusual interest to,^
mQvies
Summer
he Executor named in said Will, with
were served by the hostess. Mrs. I entertainment and prizes were
bond.
I
sincerely
hope
that
he
will
now
music
lovers
and
especially
to
those
hoHday
Jn
America
Wilson Carter invited the club to1
ELERSON J. HART, late of port
awarded Mr. Rogers for high score
receive
that heworks
so justly
meet at her home next week.
deservesthe
for praise
his beautiful
that i ^7^ t^fXXnTf and WaS
at
°f Clyde, deceased. Will and Petition for
and Albert Lymburner for lew. Re
Probate thereof, asking that thi -ame
be proved and allowed and that
Mrs. N. F. Andrews, Mrs. Alex freshments were served to conclude
have brought pleasure and happiness folk songs, ballads and old-time the country. “Why,” he asked, ‘‘did may
Letters of Administration with the
Americans
always
go
to
Europe
ander Wilson and Mrs. Dora Maxey a pleasant evening.
Will
Annexed Issue to Clara O Hart
to others. I feel certain that you songs never wanes.
of Port Clyde, or some other suit able
when
they
have
every
kind
of
scen

attended the installation of the |
person, with bond.
will enjoy this music; Mr. Clark’s
This collection compiled and dis
SUV. Auxiliary Wednesday in In the Churches
WILLIAM OREENOUOH THAYER
quality cf music will, undoubtedly, cussed by Mr. Downes with Sieg- ery right here?” The four Ameri
Warren.
can “wonders" to him were Boul late of Ipswich. Massachusetts, de
St. Bernard’s Catholic Church,
speak for itself.”
meister arrangements, presents a der Dam, the Grand Canyon, Yose ceased. Exemplified copy of Will and
About 50 men and boys from sev Rockland. Mass at 8 and 10.45 a. m.
Probate thereof, together with a pe.
♦ « ♦
The Baptist Church in Thomaston will observe its 125th anniversary
rich
store of American tunes, with mite National Park, and the red tltlon lor Probate of Foreign will
St. John’s Church. At 9 a. m. at the regular service Sunday morning. A particularly fine program has
eral Baptist Churches attended the
asking that the copy of said will may
The music sent by Mr. Torzillo words and illuminating comments. wood trees of California.
be allowed, filed and recorded in the
been arranged and will consist of: Organ Prelude, Mrs. Amy Morse Tripp;
banquet held Wednesday at the Holy Eucharist.
Probate Court of Knox County.
** « *
St. George's Church, Long Cove. Doxolog'y; Invocation and Lord’s Prayer; Gloria; Junior Sermon, “The (who is author* of the lyrics and There is nothing! superficial or casual
Baptist Church. Following supper,
ANDERS ANDERSON lute
Pause in Prayer;” March; Responsive Reading, Selection 51; Choral An music) as arranged by Mr. Clark 's about the work—it digs ambitiously
In thousands of cities throughout ofESTATE
Rev. Floyd Carr spoke of his ex At 2.30 p. m.. Evensong.
Roekland, deceased Petition for
them,
"Except
the
Lord
Build
the
House.
”
by
Frederick
Cowan,
Baptist
tuneful
and
interesting
in
treatAdministration,
asking that Annie e
into
tlie
soil
of
American
music
to
tlie
world
it
has
become
the
custom
Federated Church. Sunday School Choral Society; Morning Prayer, Rev. J, F. Pendleton; Response, “Ye
periences in Royal Ambassador
Anderson of Rockland, or some other
ment.
Written
in
waltz
time,
they
,
get
at
the
roots.
We
find
between
to
celebrate
the
Christinas
season
suitable person, be appointed Ad
Work, movies and stereopticon at 9.45, worship at 11. The topic Watches and Ye Holy Ones” (Traditional) sung antiphonally by Senior
ministratrix without bond.
views were shown of Ocean Park for the morning sermon Is the third and Junior Choirs; Announcements; Greetings from the United Baptist are songs of the ballad type and the covers the homely tunes of the with a production of Handel's
ESTATE LAMAR K LEWIS, late of
Yankee Billings, the airs of moun “Messiah.” It has been estimated North
and other places connected with in a series on the idea of suffering Convention of Maine by the Executive Secretary, Rev. J. F. Pendleton of contain real merit.
Haven, deceased
Petition for
taineers, shanties, Negro spirituals, that even at the lowest conceivable Administration, asking that H. Alton
the work, and Dr. Frank T. Littorin in the Bible, “Suffering As Disci Waterville; Greetings from former pastors, Rev. H. S. Kilborn (Pastor
Lewis of North Haven, or some other
pline.” The morning anthem is Emeritus) and Rev. Roy Hilton Short; Greetings from Churches in tne
Music has suffered a loss, in the come-ye-all songs of various origins, performance fee, “Messiah” would suitable person, be appointed Admin
of Waterville, was also speaker.
Lincoln Baptist Association; Offertory; Choral Anthem “Beautiful Saviour”
istrator without bond
Tlie Baptist Mission Circle will “Rest in the Lord” by Gilbert. by Melius Christiansen, sung antiphonally by Senior and Junior Choirs; passing of Mr. Clark. It seemed an even modern blues and jazz classics, have brought its creator more than
ESTATE RONALD ROBISHAW. lute
meet at the home of Mis Charles Pathfinders meet at 2 o’clock and Scripture Lesson, Revelations 22: 12-21; Hymn, selection 382; Sermon, "The untimely death, too, as he was at his and many more. They are amusing, $10,000,000 in royalties in Great of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
asking that Herbert
Singer Tuesday at 2 o’clock, Mrs. at 6 o clock the Epworth League 1 Saints of God,” Rev. Donald F. Perron; Hymn, selection 517; Benediction; best years in his work—ripe in ma tragic, sloppy in sentiment, lively, Britain alone. It wa.s 198 years ago Administration,
Roblshaw of Rockland, or some other
that
the
composer
sat
at
the
organ
dull
—
but
always
interesting.
meeting
Is
in
charge
of
Miss
Sally
Choral
Anthem.
turity and experience. Due to his
suitable person, be appointed Admin
Robert Walsh is to be the leader,
You have heard it said more than directing the premiere of “Messiah." istrator without bond.
rather shy and retiring nature, I
and her subject will be ‘’Ministering Gray. “Mcses—Tlie Covenant at
ESTATE IRVINCI A GRANT, late of
past few weeks by volunteer labor feel few really understood and ap once that we have no music culture The scene was Neal’s Musick Hall
Sinai,” is the subject of the eve
to Shifting Populations."
North Haven, deceased. Petition for
are nearly completed and it is preciated the amount of work he in America—I suppose meaning in Dublin. Handel was then in his Administration, asking that Bessie L.
Dr. and Mrs. E. R Moss enter ning service at 7 o'clock.
ROCKPORT
Grni* of North Haven, or some other
Baptist
Church.
Sunday
School
tained the ‘‘63 Club” cf Tenant’s
planned to hold a dedication serv did in both composition and ar native music culture. This may be 56th year, had been hounded by suitable person, be appointed Ad
o
z
x
zs
zx
z^
ministratrix. without bond.
Harbor Wednesday. The evening at 9.45, worship at 11. The anni
ice in the near future, when Rev. rangement, and the value of such true, but this book makes it clear creditors in London, forcing him to
ESTATE HJALMARI AUTIO. late of
I.TTT
A
G
CHAMPNEY
flee
to
the
friendlines
of
Dublin
to
versary
program
appears
in
another
that we have something, call it what
was spent playing “63" after which
Friendship, deceased. Petition for Ad
A. A. Callaghan, Superintendent of work. This may be said, too, of his
Correspondent
ministration,
d.b.n., asking that Mel
you will, and suggests vividly that get a production of his masterpiece.
a lunch was served. In the group column.
the Augusta District, will be pres efforts in the promotion of the best
vin Lawry of Friendship, or some
were Mr. and Mrs. Merton An
in music wherever there might be we have neglected it too long. In The date of this first performance other suitable person, bo appointed
ent.
these songs—there are nearly 200 cf was April 13, 1742. Only 700 per Administrator, d.b.n. with bond
thony, Mr and Mrs. Howard Mona
Tel. 2229
Hubbard Cited on Chiropractic
Services Sunday at the Baptist opportunity. He talked little of
ESTATE BYRON B MILLIKEN, late
sons could be accommodated in the
The late Elbert Hubbard, one of
ghan and Albert Watts of Port
Rockland, deceased First and final
Church wifi toeing with the 11 himself, but was never lacking in them—we are told more about little hall and the demand for seats of
the
most
brilliant
writers
of
recent
account presented for allowance by
Rev. and Mrs. F. Ernest Smith,
Clyde, Mrs. Gertrude Hupper and
appreciation and thought for others America’s struggles, wars, frontiers
o
’
clock
service
of
worship
when
A.
Walker Brewster and Alan L. Bird,
Clarence Dwyer of Martinsville, and times, personally investigated the Mrs. Charles Smith, Rev. and Mrs. Rev. C. Vaughn Overman will use in musical effort. I can say this and folk living, more about our peo was so great that ladies were asked both of Rockland, Executors.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lowell, Mr. and claims of chiropractic. He wrote in C. Vaughn Overman and MisS Ha as sermon topic ‘‘What Jesus Means from my own personal experience, as ple and our tradition, than many not to wear hoops and gentlemen
ESTATE MANSFIELD R ROBINSON,
his book, ‘‘The Science of Keeping
ol Warren, deceased
First and
were requested not to wear their late
zel Lane were among those who
Mrs. Edwin Witham. Mr. and Mrs. Well”:
histories
or
sociological
studies
can
more
than
once
Mr.
Clark
has
writ

final account presented for allowance
to Me;” Church Schcol at 12
Cecil Andrews and Miss Margaret
‘‘Above all things, a good chiro attended the monthly meeting of o’clock; Y.P.S.CE. at 6; evening ten or spoken to me in encourage tell us. It is a book invaluable to a swords because of the crowding. by Ray D. Robinson, Executor.
MARIE A INGRAHAM, late
Marriott of Tenant's Harbor.
practor has faith in nature. He does the Knox County Ministerial As service at 7, sermon subject, “If ment and approval of my efforts in good knowledge of American song, Himself, a bankrupt — in court of ESTATE
Thomaston, deceased
First and
disfavor
in
London
—
Handel
gave
Mrs. H. H. Newbert, Mrs. Blanch not make the proud boast that he sociation held Monday at the Con- Jesus Lived in Rockport.”
and one to be treasured in every
final account presented for allowance
musical performance and writing.
by Donald C. Leach ol Rockland. Ex
ard T. Orne, Mrs. Weston Young, cures people. He knows that it is gregational Church in Rockland.
Another outstanding phase of his home where the American past is a the work in Ireland for the benefit ecutor.
of
“
Poor
Distressed
Prisoners
for
Mrs. George Newbert, Mrs. Arthur nature that heals. All the chiroprac Mrs. Overman reported on a book 1 Winners in Baptist Contest
.musical career was the organization living tradition.
ESTATE OLIVE M
RIPLEY of
♦ * * *
Debt in the Several Marsh areas in Washington Eighth and final uccount
S. Taylor, Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt, tor can do is put his patient in line of music for the church and Rev. j Earl Deane with 1055 points and and conducting of the Little Sym
with the healing forces of nature.
presented lor allowance by Frank H.
Miss Annie L. Bunker were after Chiropractic never brings an ad Mr. Smith discussed the recent Miss Althea Joyce with 1010 points, phony Orchestra, a group of local
Dimitri Mitropoulos, distinguished the City of Dublin.”
Ingraham. Guardian.
It is said that “Messiah” was
noon bridge guests Thursday of verse result. The chiropractor does Reader’s Digest.
were the high scorers in the recent instrumentalists brought together Greek conductor, who has been con
DANIEL W MUNRO ET
AIESTATE
jS. of Rockland. First and Final
Mrs. Orvel Williams. High and low not pin his faith in any single
Announcement is made by Presi- Baptist Church School contest and through his effort and given oppor ducting the New York Philharmonic written in 23 days, in the little front account
presented for allowance by
prizes were awarded Mrs. Taylor panacea. He simply knows the dent Lester Shibles of the meet-, next Sunday at the Church School tunity to study and perform musical Orchestra in Mr. Barbirolli's ab- room of Handel’s house in Brook Daniel Munro of Rockland. Guardian.
Street, London. He was at work
ESTATE GRACE A DRAKE of C rnand Mrs. H H. Newbert, and Mrs. physical fact that a pressure of bone ing of the Knox County Poultry hour will be awarded the major
First and filial ac- rj.lt | re ion the “Hallelujah” chorus when den.
George Newbert, a recent bride and on the nerve brings about a condi Improvement Association to be prizes.
ted for allowance by Noble C t til,
tion
where
the
telegraph
system
fails
his faithful man-servant crept into Conservator.
newcomer to Thomaston, was
Awards will also be made to the PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY
to act properly. With skilled hands held in Rockland City Building
ESTATE DUDLEY F WOLFE. ' i of
his room for the eleventh time, Rockport,
recipient of a guest prize.
deceased. Pitt: n for : i>3he brings about right relationship Jan. 28 at 8 p. m. Richard W. highest scorer of each class: Kin
begging him to eat. He found the flrmatlon of Trustee pte-h.il by
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Hubbard, and proper adjustment. He finds Gerry, Agricultural Instructor at dergarten, Winona Bryant; Wilma
Clifford Smith of Rockport
composer, tears streaming down his
recently of Lawrence, Mass., are the cause and removes it. Chiro- Waldoboro High School, will speak Rhodes’ class, Doris Quimby; Mrs.
CELIA J. HURD, lab cf Sr. T mface, oblivious to food, murmuring aston.
occupying Albert Condon's house praetors are not doctors of medi on the subject “Chicken Incuba Ella Overlock's class, Regina Quim
deceased.
Will and p tl.—n
for
probate thereof, asking that the
cine.”
in an awed voice:
on Gleason street.
by; primary, Louise Priest; Mrs.
tion.”
same may be proved and allowed and
“Thy Will Be Done" is the topic
“I did think, I did see all Heaven that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Vernon Kenney is employed as Lina Joyce's class, Kenneth Mars
O Hurd of South Thomaston,
of the weekly prayer meeting at the
Boys Harder to Rear
before me and the Great God be Sidney
he being Executor named in said Will,
manager of the grocery department ton; Loyalty Class, Mary Hawkins;
Baptist Church Thursday night at
Most parents of boys and girls
fore me.” In such an inspired without bond
Arthur K. Walker's class, Mrs.
ESTATE JANE P. WHITE, late of
7 o’clock
seem to think boys are the harder to at Perry's Market in Rockland.
Abbie Davis; Rev. C. V. Overman’s
mood was the magnificent ‘‘Halle Itockland.
decensed.
First and final
Miss Marion Upham has returned
The C A C. will meet at the club rcaf’, Psychologist Peck studied 114
account
for allowance by
lujah” chorus written. When heard Gladys F.presented
class, Charles Lane; Trytohelp
Packard,
Admx.
rooms Monday night at 7 o'clock I Problem boys and 6 problem girls to her duties in tne office at the Class., Mrs. Clara Lane; teachers
at Covent Garden by King George
LENA S. CURTIS, late of Camden,
..
.
who had such problems as lying, High School after being absent on
Will and Petition for Proand officers, Arthur K. Walker.
II, the grandeur
of the music drew deceased.
. ,
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert stealing, gambling, swearing, drink- account of illness.
,.
,,,,
,
bate thereof, asking that the same
Those on the honor roll, as sec
Him unwillingly to his feet. And | may be proved and allowed and that
were honcr guests at a shower party j jng, bullying, inattention, restlessLetters Te
'estanientary Issue to Helen
A rehearsal in preparation for ond in score, are Sylvia Bryant,
given Thursday night by Mr. and i ness, tattling, stubbornness. The
thus came about the custom, which C.
Taylor of New Haven. Conn . and
installation
is
called
for
Sunday
Mrs. Fed Ames at the Aines' heme, | average number of these problems
Doris Spear, Roberta McKenney,
prevails today, of the audience Chauncey Balknap of New York. N
Y., they being the Executors named
High street. A variety of pleasing ' among the boys was 4.14 per bov at 7 p. m. for all outgoing and in Marion Lane, Harold Page, Norma
standing when this chorus is sung. in said Will, without bond.
and
3.7
per
girl.
However,
more
coming
officers
of
Harbor
Light
ESTATE NANNIE M
WHEEI.ER,
gifts for the home were presented
Hoyle, Mrs. A. K. Walker, Mrs.
This was the genius who in an in late
of Tenants Harbor, deceased First
Mr. and Mrs. Newbert, ana a so than twice as many boys as girls Chapter, O.E.S
Lina
Joyce,
Mrs.
Alice
Marston
and
spired
mood
cou
’
.
d
live
without
food
and
tlnal
account
presented
for al
were badly maladjusted and tangled
by Maynard M. Wheeler of
Mrs, Veda Brown has resumed Gerald Richards. The score was
cial evening was concluded with up in their behavior.
for days while he wrote one of the lowance
Camden, N. J., Exr.
her teaching duties after being il’ based on attendance at Sunday
greatest oratorios man has ever
WILLIAM PAYSON TURNER, late of
West Lafayette, Indiana, deceased Exfor a few days with the grippe.
heard.
School, bringing Bible to Sunday
emplllied copy of Will and Probate
STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES,
thereof, together with a Petition for
Mrs. Annie Spear and Mrs. Edith School, giving an offering, amount
of Foreign Will, asking that
To encourage the production of Probate
Buzzell
will
be
in
charge
of
the
pic

of
offering;
bringing
friends,
10%
the copy of said will may be allowed,
“THE LETTER’
textile
fibre
Cuba
is
distributing
filed
and
recorded In the Probate
nic supper Tuesday which will pre deducted for tardiness. The con
Court of Knox County, nnd that Let
free
ramie
seed
to
its
farmers.
cede the stated meeting of Harbor test covered a period of three
ters of Administration with the will
annexed be Issued to The First Na
Light Chapter O.E.S.
months, ending w.th the last Sun
tional Bank of Rockland, located at
Rockland. Maine, without sureties on
The Twentieth Century Club ob day in December.
Notices of Appointment its
bond.
served its annual musical after
Those having perfect attendance
CLARA O SPALDINO, late of Owls
I. Charles L. Veazie, Register of Pro
deceased.
Will and Petition
bate for the County of Knox. In the Head
noon Friday at the home of Miss during the period: Winona Bryaftt,
A scene for Li’I Abner, your favorite cartoon strip
State of Maine, hereby certify that for Probate thereof, asking that the
Maricn Weidman. Mrs. Lina Joyce Helen Priest, Doris Quimby, Re
In the following estates the persons same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary
Issue to
were appointed Administrators. Ex- „
________. ____
and Miss Weidman were in charge gina Quimby, Louise Priest, Althea PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY ecutors,
Guardians and Conservators | “arry B- Spalding of Owls Head, he
and on the dates hereinafter named: belng the Executor named In said
of the program which featured Joyce, Mary Hawkins, Norma Hoyle,
WTLLIAM E BARROWS, late of Will, without bond.
these pleasing numbers: Piano solos, Arthur K. Walker, Rev. C. V. Over
WILLIAM
PARTRIDGE
BURPEE,
Warren, deceased. Sadie R Barrows
of Warren was appointed Exx., Nov. late ol Rockland, deceased. Will and
Mrs. Nellie Magune; piano duet, man, Mrs. Abbie Davis, Mrs. Ar
Petition
lor
Probate
thereof,
asklnj
30, 1940, and qualified by filing bond
Mrs. Magune and Mrs. Edith Buz thur Walker and Earl Deane.
on same date.
that the same may be proved and al
ARTHUR SHELDON, late of Vinal lowed and that Letters Testamentail
zell; vocal solos, Donald Welt ac
haven. deceased.
Joseph F. Headley issue to Wlnnlfred Fales of Rockland,
companied at the piano by Mrs.
of Vinalhaven was appointed Admr . she being the Executrix named in
Dec. 3. 1940. and qualified by filing said Will, without bond.
Buzzell; vocal duet, Miss Vera Eas Comique Theatre
bond on same date
ESTATE FOY W BROWN late of
Petition for
ton and Miss Helena Upham, ac
MONT P. TRAINER, late of Rock North Haven, deceased
When Hedy LaMarr throws a
land. deceased. Erold W. Trainer of Administration, asking that Vonie E.
companist. Miss Arlene Tominski. telephone at Clark Gable, tries to
Brown
of
North
Haven,
or
some other
Rockland, was appointed Admr . Dec
10. 1940. and qualified by filing bond su.table person, be appointed Admx,
Following the meeting refreshments part his hair with a chair, and
without bond.
on same date.
were served by the hostess.
LAFAYETTE W BENNER, late of
musses him up in general, it is
LTDA E WRITE, late of Vinalhaven
Rockland, deceased.
Will and Peti
deceased
Percy A. White of Vinal
Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over quite a sdght, but only one of the
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
haven was appointed Exr., Dec. 17
the same mav be proved and allowed
man spent Wednesday in Bangor. many rollicking comedy highlight*
1940. without bond.
and that Letters Testamentary Issue
CHARLES
S.
BOWMAN.
late
of
Rev. H. I. Holt will preach at the j in “Comrade X.” their new ccto Floyd I,. Benner of Rockland, he
Washington, deceased
John Babb of being the Executor named In said
Washington was appointed Exr., Dec. Will, without bond. And your Peti
Baptist Church in Damariscotta , starring picture which opens Sun17, 1940. and qualified by filing bond tioner further piays that the Court
next Sunday. Last Sunday he was day at the Comique Theatre for
on same date.
will determine as a matter of fact
MAGGIE B STOREY, late cf Rock whether the omission of grand-chllthe speaker at the North Haven, a two-day engagement. Gone is
land, deceased
Clarence E Barnard dren in said Will was intentional or
Baptist Church.
Miss LaMarr, the glamourous siren
of Rockland was appointed Exr , Dec. occasioned by mistake.
17, 1940, without bond.
ESTATE RICHARD HOWARTH. late
of the past, and in her place is
Church Notes
LENA S. SIMMONS, late of South of C’mden, deceased. First Account
Thomaston,
deceased
Ava
I,
Mac

a
slam
bang
comedienne
—
a
Mospresented
for allowance by Goldie F.
At the 11 o’clock service at the
Donald of Winthrop, Mass., was ap ilowarth. Exx.
pointed Admx. c.t.a., Dec 17. 1940. and
Methodist Church Rev. F. Ernest cow Iady street car “motor man.”
ESTATE RICHARD HOWARTH. late
qualified by filing bond on same date, of Camden, deceated.
Petition for
Smith will speak from the the sub- ' Gable is a newsPaperman in Rus
Gilford B. Butler of South Thomas
Distribution presented by Goldie F.
She stands accused—Herbert Marshall, Bette Davis and James Stephen- j ject. “The Axe Head Was Lost” sia who lead6 an enjoyable dareton was appointed Agent In Maine
Howarth, Exx.
son in a tensely dramatic scene from the film based on Somerset Maugham's
.
.
JOSEPH DONDIS. late of Rockland,
ORRIN J. PIERCE, late of South
plav, “The Letter.”
|and at the evenin* £ervice- bis devil life until he meets Hedy. Then
deceased. Ida Mae Dondis of Rock Thomaston, deceased. Will and Peti
land
was
appointed
Admx
,
Dec
17
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
. | theme will be “The Youth Who the fun begins. The big surprise
1940, and qualified by filing bond on the same may be proved and allowed
"The Letter” tells a strange dressed to the murdered man, and Turned Defeat into Victory." The of the film is Hedy LaMarr. She
same date.
and that Letters Testamentary Issue
ABBIE F. RICE, late of Thomsston. to Sidney Pierce of Rockland, he be
story. It tells of a beloved and now in the possession of his widow, Church is holding cottage prayer has a chair throwing rough-anddeceased.
The Thomaston National ing the Executor named In said Will,
sheltered woman who murders a an Eurasian woman. If that let meetings in place of mid-week serv tumble fight, with Gable, one with
Bank of Thomaston and Frank W without bond.
Robinson
of
Ventura. California, were
ESTATE MARY L. BOWLER, of
man, murders him in cold blood, ter were to show up in court, there ice at the vestry, and Thursday another girl, operates a street car
appointed Exrs.. Dec 1940. and quall- Owls Head. Petition for License to
ned
Der 23 1940 Frank Sell certain Real Estate, situated in
pumping his body full of bullets cculd be no other verdict than night members went to the home of and drives a tank over hill and
D
Elliot of Thomaston was ap- Owls Head, and fully described in
until her husband's gun is empty. “guilty.” But down in the Chi- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jenkins; daIe- Another amusing highlight
pointed Agent In Maine.
said Petition, presented by Ensign
aA. DOUGLAS, of Rockland Ot’s ol Rockland, conservator.
Why did she do it? Well, she tells nese quarter of Singapore, there where a short service was held and '
tlie chase by the Russian secret
Fiction’s favorite new sleuth wise-cracks his way to the screen in Anna P. Walery of Rockland was apWitness. HARRY E WILBUR Efher husband and her lawyer that is a mysterious transaction under then proceeded to the home of Mrs. police of Hedy and Clark in the •Michael,
1|’’1<1 Conservator. Dec 13. 1940. and qulre. Judge of Probate Court for
Shayne Private Dete ctive.” Lloyd Nolan (upper left) is starred P°
qualified by filing bond Dec 20 1940 Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
she did it to defend her honor, cover of night, and on the day of Nancy Turner for a song and prayer army tanks.
in the title role of the 29th Century-Fox film. Marjorie Weaver (center'
Attest:
Attest:
But it seems there was a letter ... the trial, there is no sign of the service. The repairs on the vestry
heads a strong featured cast including Joan Valerie (upper right), Douglas
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
Register.
Register.
a letter in her handwriting ad- letter.
which have been in process for the
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Dumbrille, Elizabeth Patterson Walter Abel and Donald MacBride.
3-8-8
2-8-8
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j4r. and Mrs. Geer
are making recovery
tack of the current t
jjrs. Galen Dow of
lias bs a guesu hei .
Cotreau of Wedgpr.rt.
whom she hasn’t, seen

Richard Totnklr.s t
inth birthday annivn
ay afterioon. at hi
Ivrtle street. Games
rizes going to Rhea >
anice Koster. Sar.
hocolate. and a beau
ake were served. O
tere Loretta Harvey, f
our, Peter Stein. B
nd David LeGage.
Edwin Libby Re.ie
’hursday.
supp*
Irs. Ellie Knowlton
istants was followed i
f readings given b
taraden and Mrs. Ida
iusic by Mrs. Alta I.
laud Cables, Mrs. \1
nd Mrs. Nellie Hall vi
1. it was decided to
c beano next Tliur o,
,1th Mrs. Blanche Sh.i
tan and a supper at ti
Irs. Ellie Knowlton,
liggins, and Mrs. Beu
s chairmen.
A special lot of F o
jr trimmed and pla t
educed prices have 1:
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Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
Ti’ all persons Interested in .nv
the estates hereinafter named- r
A< a Probate Court held ,t 'Rrwv
nd In and I r the Countv of
the 17th day of December in ♦?;
ar
our Lord one thousand nt.
; dri ll and forty and by adloutn”
pn: from day to day from the 17?k
v
f - .Id December
The following
tt>- i
having been presented for
tion
thereupon hereinafter indi®
red It la hereby ORDERED:
"a *
hint notice thereof be given to all
i
i. Interested, by causing a con»
•>., order to be published three
I'
■,.,«• -ivelv In The Courler-Oo
•e
newspaper published at Rra-u
id la
.Id County, that they
, a’ a Probate Court to be him
- d It a k and on the 21st dav of
im .
A D 1M1 at nine o'clock to
I,ten..on
nnd be heard thereon
they see cause.
*
4AUDE SMITH COMIN3. late of
cklainl
deceased
Will and Pen
n for Pr bate thereof, asking that
,nie may ire proved and allowed
I tnat Letter Testamentary i<o„«
Hn :v E Cumins of Rockland he
ii- the Executor named In '«.ia
ll. without bond.
'aia
ELI.A COPELAND, late of Thom
de, eased
Will and Petition
1
'
a king thathe
ic n..iv Ire proved and allowed and
t I o'.
Testamentary Issue to
! ' W Smalley of Thomaston she
I
ItrlX 1 , lin'd In ' snld
I. without bond
1
IAITIE JOHNSON, late of Rorl,
Will and Petition fop
bnt> thereof, n-klng that the same
i be pr ve I and allowed and that
!'■
Testamentary Issue to Alan
bird
.f Rockland, he being the
cutor burned In said
Will, with

I

I.ERKON .1, HART,

late of port
lc lie,. , ed
will and Petition for
thereof, a-klng that the same
te proved and allowed and that
,ei
, f Administration with the
' ■ •1 1 - sue to Clara o Hart
‘mt Clyde, or > .me other suitable
on. with bond.
I! I 1AM CREENOUOH THAYER
Ipswich. Massachusetts dee.i
Exemplified copy of Will and
>.ite thereof
together with a Pen 1 r Probate of Foreign Will
i

of said will may

ill A.-l tiled and recorded In the
ite Court of Knox County.

I’ATE ANDERS ANDERSON late
Petition for
that Annie E
or some other
die person, be appointed Adstrutrix without bund.
TATE LAMAR K LEWI8. late of
h Haven
diseased
Petition for
mm ration asking that H. Alton
t North Haven, or some other
hie person, be appointed Admin*
R
and deceased
‘to tia'mn. .i king
i "ii of Rockland,

tor without bond.

I'ATE RONALD ROHISHAW. lute
k land, deceased.
Petition for
h
ati ,n
asking that Herbert
b.iw I Kocklund. or some other
hie pi ., ,ni be appointed Admintor without bond.
I’ATE IRVING A GRANT, late of
1 Halen, deceased
Petition for
di - tin'., ii. a king that Bessie L.
1 North Haven, or some other
I” ! -i n,
he appointed Aditrutrix, without bond.
TA IE HJALMARI AUTIO. late of
I . p deceased. Petition for Ad
it: o in d b n . asking that MelL..vi\ of Friendship, or some
siuiabli
person, be appointed
til.-trutnr. d b.n. with bond.

'All BYRON

B

MILLIKEN

late

i, k .mil deceased
First and final
ii
pn ented for allowance by
a.l r Bren ter and Alan L. Bird.

ol Rockland, Executors.
A I E MANSFIELD R ROBINSON
' fren ibien ed Flnt and
'
presented for allowance
ay D Robinson, Executor.
All, MARIE A INGRAHAM, late
deceased
First and
a - iin presented for allowance
pia ii (.' Leach of Rockland, ExlA'IK OLIVE M
II
11 Eighth and
|B I E r allowance
lam. Guardian.
AIE DAN'IEI, W

f Ro' kland.

RIPLEY, of
final account
by Frank H.

OCl
Mr atK: Mrs. George B. Davis
The Universalist Circle supper
nuk;r.!', recovery -frcm an al- Wednesday night will have as
ar?
adc of the current epldemte.
chairman Mrs. c. E. Rollins, ast—by Mrs. M. E. Wotton. Mrs.
Mr- Galen Dow of Taik
C S. Wood, Mrs. Grace Black.
, &gue.-s her brother, J_hn |j Mrs. r. L. Weeks, Mrs. G? M. Sim
has
Cotreau ; Wedgpsrt, Nova Scotia, in ;ns, Mrs. A. C. MciLoon, Mrs. J.
whom ■ hasn’t seen for 16 years. A. Jameson, Miss Caroline Jame
R
Tomkir.s celebrated his son, Mrs. L. E. Blackington, Mrs.
Susie Davis, Mrs. John Smith Lowe,
r .h b.nhday anniversary ThursMiss
Therese Rankin, Mrs. A P.
■ oon. at his home on
Haines.
Mrs. S. W. Gregory. Mrs.
mt Games were played,
H. O Gurdy, Miss Beatrix Flint,
•F h
•• . to Rhea Gardner and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin and Mrs.
K<
ter. Sandwiches, hot 1
Janice
H. P Blodgett.
(■.,• ..nd a beautiful birthday '
ie -,f i erved. Others present ,
The Junior Rubinstein Club held
WPre I. o 'ta Harvey. Cynthia Barits regular meeting Wednesday eve
, ,r pt r Stein. Billy LeGage ;
ning with Miss June Chatto preand Dav. LeGage.
sitting. Appearing as guest on
I- A.n ,.bby Reiief Corps met i the program was Miss Sabra Perry
T^lie supper served oy a pupil of Mrs. Maybelle P. Strong,
pi •' Knowlton and her as- her solos were Dolls Dream by
:an' vva followed by a program Desten and Peri Waltz by Daibert.
,,f readings given by Mrs. Bessie Miss Perry played with unusual
Haraden nd Mrs. Ida Huntley and skill for one so young and her
;nUi, .c bv Mrs. Alta Dimick. Mrs. progress will be followed with much
y.r.ij Cables, Mrs. Millie Thomas interest. Miss Elaine Poust played
. ci m Neilie Hall weie reported Scarf Dance by Chaminade. At
i It a.i. decided to have a pub- the meeting of Jan. 29 the Thom
be i i next Thursday afternoon aston Baptist Junior Choir will be
i .tb M Blanche Shadie as chair guests anti named on the commit
man and a supper at 6 o’clock with tee of arrangements were Leona
\ti i liie Knowlton, Mrs. Bertha Wellman Edith Clark, Bertha
H i and Mrs. Beulah Larrabee Coombs and Grace Bowley. A
chorus rehearsal will be held in
as chairmen.
the East Room at 3.30 p. m. Tues
A . pecial lot of Fall coats, both day, Mrs. Berry directing.
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply
reduced prices have been received
Miss Leola Robinson of the Cen
at I.ucien K Green
Son and tral Maine Power Company staff
buri *: Dress Shop, Odd Fellows went yesterday to Poston, to at
Bwk 1G School street, Rockland,
tend the Ice Follies.
-adv.
137-tf

C&U6HS

YOUR CHILD'S coughing at night
—caused by throat “tickle” or ir
ritation, mouth breathing, or a
cold—can often be prevented by
rubbing the throat and chest
with plenty of Vicks VapoRub at
bedtime.

VAPORUB'S SWIFT poultice-and-

vapor action loosens phlegm, relaws irritation, clears air pas
sage, tends to stop mouth breath■dinvites a
he..ling, restful B J
sleep. Try it.
VAPORUB

MUNRO ET

First and Final

nted for allowance by
Munro of Rockland. Guardian.
\ ! E GRACE A DRAKE of C:unEli t and final acrou.n | re iN lb.'

■vator.

f

Sunday and Monday

Earl.

DUDLEY I WOLFE, !atc of
o' decra-ed
Pit t;on fbr Con
i' n of Trustee pre- n.cd nv
" Smith of Rockport
A J HURD, 1 itl cf £j. T' mdc eased
wm and pctL.cn
' it thereof, a king that the
n ■ b« proved and allowed and
'a t'i rs T> - tainentary Issue to
O Hurd of South Thomaston.
uned in said Will,
t bond
ITE JANE P. WHITE, late of
ud
deceased.
First and final
t presented for allowance by
1
Packard. Admx.
I'RTIS, late of Camden.
"I
Will and Petition for Pro
hor, of. asking thut the same
" proved snd allowed and that
1 t imentary issue to Helen
Im of New Haven. Conn, and
’<
b.dknap of New York. N.
v "cing the Executors named
Will, without bond.
TE NANNIE M. WHEELER,
tenants Harbor, deceased. First
I
account presented for al• l>
Maynard M. Wheeler of
|». N J.. Exr.
'M PAYSON TURNER, late of
■ J ■Vette. Indiana, deceased. Kxl
'pv of Will and Probate
’
• her with a Petition for
I Foreign Will, asking that
■ n- be allowed,
'
’tiled
In the Probate
i I. . x County, and that LetA.I ministration with the will
1
i ued to The First Na
ATE

if
Milne,

ickland, located at

without sureties on

' O SPALDING, late of Owls
' '
Will and Petition
' •
'her. if. asking that, the
r
" pr \ed and allowed and
Testamentary issue
to
! Bn ■ of Owls Head, he
E.xet utor named
In said
ithout bond.
1AM
PARTRIDGE
BURPEE.
B
■ .ind. deceased.
Will and
B ' Pi bate thereof, asklnf
may be proved and al
1
h;u l i tters Testamentaif
M tit ifrei Fales of Rockland
"h Executrix named in
n. without bond.
~K DOY W BROWN, tate of
im
donees
Petition for
■E ’ll. asking that Vonle E.
I ■ rth Haven, or some other
:
.i. be appointed Admx.
bond.
BTTE AV BENNER, late of
lie ejs'il
Will and PetlProbate thereof, asking that
n h. Be proved and allowed
I t rrs Tfsiamentary Issue
B Benner of Rockland, he
In Executor named In said
I
And vour Petliirtiui pmys that the Court
irinlne as a matter of fact
the omission of grand-chll• ui Will was Intentional or
fa by mistake.
IE RICHARD HOWARTH. late
I'n deceased. First Account
1 fur allowance by Ooldle F.
Exx.
" RICHARD HOWARTH. late

;e

n. deceived

One of the Gifts Received By Mr. and

AL CAPP’S fomoui
funsters of fontosy
<om« to lifo on the
terttn*

Granville OWEN
Martha O’DRISCOLL
Edgar KENNEDY
Johnnie MORRIS

al

Ri

Cliilrlren's Matinee Mon. 4 I* M.

Tuesday and Wednesday

LLOYD NOUN i« •
MICHAEL SHAY^t
Private Detective
Marjorie WEAVER

JOAN VALERIE • WALTER ABEL
ELIZABETH PATTERSON • DONALD
MocBRIDE • DOUGLAS DUMBRILLE

TODAY

JAMES NEWILL
in
“D WGEK AHEAD”

ROC K V

A

H

Wawenock Club was entertained
Wednesday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Frances Norton, who pre
sented a paper on Yellowstone Na
tional Park. Roll call was answered
with quotations frcm Henry Wads
worth Longfellow, followed by the
question box and discussion of cur
rent events. Mrs. Hattie Keating
will be hostess at the meeting next
week.

Dessert-Bridge Club was enter
tained Wednesday night by Mrs.
W. Seymour Cameron for dessert
and cards. Honors in bridge were
won by Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.
and Mrs. Rupert L. Stratton.

2-8-1

Mr. and Mrs. Cheever Ames

-MDI
'.SA*

Gm’j

BETTE

Htwr Hitu

DAVIS
u,

SATURDAY. JAN. 18
| Tash Night, Come Collect S24O
LUM and ABNER

“Dreaming Out Loud”
FRANCES LA-NGFORD
I

Plus

| ROY ROGERS. GABBY HAYES

“Arizona Kid”
NEWS
From the Story by
W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM

HERBERT MARSHALL‘ JAMES STEPHENSON
TODAY

“FLIGHT COMMAND”
with ROBERT TAYLOR, RUTH HUSSEY

Strand

SHOWS
Matinee 2.00
Erf.. 6.30 & 8.30
Sun. Mat. 3 P. M.

—Photo by Cullen.

Rubinstein Club
Last Night’s Program
Featured By Mrs. Strout’s
Able Interpretation of
“Oratorio and Symphony”
The Rubinstein Club met Friday
evening at the home of Mrs. Char
lotte Hopkins, Broadway. The spa
cious rooms and fine Steinway piano
lent themselves admirably to the
performance of serious music which
constituted the program.
The meeting was conducted by the
president. Miss Dorothy Lawry.
Mrs. Dcra Bird read “Current
Events In the Musical World.”. Mrs
Grace M. Strout gave a paper :>n
"CTatorio and Symphony,” tracing
the development of these branches
of music co-laterally. Oratorio,
which first appeared as such in 1690
A. D., reached its sublimity in 1741
when Handel composed the loftiest
example of music known to man
kind, “The Messiah.” The present
day oratorio Edgar Steliman Kelly's
“Pilgrim’s Progress” was mentioned.
This work will be sung in May at
•he State Convention of Music
Clubs in City Hall, Portland. Dr.
John Warren Erb, whose teacher
was Dr. Kelly, will conduct. Thc
chorus will be made up of members
of the music clubs of Maine. This
movement is conducted much in the
manner of the Maine Music Festi
val when Dr. William R Chapman,
the great pioneer of music in Maine,
wielded the baton through many
consecutive years.
Symphony, emancipated by Hay
dn, reached its sublimity in von
Beethoven’s compositions. The sym
phonic master of the present day is
Jean Sibelius, whose lofty expression
of the deep calm faith of his op
pressed people by means of orches
tration is sublime. Following is the
program, which was artistically
rendered;
Le Paplllon.
Lavallee
Miss Shelby Gleqtlcnnlng, pianist
pupil of Mrs. Hopkins

.

SUN.-MON. JAN. 19-20
Clark Gable, Hedy Lamarr

“Comrade X”
I LANDING OF THE PILGRIMS”
NEW’S
___
TUESDAY. JAN. 21
F.ncvclopedia Night
Cash Night, Come Collect

“MoQn Over Burma”
Dorotbv I amour, Prestcn Fester
-MAGIC PENCIL”
I “H APPIEST MAN ON EARTH”
NEWS

Easter Eggs May Soon
Come Naturally Colored

Joseph's coat of many colors may
find a modern counterpart in the
harmony of hues produced naturally
Poems
by hens of Uncle Sam at the Na
of Original Composition
tional Research Center, Beltsvifie,
By Subscribers
Md. Coloring the yolks of eggs by
Publication Limited to Brief
feeding has already been described,
but "painting” the shells in a variety
of colors—including the patriotic em
APPRECIATION
blem "red, white and blue”—repre
[For The Courier-Gazette]
sents a novel process.
When purple shadows fall
The hens, when bred and selected And peace broods over all.
At twilight gray.
according to a formula of poultry Along
a quiet street
specialists, become nature’s own I turn my weary feet
artists and no longer is it necessary Each closing day.
rush of childish feet
to color eggs with artificial dyes for Swift
And joyous cries will greet
Easter or other occasions. Differ My waiting ear.
ent breeds produce a rainbow of Muke me forget all care.
And as X enter there.
colors—already ranging from pearly Heaven
seems near.
white, through the various shades of Soon darkness gathers deep;
brown, to a sky-blue. Red, striped Our babies are asleep,
within call;
or spotted, or other fantastic hues Safe,
Firelight throws our silhouettes
is not a remote possibility in Uncle Uke a pair cf dancing marionettes
Sam’s color schemes. This cfuld Upon the wall.
be accomplished by cross breeding Skies are not always fair,
Much of harassing care
through strains within the breeds, Fate
holds In store;
But Just so long as we
say the experts.
May all together fee.
Experiments by the Poultry lab Can we ask more?
oratory of the United States depart
Nellie M. Er vine
ment of agriculture indicate that in Tenants Harbor.
R at R M
dividual hens within the breed may
"blue print” eggs of different col
FRIENDLY LIGHTS
[For The Courler-Oazette]
ors, yet the color for each hen is a
fixed factor. With respect to breeds. My neighbor’s lights across the snow
Bright, kindly beams they send;
Black Minorcas and White Leghorns 'Tls
nice to look at them and know
produce white-shelled eggs; Rhode
The one who lit them Is my friend.
Island Reds and Plymouth Rocks
E. M. T.
Thomaston.
lay those of various shades of
at at at at
brown; Barnevelders turn out prod
DRAGON
’S
ucts of a deep coffee brown in col
[For Tiie Courler-Gazettej
or; and Araucanas, believe it or
not, lay sky-blue eggs.
Again wild dfagons. drunk with greed
dreams.
The poultry breeder of the future Shakefilled
earth's serenity with savage
screams.
—by crossing breeds and through
combining strains within breeds— Still frenzy-filled and scarred from
frays.
may dictate the color of his eggs Packs former
spoil the lands, and sleuth the
as his fancy suits.
waterways.

Tiffany Glass Curtain
The million-dollar Tiffany glass
curtain is in the Palace of Fine Arts
at Mexico City and is the only orte
of its kind in the world. Composed
of thousands of pieces of varicolored
glass, the novel lighting arrange
ment reveals the snow-crowned vol
canoes of Popocatepetl and Ixtaccihuatl at sunrise, midday and sun
set.

A Rockland Aspirant
This And That

The home of Mr and Mrs. Uheev- and green ferns were on the buffet.
Guests were Dr. and Mrs. Guy
er C. Ames was the scene of a pretj ty party Wednesday night, when Wilson, Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie,
they celebrated their 25th wedding Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Wilbur. Mr.
anniversary. Beautiful gifts of sil and Mrs. Ralph U. Clark, Mr. and
ver and glass, and money were in Mrs. Robert C. Gregory, Mr. and
evidence, especially unique being a Mrs. Harry Bickmore. Mr. and Mrs.
silver basket, filled with silver Oscar Bickmore, Mr. and Mrs. Elmoney, made by their niece Mrs. ! mer Joyce and son Cedric of Cam
Burton Bickmore (Jeannette Hart) den, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Horeyseck.
and representing a gift from the Mr. and Mrs. Burton Bickmore.
immediate family. Telegrams were Joseph Adams, Miss Margaret
received from their son Maxwell Adams, Mrs. A. G. Dolliver, Mrs
in Florida, and from friends in New Vesta Stewart, Miss Doris Hyler,
York. Mrs. Ames were a lovely Mrs Bessie Sumner, Albert Thomas
soldier blue crepe dress, and cor Mrs. Lendon C. Jackson, Jr., Mrs.
Minnie Regers, Misses Ruth and
sage of pinks.
The living room was decorated Eva Rogers, Mrs. Mildred Achorn,
with pink carnations and green Mrs. Lena Stevens, Miss Nellie But
ferns, and a mixed bouquet, a pres ton, Mrs. H. A. Stanley, Mrs. Wil Aria for contralto from oratorio
"Ruth and Naomi," "My
ent from Mr. and Mrs. Joseph liam Ellingwood, Mrs. Harold Phil
Soul Doth Magnify.”
Broad
brook.
Mrs.
Ernest
Buswell,
Mrs.
Adams and Miss Margaret Adams.
Mrs Lydia I Storer
accompanist. Mrs. Nettle B. Averill
Refreshments were served by Mrs. Henry Lurvey and Miss Marston.
Etude C sharp minor.
Chopin
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ames
were
married
Mrs. Mabel P Strong, pianist
Bickmore, Mrs. Elmer Joyce cf
Aria for soprano "I Will Extol
Camden and Miss Ruth Marston. A in Swan's Island by Rev. D. A. Mc
Thee” from Oratorio "Ell," Costa
Miss Lotte McLaughlin
wedding cake decorated with silver Kinnon, and have three children,
accompanist. Mrs. Ruth Sanborn
June,
Bradford
and
Maxwell.
They
leaves was the centerpiece on the
Impromptu playing of duets by
' table which held a white candela- have resided in Rockland about six
American
composers rendered by
i bra with silver candles. White years and Mr. Ames is on the staff
Mrs.
Sanborn.
Mrs. Hcpkins, Mrs.
I candles, set off by white carnations of the Rockland Hotel.
Faith G. Berry and Miss Bertna
Luce extended the program.
Mrs. A. Sidney Snow, who is in
Mrs. Esther Brock Bird left New
A social hour was enjoyed and
her
92d year is critically ill at her confections were served by the
York Jan. 10. to fly to the Philipj pfties, stopping two days in San home on Gorham avenue, Brook hostess, which closed a delightful
line, Mass. Her daughter. Miss evening.
Francisco enroute.
Mabel Snow, who makes her home
J. F. Stevens. Grand High Priest with her, and has cared for her,
of Grand Royal Arch Chapter of very tenderly in her period of in
THE LYRIC MUSE
Maine, returned Thursday from at validism, fell this week shattering
tending the annual convocation of a bone in her left arm.
the Grand Royal Arch Chapter of
Delaware, held in Wilmington.

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

• nn

CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register.

Wedding Anniversary

Mrs. Herbert Curtis entertained
W.I.N. Club Thursday night, at
luncheon and cards. Honor awards
went to Mrs. Carl Freeman, Miss
Pearl Borgerson and Mrs. Vance
The CDH.S. Club was enter
Norton.
tained Friday night at Miss Ebba
Kalloch’s home on Amesbury street
Dr. H. W. Frohock, who has been with a luncheon-bridge. Honors
a pneumonia patient at Knox Hos were wen by Miss Naomi RacklifT;
pital, returned to his home yester other guests were Miss Marguerite
day. He will go Monday on a brief Mahoney and Miss Martha Seavey.
vacation, to visit his sons Dr. Wil
bur Frohock in New York and S.
The study group on govern
Everett Frohock in Hartford. Ever ment and education of Rockland
ett Frohock returned this week League of Women Voters will
after visiting his parents.
meet Monday with Mrs. Keryn «p
Rice at 25 Maple street at 3 o'clock.
Members of Farnham Class at Final plans for open forum meet
Littlefield Memorial Church enter ing on Jan. 28 will toe received and
tained their wives at a chicken questions for the discussion se
pie supper Monday, with Harry lected. The complete program will
Chase the chairman. He was as be published during the coming
sisted toy Mrs. Chase, Mr. and week.
Mrs. Ralph Norton and Mr. and
Mrs. William Dorman. "The best
Mrs. Edgar B. Crockett enter
yet" was the general comment. tained at a shower party last night
The greup was entertained by complimenting Mrs. Theodore Syl
Joseph Stickney of Augusta, a vester, at the home of her parents,
member of the Research Depart Rev. and Mrs. Herman R Winment, who after brief remarks chenbaugh. A social evening fol
showed moving pictures of the wild lowed the presentation of lovely
birds of Maine, their feeding and gifts to the honor guest, and late
breeding places, also many views luncheon was served. Guests were
of hunters in action, some cf Mrs. Edward Cross. Mrs. Carl Grif
which wer£ not as good shots as fith. Mrs. Elmer Teel, Mrs. Edward
the man with the camera. The Baxter, Mrs. Horace Maxey. Mrs.
work of planting feed for the many Clara T. Curtis, Mrs. Arthur Bow
varieties of birds in the many ley, Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Mrs.
water ways was shewn, only one cf Frank McKinney, Miss Mildred
the many tasks performed by this Moody. Mrs. Basil Winchenbaugn,
efficient department which is do Mrs. Osgood Gilbert, Mrs. Arnold
ing a fine job in the propagation Nelson and Mr. and Mrs. W:n|chenbaugh.
’
of birds.

Petition for

presented by Ooldle F.
Exx.
J PIERCE. la»e of South
deceased
Will and PetlP hate thereof, asking that
1 m-iy be proved and allowed
1 i tters Testamentary Issue
Pierre of Rockland, he beI’xecuDr named In said Will,
bond.
MARY L. BOWLER, of
id
Petition for License to
Un Real Estnte. situated in
id.
and fully described In
[tlon, presented by Ensign
I >, kland. conservator.
HARRY E WILBUR. Efjdge of Probate Court for
inty, Rockland, Maine.

Mrs. Cheever Ames On Their 25th

Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
Mrs Fred Chpney (Mildred
ill at the Maine Gen- night at the home of Miss Ada
withani ’
. H s-pital at Portland.
Perry, Main street.

p:e •

•’

BASKETFUL OF SILVER

Page Seven

They give no quarter, heed no rights
or laws.
But plunder tear and kill with scaley
claws
Tha* dr'.p hearts blood of those whose
culy sin
Was t 17 defense—a law Ood placed
therein.
Foul fumes fall earthward as they fly
the starlit skies.
While light below, and life, and all
thats lovely dies.
Ethel Borgerson
Rockland.

WEST WALDOBORO

1
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Tel. 713

By K. 8. P.

Miss Shirley Blackington of Rock
land, one of the contestants for
Queen of the Sr.ow Bowl. Miss
Blackington is a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. H. Blackington of 59
West Meadow road.
HATTIE W. RACKLIFF
After a brief illness which sud
denly turned to a sad termination.
Hattie W„ wife of Roland S. Rackliff, died at her home, 31 Lawrence
street Jan. 5. The sudden shock
of bereavement to her devoted
family was shared by her wide
circle of .friends and a saddened
neighborhood which mourns her
loss.
During the devoted years of her
married life. Mrs. RacklifT was an
energetic and) prudent helpmate
to her husband in his advance to
his present successful business
career as a member of the Whole
sale lobster firm of RacklifT <fe
Witham. “Hattie" as all of her
friend-s knew her. was not only a
loving wife and mother but her
warm benevolence overflowed in a
watchful care of her neigJiboring
friends. Poor children were called
to her door on Winter days for
mittens and sweaters which were
fashioned by her busy hands. She
always knew and lespended where
help was needed.
Besides her husband, Mrs. RackllfF leaves a son. Roland O. Raekliff, well known as the R.F.D. mail
carrier, also two daughters, Ethel
A. RacklifT. employed at the tele
phone exchange, and Naomi A.
RacklifT.
attending
the
High
School. Mrs. RacklifT was the
daughter of the late Mr. and vlrs.
Henry Allen cf Brockl.n, Me., de
ceased. She was one of a family
of 13 children, six of whom now
survive her. They are Mrs. Harlie Freethy, Mrs. Susie Grindle.
Prim Allen and Ernest Allen all of
Brooklin; also, Mrs. Clarence Lytnburner of North Brecksville, and
Mrs. David Lyman cf Stockton,
Calif.
The last rites had a large atten
dance at the Burpee funeral home.
A service of impressive sympathy
was delivered by Rev. Guy Wilson.
The floral offerings constituted a
large display of great beauty. The
bearers were Charles Thornton,
Lester
Pest, Harold RacklifT.
brother cf Roland S. Rack! fT. and
the two brothers of the deceased.
Prim Allen and Etnest Allen. In
terment took place at the Achorn
cemetery.

GROSS NECK
Ralph Stahl of Ercad Cove spent
an evening recently at Ernest
Eugleys.
Mrs. Lillian Jesue ar.d two chil
dren of Massachusetts have been
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Eugley re
cently visited at Irvine Genthner’s
in West Waldoboro.
Mrs. George Winchenbach of the
village and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Kaler cf West Waldoboro have
been recent visitors at Melvin Genthner's.
Mrs. Villa Morse of the village
visited Sunday at Ernest Eugley's.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl of
3road Cove were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele.

WEST WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Moile Robbins re'er.tly visited Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Powell.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Powell cf
Union were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Hibbert.
Mrs. Royal Hibbert visited Mrs.
Estern Wellman recently.
Gerald Hiboard of Fort Mc
Kinley visited friends here last
weekend.
Miss Dora White cf Augusta
passed last weekend at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bartlett and
•:on Gerald visited Sunday at the
home of Perley Bartlett in Rock
land.
Walter Withee and children and
Mrs. Lucia Wellman visited Mrs.
Walter Withee in Gardiner Hos
pital Sunday.
Ernest Wellman of Weeks Mills
was guest Sunday of friends in
town.

Miss Marion Eugley is employed
at the home of Mrs. Arlene Hofses in Waldoboro.
Arnold Standish has been con
fined to his heme the past week
by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase of
New Harbor and Miss Eleanor
Winchenbach of Augusta spent
last weekend with Mr. and Mrs
We have found from experience
D. H Wirxhenbach.
that the more able the man the
Frank Hunt is employed at Camp more ready he is to learn new
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Edwards, Mass.
methods.
WORK WONDERS

Colored Wall Surfacing ,
As some people have many vir
tues which you never guess until you
know them well, so a handsome,
beautifully colored wall surfacing
has appeared with a finish that is
adaptable for many types of rooms.
This
surfacing insulates and
"quiets” a room, as well as deco
rates it, and is excellent for new or
i modernizing work.

CAMDEN

Jan. 25 is the date set for
launching a destroyer at Bath Her
name is The Woolsey and residents
here will be looking for her on
the trial course.
• * * •
Children with whooping cough
if given airplane rides are’apt to
get over the worst of this dread
ed1 affliction with much less suf
fering and earlier improvement.
♦ • ♦ »
Siberian Eskimos eat po'.ar bear
steak far courage, fish for good
eyesight and seel liver for wisdom.
Hew would it be to try cut these
war filled hearts with some of
chese varieties of food and see if
they really matter.
• • • •
“That airplane Dick made is a
great piece of work. Dad. ’
Dad: "I hope he can keep up
the good work.”
• • * •
And now has been invented a
switch for power lines that opens
the circuit to let the celestial juice
drain off and then closes again
within 3-10 of a second, thus pro
tecting electric lines.
♦ ♦ * »
Folks, please remember that cold
germs travel swiftly and the terrific
speed could be halted1 by using care
and plenty of handkerchiefs when
you feel a sneeze about to break
loose. Do have a heart when you
feel a cold on the way and either
take a preventative or stay in bed.
* * # *

Good Cheer Class meets Tuesday
night with Miss Bessie Bowers.
"Is God A Spy" will be the sub
ject of Rev. Weston P Holman's
sermon at the Methodist Church,
Sunday at 10.30 o'clock. Music will
be under *the direction of Mrs. Al
fred Wilman and Bible classes and
church school at 11.45 in charge
of Mrs. Stella McRae. Happy Hour
Service is at 7 oclock; praise serv
ice with a message by the pastor,
subject. "How To Meet Sorrow."
Soloist is Mis. Allen F. Payson.
Church Night Service will be held
at the vestry Thursday at 7 o'clock,
and choir rehearsal Friday at 7.30.
Anyone desiring cottage prayer
service for afternoon or evening
may consult the pastor.
At Community Hospital: Mrs.
Finley Calder is a surgical patient;
Hartford Blanchard, a medical
patient.
About 45 attended the turkey
dinner at Hosmer Pond. Thursday
under the direction of the Outing
Club house ccmmittee. Edna Ful
ler, Ruth Mathews, Fiances Nuccio, Phyllis Arnold. Marjorie Her
rick and' Margaret. Thomas waited
on the tables.
Mr. and Mrs. David Langnran
have returned home after spending
the past month with their son. Dr.
Louis Langinan in New York City
ar.d their daughter, Mrs. Elmer
Brown at Carteret, N. J.
Mrs D. M. Chandler was a call
er recently cn Mr. and' Mrs. Carl
B Weston cif Belfast.
Surgical dressings to the number
of 643 were completed at the Red
Cress rooms Thursday night by a
group of workers.
Mrs J A Chater (Augusta Tal
bot) is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Dudley Talbot, who Monday ctoserved her golden anniversary. Mr.
Tai'oot because of the cold weather
was unable to come to Camden to
be with her, Mrs. Chater is a vio
linist and has been a member of
the -Rubinstein Club for some time.
Miss Joan Bird, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Bird is home for a
three weeks vacation.
Charles Trask, son cf Mr. anti
Mrs. Uitoan Trask and Hartford
Brown, son cif Rev. and' Mrs. W. F.
Brown, left Thursday Tor Los
Angeles where they will enter the
Aero Industries Technical Institute
for two months in mechanical
training. Eugene Lowell who went
to Washington, will join them
there.
William S. Mero died Friday
morning after a long illness. Fu
neral services will be held from the
Good funeral home, Sunday at 2
o’clock and the remains will toe
placed in the receiving vault until
Spring at which time he will be
buried in Union. He Is survived
by a daughter, Mrs. Donald Love
joy cf Portland.
At the Baptist Church “Bomb
proof Temples' will be the theme
of the sermon at II o’clock. The
mu ic will be by the senior choir.
Church s hool will convene at 9 45
With classes for all ages. The
fcrums will toe held at 5 and 6
o’clock tonight. The Crusaders
meets at the church Thursday
after school. The prayer meeting
wlH be Thursday at 7.30.

I have always loved' the large
showy and vari-colored flowers of
the iris. And did you know that
the name comes from file Latin
name fcr rainbow. Almost one
could combine the rainbow colors
with these blossoms and then have
left many odd shades in the
browns andi reds.
• • • •
Have more than thou showest,
Speak less than thou knowest,
Lend less than thou owest.
Ride more than thou goest,
Learn more than thou trowest,
Set less Mian thou threwest.
—Shakespeare
« « « «
Dr. Alexis Carrel, renowned sur
geon and Nobel prize winner has
suggested the time is opportune
“to develop in this country men
of greater physical and spiritual
value than have lived at any other
time in the history of the world.”
He challenged American educa
tors, in a speech prepared for a
New York health and physical
education meeting, to “enlarge the
scope of their work, and to add
moral training to physiological
training.”
Only in this manner, he said,
can America achieve among its
citizens the “type of physical fit
ness we need; a complex compound
of physical and spiritual elements."
• • • •
Mexico ought to be a good place
to start practice for young medi
cal men, 87 percent of the deaths
from disease in recent years have
had no medical care.
• • • •
Margaret Fishback has this to
It takes more goodo sound judg
say about March Thaw:
Boys play baseball, girls play Jacks, ment, and much longer, to build a
happy home than it does a beauti
Father pays his income tax.
ful house.
Mother prods her window box.
Moths make holes in skating socks,
Flower pushcarts reappear,
Raise the flag, Spring’s almost
here.
v
• • • •
“A fundamental thing to remem
ber” says Nicholas Murray Butler,
"is that education is the joint
product of the influence of the
The Fuller Wet Mop is
made of highly absor*
family, the church and the school.”
• • * •
bent cotton yarn. It takes
Rebuilding this eld wofld is goup water and dirt in
ing to be a great problem. If this
stantly without streaking,
war keeps going much longer the
and because of its design
cream of its ancient beauty will
is easy to use and wring.
This great mop takes the
have been destroyed and if this
hard work out of floor
war continues will these who are
washing.
left be qualified to do things that
arc great?
SPECIAL
* * * «
NEW YEAR PRICE
Little girl (to lady who has fall
en down on the sidewalk); “Oh.
dear me! Are you hurt?”
WITH
HAHDU
Lady: “O ly my pride my child.”
Little girl: ’Where is that?"
Lady: “In my head. I guess.”
Little girl: "No. you didn t touch
ycur head.”
• • • •
You may know that when it is
said of a person, “He showed the
white feather." it comes from just
this: In, a cock fight a pure-bred
has no white feather, thus when
one is found it is called a poor
fighter.
Call er
• • • •
Phone today
Benjamin Franklin's portrait is
on all $100 bills and George Wash
ington s on all $1 bills. The latter
FLORIAN CLARK
is much more familiar. Jefferson
Lora! Dealer
is on all $2 bills; Lincoln on $5;
93 Limerock St. Tel. 431-W
Hamilton on $10; and Jackson on
$20.

LONG WEARING

EASY WRINGING

Every-Other-Day
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

•

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation la Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

Steamer ‘ Mayfield" was fortunate in her choice of a name and during her running on the Vinalhaven
line was popular and successful, though her accommod itions were not all that could be desired as a glance at
the picture will show. The “Mayfield" was built in 1875 in Brewer for the Barbours and was named for a
daughter of Dr John Fields of Bangor. She was of 48 CI gross tons. 73.5 feet long, 13.2 foot beam and drew four
feet with an estimated 30 horsepower. She was sold in 1881 by the Barbours to the Walkers of Vinalhaven and
thereafter plaved a minor and by no means villainous role in the steamboat wars of the day. Capt. Alvah
Barbour of Swan's Island was master and part owner in her early days in these waters and operated a line
through to Somesville. though “Mayfield” is best known around Vinalhaven. She later passed into the own
ership of Capt. I. E. Archibald who ran her on his Tenant’s Harbor line where she is pleasantly remembered
by Allison M. Watts of Jamaica. Vt. It was Capt. Archibald who added the house to the boat deck, thus creat
ing the mystery boat of the Dec, 21, 1940, issue. “Mayfield" finally became a steam fisherman and was lost in
Mussel Ridge Channel. Photo, C. L. Gregory and S. L. Winslow.
NO. 82
I ing of the “Vinalhaven." The
(This is the third installment in'"Viking" was owned by the Vinal
“A Famous Steamboat War” by haven Steamboat Co., sponsors of
Sidney L. Winslow of Vinalhaven 1 the “Emmeline,” and though not
as large as the latter, was consid
• • • •
The new boats being built by erably speedier. On her way up
the rival companies were soon the river, and while running at her
nearing completion and supporters normal speed the “Viking” was oc
of each side of the contest hoped casionally compelled to stop and
that their favorite would be the wait for the "Emmeline” to catch
up. The Vinalhaven Band made
first boat to arrive.
The Vinalhaven Steamboat Co. the trip to Searsport, stationed on
(the Kimball Co.) was to name the “Emmeline ”
It was thought that George
their new boat the “Vinalhaven."
and
the
Rockland-Vinalhaven Kimball, president of the VinalSteamboat Co's was to be known haven Steamboat Co., would be
as the "Gov. Bodwell.” All looked ! present on this occasion to accept
forward to the launching of the the set of colors presented by
new boats and it was at this point Vinalhaven people, but as he was
that nterest in the steamboat war unable to be present, he sent the
following letter which was read by
was at its height.
Thomas
G. Libby of Vinalhaven:
The “Gov. Bodwell" was the first
“
Fellow
Citizens and Friends of
to take to the water, the event
taking place on May 27. 1892. She Vinalhaven:
At all times the sight of the
was launched in the presence of
a large crowd, among which were Stars and Stripes awakens emo
about 140 people from Vinalhaven, tions of pride and patriotism in
who made the trip to and from the heart of every true American.
Rockland on the Str. “Forest It is an emblem of all we hold
dear, purchased at untold cost.
Queen.”
It gives me great pleasure to ac
It was very rough on the water
that day and the “Forest Queen", cept from your hands these beau
not the best sea boat in the world tiful colors and eagle. Let them
because of her tall smokestack,, ever remind us of the unity of pur-

The “Viking" was, like “Clara Clarita,” built for a yacht and retained
her speed wheel while in local service as the property of the Kimball
Company. There is little question in the mind of Vinalhaven old timers
that she was a faster boat than the celebrated “Forest Queen,” but the
fact remains that in their only real test the “Viking” took the lead and
then blew a pipe or whatever it is steamboats do when hard pressed, and
allowed the “Queen” to come in victorious. In spite of that, “Viking”
was very popular, not only at Vinalhaven and Rockland, but also at Bel
fast which saw so much of her. The original “Vinalhaven” was a highly
unflattering copy of the general layout of “Viking.” “Viking,” built in 1891
in Ashtabula. Ohio, was 75 feet long, 15 feet wide, of 55.84 gross tons and
well powered.

“Viking” was less than a year old when she appeared in Penobscot
waters and remained here until 1896, documented at first out of Belfast,
and (hen with Rockland as her home port until 1896 when the name
“Viking" disappeared from the marine register, indicating the sale of the
< 'alt in other waters with change of name, for I have never heard of her
loss in this area. Some person with knowledge of her ultimate end would
do ? favor by passing along the information to J. M. R. Photo donated
by W. S. Roberts of Reading, Mass.

rolled heavy and deep. It was a pose so necessary to our enter
ghastly looking crowd of excursion prise.
ists that stepped off the “Queen”
Our interests are identical in the
when they returned home from the work which we are so enthusi
launching, for the most of them astically engaged
May the present harmonious and
had “fed the fishes."
On May 1. 1892. Steamer “Emme- friendly relations long continue
l.r.e,” while making her afternoon and more firmly unite us in the
trip trom Rockland, ran ashore on days to come.
the northern end of Green Ledge.
Very truly yours
She was under slow headway at
George H. Kimball.”
the time and the accident was
After Mr. Libby read the letter,
scarcely noticeable to those on the signal was given and the new
board. The fog was so thick that steamer slid gracefully into the
it was impossible to see more than water; a very large crowd wit
ii boats length in any direction, nessed the launching.
The usual signal of distress was j The steamer “Vinalhaven" when
sounded and the “Forest Queen" first launched was 100 ft. long on
hurried to the assistance of her the main deck: width 23 ft.; depth
rival and the “Emmeline’s” pas- ' of hold 7 ft.. 3 in. She was built
sengers returned home on the | after the model of the steamer
“Queen.” The “Emmeline” was “Viking ”
n the next 1
tide; Her engine was from the fac
floa
duty again
tories of Clough, Witt & Co., of
anc
Cleveland. Ohio Diameter of cyl
day
On June 15. 1802.
1892, steamers inder 12x22 in.. 16 in. stroke and
“Emmeline” and *“•Viking
Viking” took a designed for a working pressure of
party of excursionists to 8earsport 150 pounds of steam. Her original
where they witnessed tile launch-wheel was 5 ft., 10 in., and 8 ft-

pitch.

As time passed it was rumored
that both the new boats would
soon be ready for service, but the
“Emmeline” votaries were sincerely
hoping that neither of them would
arrive until the “Viking” could get
a chance to lock horns with the
little old “Forest Queen” and take
some of the conceit out of her supporterSi for there seemed to be no
question but that the “Viking” was
by far the faster boat of the two.
This wish had its fulfillment in
so far as the arrival of the new
boats was concerned, for one glad
day the “Emmeline” was hauled
up for repairs and the speedy little
“Viking” placed on the route In
her place. An exciting race was
inevitable.
Tense and ominous was the local
atmosphere as the townsfolk wait
ed for the great contest to take
place. Once more there was some
heavy betting and loud argumenta
tive talk.
The day was clear and of excel
lent visibility; the steamers could
be seen when they were far out in
the bay with their noises pointed
towards the islands. As they drew
nearer it was seen that the “Vik
ing” was ahead and momentarily
broadening the distance between
herself and her adversary and a
loud cheer from her supporters
rent the air. Their joy was of
short life, however, for suddenly a
puff of steam enveloped the “Vik
ing” and she began to slow down
and finally stopped.
The “Forest Queen” soon passed
her and as she came through the
narrows and entered the Sound
was far ahead of our last hope,
the “Viking” whose champions
underwent all the chagrin and dis
appointment the people of "Mudville” must have felt when the
“Mighty Casey” struck out. No
one to this day will deny that the
“Viking” was the faster boat and
there seems no doubt but that she
would have fulfilled all the wishes
of her ardent supporters on that
fatal day but the accident of a
broken steam pipe placed her out
of the running.
Shortly after this momentous
event the “Gov. Bodwell" made her
appearance
and
the
“Forest
Queen” sailed away “with a bone
in her teeth and that same little
tantalizing chip on her shoulder.”
the undisputed champion in the
first chapter of our famous steam- •
boat war.
The defeat of the little “Viking”
was like a wet blanket to the hopes
of we who favored that side of the
contest and our only hope now lay
in the “new and fast steamer
‘Vinalhaven’” which would soon
make her appearance.
But the “Gov. Bodweil” was
the first to arrive. She was built
by George A. Gilchrist of Rockland
for the Rockland-Vinalhaven route
and was placed into service on
June 30, 1892 Her tonnage was
141 gross, length 103 ft., width 24
ft., depth 8 ft. William R. Creed
was her captain and Harvey Hall
clerk
On the appointed day for her
to appear she arrived on schedule
time and her trim, spic and span
appearance must have gladdened
the hearts of her sponsors and
supporters. Oh how we, the loyal
champions of the opposing line
hoped
that the "Vinalhaven”
would, at least, compare favorably
with this formidable craft which
I thought was a beauty from all
angles, and although we still clung
to "the hope that springs eternal
etc.” and prayed that the Vinal
haven'' would make this boat look

like a mudscow by comparison,
however, it must be admitted that
we entertained grave doubts.
We tried to find something about
! the “Bodwell’s” makeup to criticise
, but, as I remember it, we found
, nothing but the fact that her bell
' pulls squeaked when the captain
signalled to the engineer.
The new steamer "Vinalhaven”
made her official debut on July 2,
1892 and on that historic and mo
mentous date a mighty throng was
assembled at the steamboat pier
to give “The People’s Little Boat,”
as she was called, a glorious wel
come. that beautiful maritime mas
terpiece of marine architecture
that Would make the “Gov. Bodwell”
look like a mudscow.
Heralding her approach were the
crescendo notes of her screechowl
whistle that "recoiled upon the
mountain and echoed on the flat”
as she came through the Reach.
Pandemonium broke loose as she
came around Norton's Point. Bells
rang, people shouted, horns tooted,
terrific explosions split the air and
if there were any welkins there
about they surely must have rung,
at any rate it was an awful racket,
and the people stretched their
necks to get first view of the new
steamer.
Right here the reader of this
article should make a slight pause
and swallow—swallow hard—for
that’s what many of us did when
we got our first glimpse of our new
champion, for although we may
have had misgivings from the
start, we never expected to get
such a jolt as was handed to us on
that never-to-be-forgotten day.
Everybody, of course, has a right
to his own opinion and perhaps the
remarks I have made concerning
the “Vinalhaven’s” general appear
ance may not coincide with other
people’s ideas.
Maybe the fault was mine, per
haps I was over idealistic and ex
pected too much for she surely did
not approach the border of my
most conservative dreams and, so
far as I could see. there was
nothing of beauty or dignity in her
entire anatomy, with the possible
exception of her hull.
Her pilot house was the butt, of
all the jokers on the other side of
the contest who said it resembled
a packing box, and it did, in com
parison with the one that so
jauntily adorned the “Gov. Bod
well.” A mast had been placed
immediately in front of the pilot
house and her slim ungainly look
ing smokestack was painted yellow.
Her engine was of a type that was
fast becoming obsolete, the en
gineer, when on duty, being com
pelled to be down in the pit with
the fireman.
It is my earnest conviction that
the “Vinalhaven” should never

a New’ York passenger »teampr
now a floating barracks for lhe
Navy, docked Monday night ln
Portland and sailed Tuesday noon
past the (Light. Many of thp SPa.
faring men will recall the many
times they have seen the pPck
when coasting days were predomi
nant from Maine to New Yoik
• • • •

Old Age Relief
Lottery Bill and Luxury
Tax Sought As Means of
Providing Funds
The lottery bill, introduced by
Representative Charles F. Dwlnal of
Camden, would set up a three mem
ber lottery commission “to establish
a State lottery or State lotteries for
the benefit of the State.”
Two members of the Commission
would receive $3000. with the chair
man receiving $500 more annually.
Fifty-five percent of the gross re
turns from the lottery would be paid
into the general funds of the State.
Dwinal's bill recommends the funds
be applied to payment of old age
assistance. The remaining 45 per
cent of the funds would be applied
to administration, 10 percent, and 35
percent for prizes.
The bill would restrict sale of
tickets to minors and all persons re
ceiving relief whether federal, State,
local or county. Sale of lottery tick
ets would be conducted in the com
munity by proper authorities w’ith
the community retaining 15 percent
of the gross receipts for the benefit
of the health and welfare depart
ment.
In communities not desiring to
conduct the lottery sale the com
mission would set up proper agents.
A $2000 fine or two years in prison
were penalties set up in the bill for
selling lottery tickets without the
commission's authority.
On the heels of a sweeping luxury
tax introduced by Rep. E. Sam Farwell <R) of Unity, which would tax
tobacco products, cosmetics, soft
drinks, amusements, candy and
jewelry, came two more tax revenue
bills. Both were introduced by Rep.
Leo C. Good (R) of Monticello and
the revenue derived from them
would be used for payment of old
age assistance.
One would place an excise tax of
one mill on each cigarette sold and
the other a one cent tax on manu
factured tobacco products sold. The

CUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.

It has been some time since Wfc
last contributed to The Courier.
Gazette, although we read
Wlti)
great interest.
'We had a fine holiday with
abundance of lovely gifts Mr
and Mrs. Hubert Hubbar. m s
M.Hie Arderson and Orut Dastie
of Augusta spent the day \
Us
Appreciation is expressed to the
Sea Coast, Missionary fcr tlie rack.
age we received from them
Now that the holiday have
passed and with very little excite
ment, we have settled d.wi. tu cur
regular routine of work.
Justin Foss, Jr., recently sus.
talned a severe cut cn his finger
which required a doctors care
Mrs. Justin Foss ar.d son Leo
and Mr. and Mrs. Justin F< jr
White Head Light, rugged outpost, which has as twin protection Uncle were Portland visitors recently
Sam’s Coast Guard Station. The fog whistle on White Head may be heard
miles inward and outward. Photo courtesy Emerson Sadler.
Two Voices are there: one is of the
Sea.
One of the mountains: each a mighty
voice:
In both from age to age thou didst
rejoice.
They were thy chosen music. Liberty!
—William Wordsworth

• • • •

WHITE HEAD

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Andrews
have closed their home on Norton’s
Island for the Winter and are visi
ting in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beal are
on Two Bush Light Station while
Mr. Beal is substituting for Harry
Smith who is on leave.
Mrs. Earl Lyons and daughter
Pauline, recently visited relatives
in Biddeford
Mrs. Donald Bangs and Freddie
Murray have returned to their
home here after passing several
weeks in Massachusetts.
have been placd on duty until she
Weston Gamage, Jr. is on 15 days’
was, at least, fairly presentable leave.
and I am quite sure that the odds
L. R Dunn and Carroll Hallowell
burned in favor of her opponents
at this juncture. Somehow we bills w'ould be administered by the
felt as if we had a right to expect State Tax Assessor.
something better than this boat
Wholesalers 'would pay a $25
which was to become the rival of license fee and retailers a $2 fee.
the “Gov. Bodwell.” A race be Both bills carry an emergency pre
tween the two boats could1 have amble and wouM become effective
had but one result—the “Vinal when enacted.
haven’' would have gotten a trim
ming worse than the “Forest
Hailstones large as hens’ eggs
Queen” ever gave the “Emmeline.” battered many vultures to death as
After this, interest in the boats a Hock tried to escape from a storm
began to wane and crowds no near Petrusberg, South Africa.
longer sought the hilltops to
watch their coming.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
(To Be Continued)
WORK WONDERS
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"With all that power on call, we can use a
more economical gear ratio as our standard
high gear—a ratio that ups miles per gallon
by giving more revolutions of the wheels
for every revolution of the engine.

All over the country, “to fireball” now
means to enjoy both ease and dispatch in
your travel by car — with a very special
new manner of thrift.

Then, in addition, we have in Compound
Carburetion a fuel supply system that
adjusts itself according to the driving
conditions you meet.

Not the ordinary, scrimpy, self-denying
sort of thrift, but thrift with all

Thus your engine is always getting the ut

most benefit out of the least amount of gaso
line that will give the performance you want.
And that spells economy.

•0
99
•

So much economy that a man who drives
15,000 miles a year gets as much as 2,000
miles extra driving on the same amount
of fuel.
And that, Buick buy
ers will tell you, is
something very much
worth looking into
through a free dem
onstration such as any
Buick dealer will
gladly give.

BUICK PRICES
BEGIN AT

0
0
0
0
0
0
•

0
•

*935
for the
Business Coupe

0
0
0
0

delivered at Flint,
Mich. State tax, op
tional equipment and
accessories — extra.
Prices subject to change
without notice.

the thrills left in!
Now, just why that happens is
easy to understand.

^Optional equipment on the Buick Special,
standard on all other series.

Al MOTOftS VAlUft

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET,

In the recent good old rough
northeast storm we took many pic
tures of interesting sights one

passed 48 hours liberty with Mr. would not see often.
Mrs. Foss has just completed a
Hallowell’s father in Lubec re
new ,pom-pom rug. It consists of
cently.
Walter Stafford and Forrest 1400 pom-poms. The center is of
Cheney have returned from the U. light blue, then a row of black;
S. Marine Hospital.
J following are flowers which are
• • • •
done in peach with rust centers,
PORTLAND HEAD
then another row of black, ending
Miss N. H. Kinney was guest with dark blue to complete the
Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde colorful rug.
Justin Foss, Jr., and brother Leo
Grant on a motor trip to Rock
often
like to tell their friends of
land and St. George, returning in
the wonderful trip they had when
the evening.
Arthur Harlow of South Port Mt. Mattson asked them to take
his 40-foot cabin cruiser back to
land' recently visited F. O. Hilt.
Last Sunday the Sterlings were Bath while he and Mrs. Mattson
entertained at the home of Mr. returned by bus due to bad
and, Mrs. Walker and Mr. and weather. They left Cape Porpoise
Mrs. Robert Sterling, Jr., of Port Harbor at 2.30 but had to anchor
land, guests of Mrs. Walker when in Portland1 that night as gas was
she gave a large dinner party too low to continue. The next
honoring her daughter Mrs. Rob morning was beautiful so they
ert Sterling, Jr., as another birth proceeded on their journey to
day anniversary rolled around. Bath arriving at 11.30. Now they
June received many gifts.
' are called the brave sailors.
Mr. Lurvey Who has been with
Winter has called on us all right,
Mrs. R. T. Sterling, has gone to but we do not mind since we are
Bangor looking for work..
, cozy and warm. The station has
It s great weather we’re having, ' been newly shingled and a fine
(to sit by the fireside) and keep new stove put in, with three cord
comfortable with the thermometer of wood and 10 tons of coal to keep
playing around zero, its an old home fires burning.
saying, but how true “As the days
A fat robin called on us this
begin to lengthen the cold begins morning and perched on the top
to strengthen.”
Last Sunday’s of the tower trying to keep warm
storm was a violent and open as in the sun. We could not catch
sault on our reservation as angry him or seem to help him. only to
seas raged as far as the eye could toss some crumbs out on the rocks,
see on the ocean, a fascinating and hoping he might get them. He
bewitching sight.
stayed for about 20 minutes, then
The Str. Richard Peck, formerly flew away. This is no “fish story”.

HERE’S a new word spreading through
Reenforced by Compound Carburetion*
the vocabularies of car owners who
this Fireball eight develops nearly 17%
have made firsthand acquaintances withmore horsepower on exactly the same fuel
this slick new 1941 Buick.
rationing.

It’s a word we first picked out as an apt
description of a new and better engine —
but it is rapidly coming to mean a com
pletely new and excitingly pleasurable
manner of motorcar travel.

GOAT ISLAND

The day’s news from many lonely outposts along
Maine’s waterfront.

ROCKLAND, ME.

c. W. HOPKINS
12 BAYVIEW STREET,

CAMDEN. ME.

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
/
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